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Most Clean CaMpus
in South Central region

Smt. Koneru Kanchana Latha, Secretary, KLEF, receiving the Clean Campus Award from
AICTE Chairman  Prof. Anil Sahasrabudhe
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President’s Message

President
Er. Koneru Satyanarayana

- Er. Koneru Satyanarayana
President - KLEF

Dear Reader,  
KLEF had begun as a seedling in 1980 and aimed to 
provide quality education and mould the future of the 
country into better citizens.  The institution has been in 
the forefront in ensuring high standards of education 
by providing an environment that facilitates an all-
round development by enhances research through the 
best, State of the art infrastructural facilities.
It is said “Reap the hay while the sun shines”. In 
KLEF we try to provide as much shine as possible to 
encourage the students reap their hay. We provide 
various platforms where the students get exposed 
to multitude of opportunities available to build their 
careers and achieve their dreams.  
KLEF has been awarded with many prestigious 
awards from various institutions over the world. The 
campus holds pride for its cleanliness and greenery 
and also has the first ever green building in all of 
South India as the Library block. Every person of 
the fraternity maintains a sense of responsibility to 
keep the university premises clean as they nurture 
the feeling of belongingness. The harvest of that can 
be seen in the form of many cleanliness awards like, 
AICTE clean campus in 2017 and many more. Apart 
from cleanliness, this Deemed to be University has 
been topping the priority list in terms of recruitment by 
many national and multinational companies. It takes 
the pride of providing placements to all the registered 
students and leaves no stone unturned to achieve the 
same. 
The students are exposed to the various happenings 
around the world through various international 
conferences and workshops conducted by various 
industrial experts. This enables an easy upgradation 
of the education system in the college and channelling 

the minds of the young, into a common direction to 
achieve a common goal. 
Apart from education, KLEF encourages the students 
to grow and shine in their fields of interest, be it 
sports or otherwise. The annual Koneru lakshmaih 
memorial trophy projects the support extended to 
sports and other events in our college apart from the 
annual techno-management fest Samyak and cultural 
fete, Surabhi, provide a platform for the students to 
showcase their technical and cultural skills.
At the end we are a rendezvous where the students 
are moulded into responsible citizens of the country 
and all-rounders needed by the nation. I wish all the 
students that they exceed in their lives and come out 
with flying colours. 
This issue of newsletter covers the events by 
Academic Staff College, Activities of CIIE , Series 
of guest lectures, workshops, training programs and 
sports related activities. Experts from academic and 
corporate sectors visited the University on various 
occasions and shared their experiences with the 
students and faculty members. The achievement by 
our faculty members in the form of paper publications, 
books and Ph.D. awarded are also recorded in this 
issue. 
Happy Reading !!
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Vice Chancellor’s Message

Registrar’s Message 

Pro-Vice Chancellor’s Message 

Dear Reader,
Don’t be afraid to dream too big, nothing is impossible if you believe in yourself 
you can achieve it. Here in KL we make them capable of dreaming big, aspiring 
to impossible, and designing their own lives. We bring out the best in them, we try 
to focus on strengthening the inbuilt skills of the students while inculcating new 
abilities. We aim at bringing better citizens to the society who can raise the bars 
of example setting.
I take this is an opportunity to congratulate the staff members who have been 
very supportive who have moulded students in the best way possible. It is due 
to their immense efforts that KL is able to maintain a stable position in one of the 
best university list of South India. Students changed themselves according to 
the system and rendered their support to the university. I hope that the legacy 
continues further and wish all outgoing students for their future endeavours. 

Dear Reader,  
K L deemed to be university has been at it’s top form and proven itself from time 
and again by producing ingenious students who bring laurels to the society. I take 
pride in the fact that the university has been recognized by AICTE as the “Most 
clean campus in South central region”. Furthermore the students are encouraged 
to participate in international events like Hackathon to promote “out-of-the-box-
thinking”. Success doesn’t come overnight and has to be achieved by rigorous 
practice and also interaction with great people. KLEF provided that opportunity by 
celebrating the World Space Week ,conducted by the Civil dept. Faculty are the 
key to any student’s success and KLEF is proud to announce 400 PhD. graduates 
faculty. I would like to convey my best regards to all the students and faculty who 
have raised the name of our institute by their endless contributions and I hope this 
is just the beginning.

Dear Reader,  
K L has maintained its name and fame constantly and is ranked among one of the 
top universities in south India. The students are exposed to the working society 
and are made to interact with various experienced people in their respective 
fields. It sets an example for collaborative learning and redefines student teacher 
relation which helps in increasing the scope of the subject. This also promotes out 
of the box thinking and skills by discovering the dormant talents within themselves. 
Students have left no stones in activities and sports, 22 year old Jyothi Surekha 
winner of Arjuna Award is one who can be showed as an example to the society. 
The university supports budding talent by conducting workshops, guest lectures 
and other events. I take this opportunity to convey my heart felt wishes to all those 
who have graduated and who will graduate from this university for a bright future..

Dr. L S S Reddy
Vice Chancellor -KLEF

Dr.K.Satya Prasad
Pro-Vice Chancellor- KLEF

Dr. T Uma Maheswarar Rao
Registrar  -KLEF
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Editor’s Message

Dear Reader,  
KL takes pride to cite that it has been inimitable 
from 38 years. Individual universities have adopted 
different approaches to raise their national profile and 
presence, but without scepticism I can say that KL 
got the best place because of its vision and mission. 
The various research achievements, awards to faculty 
make KLEF get stronger and intense. KL always 
strives to get stronger and better by raising itself to 
International standards. And it is glad that students 
and faculty support us with our views and strive for our 
progress towards our goals.
The fervent verve present in our students in 
academics in addition to activities has been proved 
at several occasions since many years. Our students 
have been a part of University Innovation Fellowship 
offered by Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, Stanford 
University. This is an innovative step taken by the 
university to raise its bar of standards in education 

and overall development of its students. I Hope the 
change in semester schedule with more practical and 
experienced learning will take students a step ahead to 
an industrial knowledge which would help them in their 
future advancement.Recent actions like departmental 
fest of biotechnology named ‘BIOTRENDZ’ was 
opportunistic and watchful. Event like ‘FEMFLARE’ 
was amusing and empowering. We honour and are 
thankful to everyone one, those who contributed for 
the progress of KLEF with whom the run is easy to 
compete today’s world. 
Wishing all students success in your life…..

Dr.K.Sarat Kumar 
Dean (P&D), Editor-KLU Panoroma

PLANNINg & DEVELOPMENT
PUBLISHINg DIVISION  TEAM

Dr. K Sarat Kumar 
Dean (Planning & Development)
Editor-KLU Panorama

D Joseph Thambi 
graphic Designer

P  Parasuram 
graphic Designer

Y  Johnpal 
graphic Designer

Dr. M Kameswara Rao
Associate Dean (Publishing)
Sub-editor-KLU Panorama
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KleF women’s forum organised a talk on “role of women in 
today’s economy “on 6/12/2017. Smt Koneru Kanchana latha, 
Secretary KleF addressed the gathering and she motivated 
the students with her speech about contribution towards 
economy growth of india. Ms Vanitha Datla, Ceo indian 
Women network South region,india is the chief guest of the 
function. She interacted with students and gave advises on 
how  to become a challenging woman in today’s society. Mrs 
nagalakshmi Ceo indian Women network, andhra Pradesh, 
india is the guest of honour of this program. She talked about 
indian women network and how iWn is helping the students 
to shape their carriers. Dr l.S.S.reddy Vice Chancellor KleF 
addressed the gathering and he talked about the impact 
of women in today’s economy. Vote of thanks is given by 
Dr M.Sreedevi Coordinator Women’s Forum.BBa and MBa 
students participated along with women faculty and staff in 
this program.

KLEF- Secretary 
Urges for 

’sContribution 
towards Economic
Growth of India
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LEgAL RIghts Of WOMEN

K l university women’s forum conducted  an elocution competition on “legal rights for Women” sponsored by national 
Commission For Women, government of india on 31/10/2017 in K l university, green Fields, Vaddeswaram. Smt nannapaneni 
rajaKumari, Chairperson, aP Women’s Commission, andhra Pradesh is chief guest of the Function. 200 members (students, 
staff and faculty) from different streams/Branches attended to this program. 63 students had participated in this Competition.  
Smt rajakumari distributed Cash Prizes for the Winners of the competition.

S.No Name of the Student Prize Awarded
1 Ms V.Mounika(eCe Dept) First Prize
2 Ms amrutha(Ba arts ) Second Prize
3 Ms rith Mallik(BBa Dept) third Prize
4 Ms Pooja(BBa Dept) third Prize
5 Ms Vasavi (BBa Dept) third Prize
6 Ms namratha(eCe Dept) third Prize
7 Ms Charishma(CSe Dept) third Prize
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as i rushed to get myself together, a tinge of both 
excitement and nervousness filled me. after all, it was the 
first day of my first international visit. our destination for 
today was googleplex, the headquarters of internet giant 
google at Mountain View. in line with my imagination, 
googleplex was a sprawling cluster of buildings, electric 
cars, android statues and everything in
between. i’m tempted to quote gavin Belson from the 
famed tV series “Silicon Valley” in the context of the 
people: “it’s weird. they always travel in groups of five. 
these programmers, there’s always a tall, skinny whiteguy; 
short, skinny asian guy; fat guy with a ponytail; some guy 
with crazy facial hair; and then an east indian guy. it’s like 
they trade guys until they all have the right group.”

Day 1: Googleplex (Google Headquarters), Mountain 
View, California 
as the photo session outside the buildings came to a 
halt, we were invited into the noogler Building: the room 
where newly joined employees of google begin their first 
day. our gracious host for the day, Dr. Frederik g. Pferdt, 
Chief innovation evangelist at google made sure we had 
a memorable and insightful day. the activities began 
with a team building activity, rock, Papers and Scissors! 
Whenever someone lost in a duel, they would become the 
biggest fan of the winner as they ascend up the ranks by 
battling with other winners. in the end, the probability of 
you ending in the winning team was 50%. this taught us 
important lessons on how not to lose interest and faith 
when our ideas or proposals don’t get through, but instead 
support the winner’s idea and have faith in them. this was 
followed by an open-up session where we discussed our 
strengths, weaknesses, vulnerabilities with other team 
members so as to build a team spirit and bond. i found this 
activity to be incredibly effective. Cheering others

this was followed by a sumptuous lunch in the lawns. We 
managed to grab a few memorabilia and souvenirs at the 
google Store in the meantime. the first session later was 
a talk by emi Kolawole from google X about “Moonshot 
thinking”. it was an enthralling talk about dreaming big 
and working hard to achieve them. We got a few snippets 
on google X’s work culture and the kind of projects they 
get to work on. this was followed by a Q&a session with 
ray Kurzweil, Director of engineering at google and a 
legendary computer scientist and futurist. his description 
of the nearby future where all the brains are connected 
to the “cloud” was fascinating. i thoroughly enjoyed the 
discussion with all the computer science jargon and nerdy
details. this was followed by a long Design thinking and 
Prototyping workshop as Frederik took over the reins again. 
We were detailed about the prototyping techniques used 
by google while building their product line. applying the 

Cheering 
others in 
the Rock, 
Paper and 
Scissors!

same principle to a common problem among the different 
schools, teams came up with innovative and time bound 
solutions to these problems using Design thinking. this 
concluded the first day of our intensive schedule. We 
returned back with so many memories and lessons!

Day 2: Stanford University, Palo Alto, California

the second day of the program was scheduled in the 
beautiful Stanford university campus in the hasso Plattner 
institute of Design, commonly called the d school. after 
the usual welcoming events, we learnt about stokes (or) 
warm up activities by tania anaissie. Stokes were a series
of activities that were designed to build up a team spirit 
and coordination among team members before actually 
starting a project. this included taking responsibility for our 
own mistakes, realizing that every human makes mistakes, 
taking the first step and many more. the next in line was 
a talk about public speaking by Dan Klein of the Stanford 
graduate School of Business. We got to know many useful 
tips and tricks on how to gather the audience attention 
and leave a lasting impact on them. Dan
the penultimate activity was my favorite: the Dance. 
Prominent arts teacher and performer aleta hayes made 
us all dance like children! What started as a walking 

Dan Klein 
tips on 
speaking

University Innovation Fellows (UIF) Shares Their Experiences 
Srikar Kashyap, Final Year CSE Student from KL shares his experience at Silicon Valley Meet conducted by 
University Innovation Fellows in collaboration with D School, Stanford University.Prologue 

“Wake up! It’s time to get ready! 
Design thinking and 
Prototyping at google!
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exercise had fully blown into a dance rampage by a 100 
people who were moving and shaking without a worldly 
worry, all under ten minutes! She made us realize the 
power of dance, music and arts in connecting people 
from across the world seamlessly. We thanked her and 
bid farewell as we proceeded for a break. the final activity 
was the inspiration Walk, an audio guided walk to reinvent 
ourselves. it discussed the importance of zooming in and 
zooming out of problems and seeing the bigger picture. 
it had immensely helped me identify my priorities and 
goals for the future and structure them appropriately. the 
tiresome but rewarding day ended with the unconference: 
an event where the fellows set the topics and discuss 
in groups of their interest. this was definitely one of the 
greatest days of my life!

Day 3: Stanford University, Palo Alto, California

the third day was a special one: it was a celebration 
commemorating the fifth anniversary of theuniversity 
innovation Fellows program. 100 fellows from the previous 
cohorts from across the world had landed to join us in the 
celebration! it began with a splendid drum performance by
Stanford students. this was followed by a talk by ge 
Wang, a professor in department of music at Stanford. 
his explanations and demonstrations about the fusion 
of technology (computer science) and music had left 
everyone awestruck. after a brief break, we began the 
main eventof the day, the Music Design Challenge. a series 
of challenges sponsored by musicians and mentored by 
local industry leaders were taken up by us. our challenge 
was to introduce and induce music in K-12 education to 
help students succeed in their education. after a series 
of design thinking sprints, we came up with a bunch of 
solutions including conduction of competitions for high 
school students. We then had a panel discussion with 

Dancing 
my way!! 
(I’m in the 
background)

Pandora Music Service Chief Product officer Chris Phillips 
and grammy award winning singer producer grace Weber. 
We gained insights on the practises used in the music 
industry for identifying and nurturing talent and the role 
played by technology in it. the day ended on a high note 
with a soulful performance by grace Weber.

Day 4: Stanford University, Palo Alto, California

the final day of the program began with an activity on 
inclusion. We played a card game that described various 
stages of united States of america throughout its history, 
starting from native americans, Blacks and their slavery, 
etc. the game helped us understand the importance of 
putting ourselves in someone else’s shoes and see their 
perspective. the final activity was a retrospection event 
where we brainstormed on the lessons learnt throughout 
the event and plans to implement them in our university.

the event formally concluded as all the fellows shared their 
experiences and gave critical feedback to the organisers. 
We all posed for one last photo before everyone left to 
catch up with their flights.

Epilogue
as we bid farewell to our new friends and started out to the 
airport, all of us were filled with undeniable sadness. We 
found a new home here and leaving it already was difficult 
indeed. But we were thankful to the organisers for making 
us feel home and conduct so many amazing sessions on a 
large scale. We return back to india with an infinitely more 
confidence and hope that we will be able to change the 
landscape of higher education in india, one step at a time

Discussing 
the music 
design 
challenge

Brain
storming 
our ideas

ONE family!

Srikar Kashyap Pulipaka
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FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS

•Dr.K.L. Narayana  , Dean (r&D) K l appointed by govt of 
andhra Pradesh  as a Member of task Force-i to introduce 
academic reforms. to provide impetus to the initiates taken 
by the Department of higher education, government 
of andhra Pradesh and to introduce academic reforms, 
government has constituted two task Forces and in one 
task Force, Dr. K. l. narayana, Dean (r&D), K l is appointed 
as one of the Members.

•Dr Srikanth Vemuru ,Dean (Skill Development) , Professor 
,Dept of CSe had undergone training on nu-iDea 
Methodology for establishing Venture Development Center 
at KleF Campus. Venture Development center at KleF will be 
under the aegis of international institute of entrepreneurship 
Development (i2e), an initiative by andhra Pradesh State 
Skill Development Corporation (aPSSDC) in partnership with 
northeastern university, Boston, uSa.

•Mr.Hari Kiran Vege Associate Dean (Teaching & Learning) 
mentored Four students of K l who are declared as university 
innovation Fellows (uiF).uiF is a global program organized 
by D school of Stanford university that empowers student 
leaders to increase campus engagement with innovation, 
entrepreneurship, creativity and design thinking. these 
fellows design innovation spaces, start entrepreneurship 
organizations, host experiential learning events, and work 
with faculty to develop new courses.

•Dr. Pradeep Kumar Brahman , Dept of Chemistry had 
received a prestigious “Young SCientiSt aWarD - 2017” 
for his outstanding contribution in the field of chemical 
sciences by andhra Pradesh akademi of Sciences held at 
andhra university, Visakhapatanam on november 07th 2017.

•Dr Shanmukh Kumar , HOD - Department of Chemistry 
, K l was awarded rs.25,000/- by K l Management for the 
work done in the delivery of the course, with reference to 
the internal examinations, question papers, course handout, 
course materials and related activities.

•Dr. Mohammed Ali Hussain, Professor, Dept. of ECSE 
received “Best Computer Science Faculty award” from 
association of Scientists, Developers and Faculties (aSDF) – 
international global awards held at holiday inn resort, goa, 
republic of india on 30th December 2017.  

Dr. Mohammed ali hussain also published 3 patents entitled  
“Key image Based encryption Method and System for Secure 
Communication of Digital Content”, “System and Method for 
health Monitoring and accident tracking in real time”, and 
“System and Method for intrusion Detection with Clustering 
for Wireless Sensor networks”

•Dr.G.Vijay Kumar , Associate Professor, 
Dept. of ECSE published patent entitled 
“•System and method Employed for mining 
regular –frequent item Sets”

•Dr. K Narasimha Rao, Mr. A.Eswar kumar.  
Published a patent entitled “ exhaust 
Muffler and valve assembly for Combustion 
Devices” .

•Mrs. Shaik Razia, registration number 
13303020, research Scholar, Department 
of CSe, K l e F was conferred with Ph.D for 
her thesis entitled “a neuro CoMPuting 
FraMeWorK For thYroiD DiSeaSe 
DiagnoSiS uSing MaChine learning 
teChniQueS” on 12th December 2017

•Ms.Shahana Bano registered number 
11303010,  research Scholar, Department 
of CSe, K l e F was conferred with Ph.D 
for her PhD thesis entitled “an eFFiCient 
ConteXt ranK BaSeD hierarChiCal 
CluStering For DiStriButeD Bio-
MeDiCal DoCuMentS uSing teXt 
Mining” on 30th Dec, 2017
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•Mrs. V.M.L Hima Bindu, registered number 13321014, 
research Scholar, Department of MatheMatiCS, was 
Conferred with a Ph.D by K l for his Ph.D thesis entitled 
“SoMe ContriButionS on SuZuKi tYPe reSultS in 
Partial MultiPliCatiVe anD SoFt MetriC SPaCeS”  
on 18th october 2017 

•Vidyullatha Pellakuri, registered number 13303039, 
research Scholar, Department of CSe, was Conferred with 
a Ph.D by K l for her thesis entitled “Development of a 
Decision making system to classify air Quality using Soft 
Computing techniques”  on 23rd november 2017.

•Mr. K. Venkateswara Raju, registered number 13351003, 
research Scholar, Department of Management, K l was 
Conferred with a Ph.D by K l for his thesis  “a StuDY 
on VariouS FaCtorS aFFeCting the iMPulSe 
PurChaSe BehaViour oF CuStoMerS in FMCg, 
aPParelS (organiSeD retail SeCtor in the CitieS 
oF hYDeraBaD, SeCunDereaBaD & ViJaYaWaDa” on  
28th october 2017.

•B. Loveswara Rao, registered number 12306001, 
research Scholar, Department of eee was conferred with 
Ph.D for his thesis “neW Control StrategieS For 
Fault Mitigation oF griD in interFaCeD DFig WinD 
turBine SYSteMS” on 30th nov, 2017.

•D. Bhavana, Registered number 13304010, research 
Scholar, Department of eCe, K l e F Was conferred with 
Ph.D for her thesis “DeVeloPMent oF MultiSPeCtral 
iMage FuSion teChniQueS For loW ContraSt 
therMal iMageS” on 2nd Dec, 2017.

•Mr. Ch.Raghava Prasad, registration number 13304069, 
research Scholar, Department of eCe, K l e F was 
conferred with Ph.D for his thesis entitled “CoMPuter 
ViSion BaSeD train rolling StoCK eXaMination”  
on 13th December 2017 

•Mr.S.V.S Raja Prasad, registered number 13307003, 
research Scholar, Department of Mechanical engineering, 
K l e F was conferred with Ph.D for his thesis entitled 
“MoDelling anD ValiDation oF SaFetY PraCtiCeS 
in inDian ConStruCtion organiZationS” on 16th 
December 2017 

•Mr.Srinivasa Rao Vempati, registered number 10304005, 
research Scholar, Department of  eCe, K.l.e.F was 
conferred with a Ph.D for his thesis entitled “MultiuSer 
DeteCtor For DS-CDMa SYSteMS oVer noiSY 
FaDing ChannelS” on 26th  December 2017.

•Ms.K. Rajeswari, registered number 13323024, research 
Scholar, Department of Chemistry, K.l.e.F was conferred 
with a Ph.D for her thesis entitled “iSolation anD 
CharaCteriZation oF Bio-aCtiVe SeConDarY 
MetaBoliteS FroM Marine SPeCieS oF inDian CoaSt 
With reSPeCt to enCoeCaria agalloChalinn anD 
XYloCarPuS granatuM” on 22th December 2017 

•Lavanya Sivapurapu, registered number 10324101, 
research Scholar, Department of english, K.l.e.F was 
conferred with Ph.D for her PhD thesis entitled “the 
QueSt BY WoMen in the SeleCt noVelS oF ShaShi 
DeShPanDe anD anita DeSai: a StuDY”  on 29th 
December 2017 

•Mr.V.Sunil Kumar Yalamanchi, registered number 
11323010, research Scholar, Department of Chemistry, 
K.l.e.F was conferred with Ph.D for her PhD thesis entitled “a 
neW noVel MoDiFieD anD reSiDual DeterMination 
MethoD DeVeloPMent anD ValiDationS For aCtiVe 
PharMaCeutiCalS ingreDient BY rP-hPlC, rPlC 
anD ultra Violet ViSiBle” on 29th December 2017 

•Ms. Jaya Lalitha Gokarakonda, registered number 
14321001, research Scholar, Department of Mathematics, 
K.l.e.F was conferred with Ph.D for her PhD thesis 
entitled “algeBraiC  StruCtureS in ternarY SeMi 
grouPS”  on 28th December 2017. 

stUDENts AChIEVEMENts 
Mechanical Engineering branch Students has won 
the following awards in go Karting Design and racing 
Challenge, conducted by the imperial Society for innovative 
engineers (iSie)- uK, in india on 20/01/2018 at galgotia’s 
university- noida 

1.the 3rd iKr-iSie Future award, with a Cash Prize of 
rs.50,000/-

2.all india, Best team and Best team Captain award

3.Best Presentation Skills award

4.overall Champions

•55 students of KLU had participated in the international 
Cultural Youth Convention at Karnal, haryana, scheduled 
from 21-10-2017to 29-10-2017. the Department of Culture 
and Youth Services, government of andhra Pradesh along 
with K l Students participated at the international event.  

•Mr. A Gopi Raja,  a final year eee student & founder of 
Fopple Drone tech Pvt. ltd. a start up from Center for 
innovation, incubation & entrepreneurship of Kl university 
has been invited as Panel guest speaker at   agripace 
2017, international Conference & expo on agriculture 
& Veterinary Sciences held at Professor Jayashankar 
telangana State agricultural university, hyderabad. he has 
been invited to deliver a talk on “innovation & latest trends 
in agriculture” and he demonstrated his in innovation 
“agricultural Drones” in front of 1500 delegates from 
various agricultural institutes across the world. agriculture 
conference will be organized.2nd green revolution call for 
sustainable agriculture.

•Four students of K L viz. Pulipaka Srikar Kashyap 
(14003130), Vemulapalli Naga Venkata Sandeep 
(14003136), Kosaraju Surya Sai Mourya (14003740) & 
Kasaraneni Chaitanya Krishna (14003195) under the 
mentorship of associate Dean (teaching & learning)-
Mr.hari Kiran Vege are declared as university innovation 
Fellows (uiF) which is a global program organized by D 
school of Stanford university that empowers student 
leaders to increase campus engagement with innovation, 
entrepreneurship, creativity and design thinking.  these 
fellows design innovation spaces, start entrepreneurship 
organizations, host experiential learning events, and work 
with faculty to develop new courses. With the support 
from K l Management the above 4 students and Faculty & 
associate Dean (teaching & learning)-Mr.hari Kiran Vege  
visited the Silicon Valley Meet  during 16th november to 
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20th november 2017 ,where they got an opportunity to 
present their research among global audience and conduct 
brain-storming ideathons. the innovative prototypes thus 
developed will be implemented at  K l e F after a thorough 
feasibility study by our university Management and 
administration.

•Center for Innovation, Incubation & Entrepreneurship (CIIE) 
, Start up team “BitCrypto” represented by Mr. Mohammad 
Siafullah, 3rd year CSE & Mr. P Srikar Kashyap, 4th year CSE 
of Kl were invited to participate at “hack4Climate”,which 

was held during 12th to 16th november 2017 at Bonn, 
germany. this hackathon is  one of the largest hackathon 
Competition on Block chain technology that aimed to 
bring together Developers and Climate experts in order to 
build innovative solutions to fight climate change . they 
are selected to represent top  100 hackers on Block chain 
technology from the entire world and two of the 5 from 
india.   all the expenses including to and Fro & Boarding 
charges were borne by  the organizers.

Centre for Innovation& Incubation 
Entrepreneurship CIIE

9th INDIA INNOVAtION INItIAtIVE 2017
regional Fair & entrepreneurship training Workshop 
“transforming innovator to Start-up” Vijayawada: as 
a significant step to promote and inculcate a spirit of 
innovation inindia, Confederation ofindian industry (Cii), 
along with Department of Science & technology (DSt), 
government of india and the all india Council for technical 
education (aiCte) is organizing two

days regional Fair & entrepreneurship training 
Workshop from 13 to 14 october, 2017 at K l university 
Vijayawada, andhra Pradesh with a theme “transforming 
innovator to Start-up” as a part of the annual innovation 
competition”india innovation initiative” popularly known 
as “i3”with an objective toidentify, reward and recognize 
the top innovators from across the country and to enable 
commercialisation of the best, homegrowninnovations 
through incubation support, mentorship, investor, and 
industry connect. as a part of this annual flagship national 
innovation competition, applications were invited from 
innovators/inventors from across the country. More than 
1000 entries were received this year, from across the 
sectors which were scrutinized by a team of experts from 
reputed organization from across the country. Based on the 
preliminary scrutiny, around twenty Five best innovations/
inventions were selected from the southern region of the 
country who are being given an opportunity to make one 

on one presentation of their innovation/inventions before 
the Jury Members tomorrow, i.e. on 14 october, 2017. the 
jury members will further examine the innovative ideas 
and select most promising innovation/ invention for the 
national Fair to be organized in the month of December in 
the capital of the country.

the inaugural session of the first day of the workshops 
was attended by Mr. JSrK Prasad, Chairman, Cii, andhra 
Pradesh, Mr. D rama Krishna, Managing Director, efftronics 
Solutions Pvt. ltd., lead Convener, industry 4.0, Cii andhra 
Pradesh, Dr. lSS reddy, Vice chancellor, Kl university, 
Dr. t. umamaheswara rao, registrar, Kl university, Mr. K 
Srinivasa Murthy head national Start up center, Cii & Dr. K 
raja Sekhar, Director, Center for innovation, incubation & 
entrepreneurship, Kl university.
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Speaking at the session of the regional workshop, Mr. JSrK 
Prasad reiterated the efforts of Cii, DSt and aiCteand said 
the i3 is playing a pivotal role in promotion of research and 
innovation-led entrepreneurship for solving key societal and 
industrial challenges and for serving the requirements of the 
common man through the development of appropriate skills 
and technologies. adding to that he said, “i congratulate 
Cii and their partners for their sustained efforts in making 
the platform of india innovation initiative bigger and better 
with every passing year and for encouraging innovators from 
all regions across the country to participate, compete and 
get recognized for creating innovative solutions for various 
industrial and social challenges” expressing his pleasure at 
the success of i3, Dr. lSS reddy Vice chancellor, Klu said, 
“i3 has become a well-awaited platform for the grass root 
innovator and students and we at Kl university are very glad 
to partner with Cii for such an initiative which actively seeks 
to grow innovator’s strength with the objective of creating 

the next generation job-creators, not job-seekers through 
innovation-led startups.” he also emphasized on the mantra 
of Design thinking by which ideas can be transformed 
into a valuable business preposition. addressing at the 
gathering of speakers, innovators, budding entrepreneurs 
and members of the startup ecosystem, Mr. K S Murthy 
said, “initiatives like this present’s great opportunity 
for all the individual and grass root innovators to pitch 
their innovation and get it commercialized. industry 
stakeholders who are ready to welcome these grass root 
innovations need to focus on one thing that their attention 
and interest for grass root innovators can help to leverage 
that innovation momentum which we all are expecting.

fINANCE MEEt & INVEstORs MEEt fOR MsMEs / stARt UPs
Participated in Cii-flagship event: Seven of Ciie Startups were selected for presentation at Cii-flagship event on “Finance 
Meet & investors Meet for MSMes / Start ups- a new Paradigm in Financing MSMes : held on 30th aug 2017 : hotel Fortune
Murali Park, Vijayawada. they have made very impressive presentations. the meeting was attended by Mr. Siddharth Jain, iaS, 
Commissioner of industries, govt of aP. registration of external Startups (July-oct 2017): Five external Stratups registered with 
Ciie. the Startups are registered with Startup india program. the sectors in which external startups include: antivirus Startup, 
Municipal solid waste management, waste to value, zero-water, zero-odour urinary commode and salvaging of city compost 
to organic fertilizer activities of i. P Cell: as part of i. P education Series, i. P. Cell at Ciie prepared a booklet on FaQs on Patents 
with the support of iV/iV iPr and Patent laws students of Me, eee, eCe, CSe, eCM. the Booklet will be officially launched 
and later will be distributed to M. tech, Ph. D students and Faculty to increase awareness on iPrs. applied for national 
Bioentrepreneurship awards: We have submitted three applications under BiraC’s national Bioentrepreneurship awards. 
all the three are technology Products (inventions) from Student Startups and external incubator. until now e-commerce or 
service based Startups only participated.
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KLEf As UNIVERsIty PARtNER: 
I3-NAtIONAL LEVEL stARtUP CONtEst @ 
AICtE BhAVAN, DELhI, 
DECEMBER 8-9 2017
india innovation initiative or i3 is one of the india’s largest 
and most awaited innovation challenges jointly promoted 
by the Cii (Confederation of indian industry), the department 
of Science & technology (DSt), government of india, 
and alCte (all india Council for technical education) to 
identify, reward and recognize the top innovations through 
incubation support, mentorship, investor and industry 
connect. KleF is one of the university partner for i3 2017 
programme. university has also recognized top 5 winners 
from the final innovators and the subsequent incubation 
support will be given to all the members through Cii 
support. KleF has conducted southern regional workshop 
in the month of october 2017. 
Dr. K. raja Sekhar, Director & associate Dean, Ciie has 
attended i3 Start up fest final held at aiCte Bhavan, 
Delhi from 8th to 9th December 2017. Further details are 
available at  link: http://www.i3.ciiinnovation.in/i3-partners.
php
 

KLEf As NODAL CENtER By APssDC IN 
AssOCIAtION WIth NORth EAstERN 
UNIVERsIty, BOstON, UsA tOWARDs 
INtERNAtIONAL INstItUtE Of 
EntrEprEnEurship DEvElopmEnt (i2E) 
PROgRAMME
KleF is very happy to announce that aPSSDC (andhra 
Pradesh State Skill Development Corporation) has 
selected our university as a VDC (Venture Development 
Center) partnering with northeastern university, Boston, 
uSa towards initiation of institute of entrepreneurship 
Development (i2e) program. northeastern university 
is well-known for their entrepreneurship eco system 
and is the best in uSa and its nu-iDea process is well 
accepted across the globe. Kluniversity is exchanging 
Mou with aPSSDC towards i2e program in partnering with 
northeastern university. the objective of the program is to 
build a vibrant ecosystem consisting of world-class venture 
development centers (venture incubators and accelerators) 
to offer various academic and experiential learning 
programs to help ideate, mature and develop ventures 
through northeastern’s proprietary nu-iDea process. the 
venture development initiatives are supported by maker 
spaces, mentor/investor networks, entrepreneurs clubs 
(e-clubs) and a host of other catalytic incentives. under 
i2e initiation, northeastern university (nu) is offering the 
following courses on entrepreneurship
1. Certificate in Basics of Entrepreneurship 
(Phase I) Duration : 3 months
2. Diploma in Venture Development (Phase-II) Duration: 

9 to 12 months
Students who completes the above courses will be given 
equivalent credits for Certificate courses as per academic 
rules and regulations
“Smart idea Pitch & Win Contest”, a Boot camp, ideation 
program and initial screening was conducted by aPSSDC 
in association with north eastern university, Boston, uSa 
at rVrJCe on 16th December 2017 from 10.00 aM to 4.00 
PM. Followed by Boot camp the finals (idea Pitch) contest 
was conducted at VrSeC, Vijayawada on 3rd January 2019 
where 8 start up teams from KleF has participated. Mr. 
Saketh reddy & Mr, Surya Vamsi of SuBrains got 3rd prize 
with a cash prize of rs. 15,000 out of 67 teams selected 
from andhra Pradesh
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NAtIONAL syMPOsIUM ON IPR & stARt UP RENDEzVOUs’17 hELD 
ON 25-26th OCtOBER 2017 @ UNIVERsIty

Center for innovation, incubation & entrepreneurship (Ciie) and Dept of Biotechnology jointly organized a national Symposium 
on iPrs, supported by Dept of electronics & it (Deity), Ministry of electronics & information technology (MeitY), new Delhi, 
government of india. the objective of the workshop was to create awareness on iPrs, protecting innovations, managing and 
monetizing iPrs in it & iCt sector. iPr is an essential part of protecting, capitalizing one’s own inventions and as to how to 
commercialize at an appropriate time. With government of india’s emphasis on Start-up india and Make-in-india programs, 
institutions play key role in creating young entrepreneurs to build their own business. the event was co-organized by andhra 
Pradesh technology Development & Promotion Centre (aPtDC), Cii-hyderabad.  oriigin iP academy, Bangalore is knowledge 
partner for the event and C-DaC, Pune offered technical assistance.

on the first day, i.e. on 25th october, Key note address and overview of iPr was delivered by Dr. V. raghu ram, Senior 
advisor, origiin iP academy, Bangalore and Dr. Bindu Sharma, Ceo, origiin iP academy. Dr. raghu ram also delivered a talk 
on relevance of iP Policy/ iP audit for technology commercialization. Followed by lunch break two consecutive sessions 
were delivered by experts in Cyber security from eSF labs, Vijayawada and Y-Square.  Mr. K. Vivek reddy (Y-Square) delivered 
lecture on Start-up ecosystem for the benefit of Startups. First day’s sessions were completed with the talk on Startups by 
Mr. Madhav reddy, redmond Solutions

Second day started with several speakers deliberating in detail on various aspects of iCt&e sector.  Mr. B. K. Sahu discussed 
in detail on monetization of iP and presented case studies by nrDC, new Delhi.  Mrs. Krishnaveni spoke at length on iP in 
iCt sectors- trends and current issues in protecting software and Cris which was very informative.  Pre-lunch break session 
devised unique way of presenting iPr careers. Since majority of delegates were research scholars, students, a separate 
panel discussion was arranged on Career opportunities in iPr.  Panel consisted of Dr. Bindu Sharma, Dr. raghu ram, Mrs. 
Krishnaveni, Ms. roli gupta and Mr. B. K. Sahu.  Session was moderated by Mr. B. K. Sahu.  Several delegates clarified their 
doubts on iPr career prospects.  Post-lunch, Ms. roli gupta presented an elaborate session on trademarks and Copyrights 
in iCt & e sectors. 

after technical sessions, a formal felicitation of speakers was organized.  Dr. K. l. narayana, Dean (r&D) thanked everyone 
and presented them mementos. 

the 2-day grand event was concluded by Vote of thanks presented by Dr. t. S. Johnson, Convener of the Symposium.  
everyone appreciated the quality of presentations and panel discussions, and availability of resource persons during 2-day 
event.

CIIE has organized Start Up Rendezvous’17 Fest and Ideation Programme during the Symposium 
for all the students of the university. More than 40 ideas have been submitted by the students 
from all branches of the university. The Winner team has been awarded with 15,000 followed by 
10,000 & 5,000 by second and third  prize winners 
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K L STUdENTS pArTICIpATIoN IN HArMoNY 2017

harmony 2017, Karnal, haryana, an eight-day international 
cultural festival, started on 21 october 2017 at alpha City. 
the cultural fest was being organised by the national 
integrated Forum of artists and activists (niFaa), an ngo. 
over 5,000 artistes from various countries participated in 
it. the fest culminated on 29 october 2017.

governor Kaptan Singh Solanki and Swami gyananand, 
founder of Shri Krishan Kripa Dham in Mathura, 
inaugurated the event. the governor emphasised the need 
for connecting youths with the culture of the country. “the 
youth of the state has the power to strengthen the unity 
and brotherhood of the country,” he said.

among all the contingents from all over india and abroad, 
andhra Pradesh Contingent was the biggest with 320 
students.  Moreover, 55 students contingent with 5 faculty 

members, from K l university, guntur, was the single largest 
contingent from andhra Pradesh.  Sincere gratitude is due 
to the Commissioner of Youth Services and Culture, govt of 
andhra Pradesh, Mrs. Komal Kishore. all 55 students from the 
university participated in various activities and competitions 
and visited the specially designed fair.

the need for national integration and international 
understanding is felt essentially in all quarters of india. in 
harmony 2017, the participants from all the States and uts 
of india, wearing their traditional costumes, rallied together 
to create an era of national integration, peace and prosperity. 

the national integration rally moved through different roads 
of Karnal to spread message of integration and to promote 
the concept and idea of one india-spreading it through the 
event  throughout the world as a mark of respect for diversity 
and individuality.
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Activities  conducted at the FEST:

Beauty redefined

a get together of acid attack victims was arranged with an 
aim to salute the indomitable strength and resolve of the 
survivors of acid attacks which could not shatter their fire 
and resolve to be what they wanted to be.

Career Fair Book exhibition, Fine arts Corner for Young 
talents, agriculture, Competitions for Students, Debates, 
Yuva Vichar, national integration rally, Vision 2020, role of 
Youth in Politics.

Tare Zameen Par: it was planned to explore the possibilities 
to provide an inclusive environment to the underprivileged 
children. Many of the students of Kl university participated 
in the Seminar. international Youth Conference: Was aimed 
at strengthening youth to play a vital role supplement 
government’s effort in the fight against international 
terrorism. the Klu students were in the forefront 
expressing their views in this event.

Drugs Free Society: the Seminar created awareness 
among the youth to check drug addiction at every level and 
join hands to make the society drug-free. Klu students 
made their presence felt in this aspect, too.

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan: this program aimed at sensitizing 
the people of our country to become ambassadors of 
the cleanliness, and Klu students acted as volunteers at 
niFaa.

Gender Equality & Women Entrepreneur: gender equality 
is very important for any progressive world. the ideas 
expressed in the seminar by our students were a bold effort 
in this direction.

Learning through experience: the students of Klu, 
redefined themselves after being a  Part of niFaa 2017.  
they express their gratitude to the President Sri Koneru 
Satyanarayana, hon. President, KleF and Smt. Koneru 
Kanchana latha garu, hon.Secretary-KleF, Dr.l.S.S. 
reddy, hon.Vice Chancellor-Klu for their encouragement 
and  approval to send the students on this historic 
expedition and thank Dr. Jyothi Mudigonda for her initiative 
in selecting and  grooming the team of student delegates 
for harMonY’17. Sincere appreciations are due from the 
entire Klu fraternity to  Mrs. Komal Kishore, Commissioner 
for Youth Services and Culture, govt of aP. 

a special gratitude is expressed by the students and 
the officials towards the Commissioner for allowing the 
biggest contingent from Klu to participate in harmony 
2017. it was a life time experience for the students of Klu to 
make their presence felt in that large gathering and bring 
accolades to the university.  they also expressed their joy 
and happiness to the faculty members who accompanied 
them in this entire tour.  it was also a wonderful experience 
of interacting with russian Delegates and sharing the 
views on indian Culture, education system and language 
competence. Students of Klu also presented their 
feedback on how they could practice the skills which they 
learnt in their classrooms, like management, interpersonal 
skills, discipline, leadership norms, team work and 
acculturation.   over all it will be an everlasting experience 
for the students of Klu at niFaa, harmony 2017.
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Academic Staff College
“ubuntu – os - 
linux opErating – officE tools”
04.09.2017 to 28.10.2017

4-day training program on usage of ubuntu - linux 

operating system and open Source office tools from 
04.09.2017 to 28.10.2017 by Mr.a.Satya Kalyan, it- head, 
Mr.K.Sripathi roy, asst. Prof, eCe, it, Mr.g.Dinesh Kumar, 
asst. Prof, CSe, Mr. P.naresh and Mr. Kumar reddy, Data 
Base administrator were resource Persons in F-002, 
Communication lab, FeD Block was organised by 
academic Staff College, Kl university for about 205 non-
teaching staff of Klu in about five batches.

the training for first batch of staff is from 04.09.2017 to 
07.09.2017, the second batch of staff had training from 
08.09.2017 to 12.09.2017 and later the third batch got 
trained from 18.09.2017 to 21.09.2017, then the fourth batch 
underwent training from 09.10.2017 to 12.10.2017 and the 
last batch had training from 25.10.2017 to 28.10.2017. each 
batch consisted of 40 participants each.

ubuntu is an ancient african word meaning ‘humanity to 
others’. it also means ‘i am what i am because of who we 
all are’. the ubuntu operating system brings the spirit of 
ubuntu to the world of computers.

the vision for ubuntu is to part social and part economic: 
free software, available to everybody on the same terms, 
and funded through a portfolio of services provided.

ubuntu is different from the commercial linux offerings 
that preceded it because it doesn’t divide its efforts 
between a high-quality commercial version and a free 
‘community’ version. the commercial and community 
teams collaborate to produce a single, high-quality release, 
which receives ongoing maintenance for a defined period. 
Both the release and ongoing updates are freely available 
to all users.

The objectives of the training program
1.to learn the various linux distributions 
2.to learn basic fundamental linux commands
3.to understand and to overcome the issues involved in 
using the linux – open source tools
the training program is given to the participants on the 
various tools available in linux program. the participants 
learned actively and as well cleared all their doubts.

Group Photo of All Participants 
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Group Photo of Participants

oriEntation program on “faculty skill EnhancEmEnt program”
an orientation program on “Faculty skills enhancement” by Prof.rama Patnaik, aSC was organised by academic Staff College 
from 12.10.2017 to 13.10.2017 from 9.30 to 4.30 pm in Sunflower hall for 40 faculty members of Dept.english.
The objectives of the program

•To comprehend the principles of learner-centered teaching
•To design or redesign a course and its elements, emphasizing learning outcomes
•To develop different teaching and active learning strategies for implementation of these elements
•To design formative and summative assessment tools and rubrics for outcome based assessment

an extreme focus on educational outcomes is seen in the practice of outcome-Based education (oBe) that has been adopted 
by many countries around the world. the system defines a set of outcomes that are to be accomplished at the end of the 
course and the faculty acts as adviser to the student in achieving the defined goals. 

it gives the faculty flexibility on the method of teaching as their goal is to achieve a pre-defined set of outcomes and not just 
complete specific set of hours in delivering lectures. 

the first day began with initialising the need for oBe and the dynamics of class room that the faculty members very often 
come across while dealing with the students. the faculty members oriented about the needed paradigm shift from the 
teacher centered education to student centered learning. the members were given the case study of the various classroom 
situations and asked to suggest the alternative methods of handling so that the student learning can be made as active as 
possible. the participants have role played various dynamics of the classroom and suggested few measures to improve the 
students’ behaviour. then the participants were explained about the importance of understanding of Multiple intelligence and 
how complex information can be simplified and explained in the classroom with the help of analogy. 

the second day highlights the importance of realisation of learning styles of the individual students and then the understanding 
of Blooms taxonomy levels in teaching and learning process. the participants were given hands on experience of preparing 
the course handout aligning with Btl and alMs. the participants were given orientation on the different active learning 
methods that can be implemented during the classroom delivery of the sessions. the each member has presented the 10 
minutes model session plan. the overall understanding of the oBe was imparted to the participants in two day orientation 
program. 

the two day program has come to an end with oral and written feedback and with the distribution of the certificates to the 
participants.

ONE DAy tRAININg ON 
klu – lms- mooDlE 
one day training program on Klu-lMS – MooDle by 
Mr.harikiran Vege, associate Dean, teaching learning 
process, Klu was organised by the academic staff College 
from 13.10.2017 to 16.10.2017 in communication skill lab 
F-002 for all faculty of FeD and non-engineering on 
different days.
the faculty members are given training on Klu-lMS – 
MooDle (Modular object-oriented Dynamic learning 
environment) platform an open Source learning 
Management System (oS lMS) is being used to help the 
faculty understand the mechanism Klu – lMS, so that the 
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faculty update to meet the global needs of technology enabled education. the members were trained on various factors like 
how to update the teaching learning material and how to use this as a platform to interface between the student and the 
teacher.
The objectives of LMS – MOODLE training

1.to comprehend the lMS usage for teaching and learning
2.to understand how lMS can enhance the student learning
3.to learn how to use the lMS – MooDle as a resource for a student learning

it provides a simple, clear view of all learning activities and resources for course 
outcomes, including assessment information and a facility for online 
assignment submission.
lMS has the main objective to centralize and simplify administration 
and management of teaching and learning through e-learning. this 
system covers the entire process of advance learning, possessing 
interface and student teachers, tutors, to administrators and the 
administrative part. in this sense, helps employees and students 
to plan their learning processes, and to work together, through the 
exchange of information and knowledge.
The outcomes of the training 
1.the members were able to understand the significance of using lMS-MooDle for effective teaching and learning
2.the training enhanced the ability of the participants how to use the lMS-MooDle to enhance student learning
3.the participants are ready now use lMS-MooDle for making it a platform to make available the various e-learning material 

the faculty had a practice session to understand and to use the MooDle – Klu lMS effectively. there were exposed to the 
practical understanding of the usage of the MooDle.

6th INDUCtION PROgRAM fOR NEW JOINERs AND fACULty sKILL ENhANCEMENt
the 6th induction program for new Joiners from 16.10.2017 to 18.10.2017 followed by Faculty skill enhancement program from 
23.10.2017 to 25.10.2017  are organised by the academic Staff College by Deans and associate Deans of K l university in Sun 
Flower hall, K l university for 50 Faculty members of K l university.
new joiners need to understand the culture and ethos of the institution, the professional obligations and be supported to 
develop the teaching practice and integrate into the university professional learning communities and research activities. 
assisting faculty members at the beginning of the careers helps build teaching and research excellence, improves student 
outcomes, improves faculty wellbeing and resilience and retains faculties in the profession.
the objectives of the induction program are

1.to introduce the new members the culture and ethos of the university
2.to create awareness on the facilities and opportunities of the university 
3.to generate awareness on the understanding of need to develop professional skills
4.to orient the faculty towards outcome based education

the induction started with opening remarks from Dr.lSS reddy, honorable Vice Chancellor suggesting methods for 
effective teaching and career development. later Dr. Satya Prasad, Pro VC encouraged the new joiners to make best use of 
the available resources to grow in career. Dr. K.Subba rao, Principal, Coe, Klu detailed the expectations and set roles and 
responsibilities of the faculty members. Dr.rajesh, Dean Faculty and Staff & Principal academic Staff college oriented the 
faculty on the hr Policies of Klu. 

Dr.lSS reddy, 
Vice-chancellor

Dr.Satya Prasad 
Pro Vice-Chancellor, 

Dr.K.Subba rao, 
Principal 

Dr.V,rajesh, 
Dean Faculty & Staff and 
Principal, aSC, 
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Dr,Venkatram, Dean academics have oriented the faculty on frame-work of syllabi and the outcome based education. he 
detailed the members about the curriculum of the university. Dr.Sarath, Dean, Planning and Development has given overview 
of planning and development of Klu. and then Dr.habibulla Khan, Dean, Student affairs outlined different activities that are 
carried out under student affairs.

Dr.n. Venkatram,  
Deam academics 

Dr.nBVPrasad, 
Dean Placements 
& progression

Dr.M.latha, 
associate Dean

Dr.a.anandKumar,   
Principal, S&h

Dr.K. Sarath Kumar,   
DeamPlanning 
& Development 

Dr.a.Chandulal,  
Dean iQaC

Dr. habbibulla Khan, 
Dean Student affairs

the second day of induction started with Dr.nBV Prasad, Dean, Placement and progression explained how Klu has grown 
step by step in reaching to 100% placements today and later Dr.a.Chandulal, Dean Quality have outlined the quality measures 
practiced in K luniversity. Dr. M.latha, associate Dean, Counseling has described the roles and responsibilities of a student 
counsellor and given out the counselling mechanism adapted by K l university.  Dr.anand Kumar, Principal S&h highlighted 
the importance of faculty involvement in teaching

Dr.aSCS Sastry, 
associate Dean,

Dr.K.l.narayana, Dean r&D Dr.K. raja Sekhar, 
associate dean, iPr & iie,
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Dr.aSCS Sastry, associate Dean, Student Progression explained the measures taken by Klu to enhance the student 
progression and later M.usha rani, asst.Professor, aSC outlined the various programs and services offered by aSC, Klu 
for the development of faculty. Dr.Kl narayan, Dean, r&D extensively explained the undertaking of r &D cell, Klu. he also 
clearly depicted the statistical data of r&D cell, Klu. then Dr.K.rajasekhar, associate Dean, iPr & iie highlighted the various 
undertakings of the Klu centre for innovations, incubation and entrepreneurship.
the third day of induction started with Mr.hari Kiarn Vege, associate Dean explaining the teaching learning process. he 
also explained the steps involved in the teaching and learning process. later Dr.K.S.Shivraj, head, library explained the 
facilities available for both teaching and research. DrY.V.hanumantha rao, associate Dean, Practice school explained about 
the undertakings of the practice school. the later Dr.M.Kishore Babu, hoD, MBa outlined the Klu international affairs.
in the afternoon session Dr.B.J.K singh, associate Dean highlighted the available funds for research. he explained how the 
process can be taken up to write for the funded research. the Mr.Shyam Prasad, associate Dean, Centre for excellence, 
explained the various activities of Coe. then Mr.a.Satya Kalyan, it-head operations have explained the various facilities 
available under it services.
the next three days i.e from 23.10.2017 to 25.10.2017 the team attended the orientation programme on Skill enhancement 
by Prof. rama S.Patnaik 

Mr.hari Kiarn Vege 
associate Dean,

Dr.K.S.Shivraj, 
head, library,

Dr.Y.V.hanumatha rao, 
associate Dean,

Dr.M.Kishore Babu, 
hoD, MBa

Dr.B.J.K Singh,
 associate Dean, 
sponsored & internal 
Funded research,

Mr.Shyam Prasad, 
associate Dean, Coe

Mr.a.Satya Kalyan, it-
head

Participants receiving the certificates at the end of the session

group Photo of the Participants
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EMOtIONAL INtELLIgENCE -thE OthER sIDE Of sMARt
27.10.2017

one day orientation program on emotional intelligence – the other side of smart by Prof rama Patnaik and Ms.M.usha rani, 
aSC, Klu  was organized by the academic Staff college on 27.10.2017 for 30 faculty members of Department CSe from 9.30 
am to 4.00 pm in Sun Flower hall, Kl university.
emotional intelligence is “the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves, and 
for managing emotions well in ourselves and in our relationships. emotional intelligence describes abilities distinct from, but 
complementary to, academic intelligence.” Daniel goleman (1998)
Objectives of the workshop
1.to define emotions and emotional intelligence (ei)

2.to list the criticality of emotional intelligence in work, life and relationships

3.to positively reframe our perspective of people and situations in order to operate and adapt more positively

4.to recover from negative experiences with people and situations quicker

5.to enhance working and personal relationships with others

6.to build a mental mechanism of success in work, life and relationships for the future

the session began with a definition of emotional intelligence and orienting them to realise the necessarily of identifying the 
emotions, so that the managing of emotions i.e the later stage becomes easy. the participants led through the process of 
knowing the difference between the emotions, thinking and behaviour with active learning Methods. 
the emotional intelligence includes four important components of self awareness, self management, social awareness 
and social management. the self awareness is to identify the basic emotions and to know the difference between primary 
emotions, secondary and the outcomes of the emotions. the participants understood the four key factors and later went 
through certain tools to understand the levels of one’s own emotional intelligence.

resource Person Prof. rama Patnaik interactiving with 
Participants

group Photo of the Participants
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oriEntation program on “faculty skill EnhancEmEnt”
3-day orientation program on “Faculty skill enhancement” by Prof. rama Patnaik, aSC was organised by the academic Staff 
College from 03.11.2017 to 06.11.2017 for the Faculty of CSS Dept. in Sunflower hall from 9.30 am to 4.30 pm.
the objectives of the program: the members will be able to
1.understand and analyse the dynamic classroom situations
2.Comprehend the theory of Multiple intelligence
3.learn how to align alMs along with Btl  in preparation of course handout
4.understand the importance of aligning Peos with Sos and Cos
the first day began with initialising the need for oBe and the dynamics of class room that the faculty members very often 
come across while dealing with the students. the faculty members oriented about the needed paradigm shift from the teacher 
centered education to student centered learning. the members were given the case study of the various classroom situations 
and asked to suggest the alternative methods of handling so that the student learning can be made as active as possible.
on the second day the participants were explained about the importance of understanding of Multiple intelligence and 
how complex information can be simplified and explained in the classroom with the help of analogy. the participants have 
presented a concept supporting and justifying the concept with an analogy. the peer reflections were given to each participant 
suggesting the areas of improvement.
the third day highlights the importance of realisation of learning styles of the individual students and then the understanding 
of Blooms taxonomy levels in teaching and learning process. the participants were given hands on experience of preparing 
the course handout aligning with Btl and alMs. the participants were given orientation on the different active learning 
methods that can be implemented during the classroom delivery of the sessions. the each member has presented the 10 
minutes model session plan. the overall understanding of the oBe was imparted to the participants in three day orientation 
program. 
the three day program has come to an end with oral and written feedback and with the distribution of the certificates to the 
participants.

The outcomes of the orientation program are
•The participants were able to understand the various learning styles of the students
•The participants were able to simply the complex principles with analogies
•The participants were able to comprehend the BTL and ALMs in the preparation of course hand outs
•The participants were able to become aware of the PEOs of the university

group Photo of the Participants

Participants were given certificates 
at the end of the training session

Participants sharing their opinions on the training Program
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“Emotional intElligEncE – thE othEr siDE of smart”
07.11.2017

one day FDP on “emotional intelligence – the other side of smart” by Ms..rama Patnaik, aSC was organised by the academic 
Staff College on 07.11.2017 in the classroom e-104 from 10.00 am to 4.00 pm for 25 faculty members of Dept. Ce, eee, eCSe 
and Pe.
The objectives of the program are:
1.to understand difference between eQ & iQ
2.to comprehend the components of emotional intelligence
3.to apply techniques for reframing how to view events
4.to integrate emotional intelligence into daily thinking

emotional intelligence is the ability to recognize and manage emotions. By understanding emotional intelligence we are more 
likely to avoid misunderstandings, manage stress, and address conflicts more effectively.
the session began with a definition of emotional intelligence and orienting them to realise the necessarily of identifying the 
emotions, so that the managing of emotions i.e the later stage becomes easy. the participants led through the process of 
knowing the difference between the emotions, thinking and behaviour with active learning Methods. 
the emotional intelligence includes four important components of self awareness, self management, social awareness 
and social management. the self awareness is to identify the basic emotions and to know the difference between primary 
emotions, secondary and the outcomes of the emotions. the participants understood the four key factors and later went 
through certain tools to understand the levels of one’s own emotional intelligence.

Participants receiving  Certificates

group Photo of the Participants
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“hEARtfULNEss MEDItAtION “ 
a 3-day Program on “Meditation” by “heartfulness institute from 09th to 11th november, 2017 was organized by  academic 
Staff College in room no-e-104, eee Block, Klu Campus  daily  for the faculty of CSS Department by Shri S.Basaveswara 
rao, retired Professor, andhra loyola College-Vijayawada and Preceptor of heartfulness Mediation . 

The Objectives of the Meditation: the participants will be to:
Free from tension and stress
learn the good habit of healthy living
learn how to Concentrate
understand the multiple benefits of Meditation

the first day began with the explanation of resource person about the importance of meditation and later the members were 
lead through the practice session of mediation for 30 minutes for 30 participants from CSS Department faculty and faculty 
of other departments and as well thenon teaching staff gathering 

- Meditation physically keeps fit and healthy every person. intellectually, it brings such sharpness, keenness of attention, 
awareness and observation. it creates positive vibrations around the people, influencing the behavior with others, 
interpersonally. Meditation gives the deepest rest in the shortest time 

the second day master has provided deep insight into “the cleaning process”, which rejuvenates the spirit of each individual. 
the third day resource person has explained the “Connection “between heart and Mind.

the three day program has come to an end with oral and written feedback and with the distribution of the certificates to the 
participants.

Participants experiencing gnana nidra   during Meditation

Dr.V.rajesh, Principal , academic Staff College were given 
the certificates to Participants

group Photo of the Participants

Participants expressing their views on their 
experience of meditation
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sEMEstER READINEss PROgRAMME
13.11.2017 to 25.11.2017

Semester readiness Program (SrP) a unique program 
was organised for all engineering courses of Kl university 

by academic Staff College in association with Dean 
academics from 13.11.2017 to 25.11.2017 to create a platform 
to be ready for the upcoming semester with course hands 
out aligning alMs with Btl to achieve the Peos of KleF. 
Semester readiness program is a pre-semester curriculum 
summit where faculty collaboratively cogitate, plan, 
design, develop a learner centric teaching environment for 
the student for upcoming semester. 
Semester readiness Program (SrP) is meticulously 
designed 30 day programme for 250+ courses like Strength 
of Materials/Solid Mechanics, Design of Steel Structures, 
Biochemistry, genetic engineering, Compiler Design, 
internet Programming, embedded Systems etc. More than 
700+ faculty participated in this program. this program 
is an amalgamation of group discussions, seminars, 
awareness programs, expert sessions and workshops.

SrP began with opening remarks from Dr.lSS reddy, 
honorable Vive-chancellor, KleF followed address 
of Dr.K.Satya Prasad, Pro Vice-chancellor and the by 
Dr.K.Subbarao highlighting the roles and responsibilities of 
the convener of the program i.e. hoDs of the respective 
departments. later Dr.n.Venkatram, Dean academics 
explained in detail the dynamics of SrP.
later the faculty worked out the course handout for the 
next semester according to the allotted courses, main 
course and as well electives.

 the SrP program is very effective interms of providing 
common time and making all the instructors to interact, 
discuss about the secession plan, delivery mechanism, 
preparing alMs/tutorials and preparing Question Bank.  
this ensures the same content delivery of the course 
across the multiple secessions. 

this 30 day program ensured a much confident and 
motivated faculty, innovation in teaching and learning 
process, digitization of learning content, standardised 
and transparent evaluation process and strengthened our 
collaborative work culture in the university.

Dr.l.S.S.reddy, 
Vice Chancellor. Kl

Dr.a.Satya Prasad, 
Pro Vice Chancellor, Kl

Dr.K.Subba rao, 
Principal of Coe,Kl

Dr.a.anand Kumar, 
Principal of S&h,Kl

Few glimpses

Participation of the Faculty during SrP
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3-DAy REfREshER COURsE ON 
“sElf-managEmEnt”
27.11.2017 to 29.11.2017

a 3-day refresher course on “Self-Management” for all lab-
technicians was organised from 27.11.2017 to  29.11.2017 
by academic Staff College by Mr. ramesh Babu, asst.
Professor, Dept.CSS, Ms. Dolly, asst.Professor, aSC and 
then by Dr.g.Sumathi, asst.Professor, Counseling Cell in 
Sunflower hall.

the topics that are included in the refresher course 
program are conflict management, Stress Management, 
emotional intelligence and human Values. the outcomes 
of the program was

1.the members will comprehend the importance of conflict 
resolution and stress management

2.the members will learn to develop emotional intelligence

3.the participants will be able to imbibe the essence of 
human Values

on the first day the participants were explained by 
Mr.ramesh Babu, asst.Professor, Dept. CSS explained 
about the conflicts and how to resolve them for a happy 
life and work. he also explained how stress is related 
perception and suggested few tips for managing the stress 
work life.

on the second day Ms. Dolly, asst. Professor, aSC 
highlighted the importance of emotional intelligence 
beside the logical intelligence to be successful in one’s life. 
She also outlined how one has to manage the emotions 
to grow as a person and as well take care of the individual 
relationships.

on the third day the session began with pre-session test to 
understand the members level of understanding of human 
values. Depending upon the test the trainer Dr.g.Sumathi, 
asst.Professor, Counseling Cell explained the perception 
of human values and how this perception can make one 
to be optimistic so that the life work becomes successful. 

the three day refresher course came to an end with the oral 
feedback from the participants where they have expressed 
that this kind of programs need to be scheduled to all the 
non-teaching staff members. 

1.Dr.g.Sumathi, 
asst.Professor of Value education interact with Participants 
on 29.11.2017
2.Ms.V.Dolly, asst.Professor of aSC interact with Participants 
on 28.11.2017
3. Mr. S.ramesh Babu, asst.Professor of CSS
 interact with Participants on 27.11.2017

certificates to Participants

group Photo partcipants
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fLIPPED CLAssROOM
a 3-day workshop on “Flipped Model Classroom” was 
organised by academic Staff College from 30.11.2017 
to 02.12.2017 for the faculty members who would be 
implementing the flipped model of teaching for their 
courses in the classroom by Prof.rama Patnaik, aSC and 
Mr.hari Kiran Vege, associate Dean, tlP in sunflower hall.
Flipped class means what is typically given as homework 
is done in class with the assistance of the teacher. What 
is typically presented in class (i.e. lectures, content, 
background knowledge, or real life 
experiences) by a live teacher, students receive at home via 
a podcast, Youtube video, and/or other online resources.
Flipped classroom is an instructional strategy and a type 
of blended learning that reverses the traditional learning 
environment by delivering instructional content, often 
online, outside of the classroom. it moves activities, 
including those that may have traditionally been considered 
homework, into the classroom.
Prior to the workshop the information about the flipped 
model workshop is made available to all the participant 
faculty members through KleF lMS- MooDle so that the 
participants will read the material on flipped model and as 
well go through the videos to be ready to understand the 
flipped model classroom. 
Mr.hari Kiran Vege, associate Dean for teaching, learning 
Process have explained the following points on second day 
of the workshop
1.to understand the purpose of various tools available on 
learning Management Systems and MooCs that support 
Flipped model Class work.
2.to apply at least 3 different it enabled tools for value 
addition into their flipped class work.
3.to design a session plan and its related content through 
it enabled tools for effective delivery through Flipped 
class work
4.to assess the effectiveness of flipped model classes 
through various reports that can be generated from it 
enabled tools.
the workshop came to an end with oral feedback from the 
Participants and the certificate distribution.

Mr.hari Kiran Vege, associate Dean,tlP                           
group Discussion in Session
as resource Person on 2nd Day of Workshop

group Photo of the Participants

Dr.V.rajesh,Principal, aSC were given the Certificates to  Participants
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“a hEalthy outsiDE starts from insiDE”
08.01.2018
1-Day Program on “a healthy outside Starts from inside “was organized by academic Staff College on 08.01.2018 by Shri 
atukuri Venkateswarlu(Shri Venkateswara Yogi guruji) and lecturer & Yoga acharya, VtJM & iVtr govt. Degree College, 
Mangalagiri for non teaching Staff of KleF.
The outcomes of the Program are

1. able to experience the refreshed feeling
2. understood how to be relaxed from Stress
3. Comprehended the uses of healthy Diet
4. got awareness on Prevention of diseases through Yogic exercise
5. understood how to improve Concentration on Work

the session began with the resource person explaining that the health is wealth with an analogy of Bicycle i.e how different 
components of the bicycle represents various components of our health that front wheel represents health, back wheel 
represents Money, handle represents Mind and pedal represents Strength.
he also explained that general health depends on 40% -Diet, 40%-exercise and 20% -Mind in detail:
40% -Diet:
also explained three types of yoga food – they are Satvik, rajasik and tamasik. Satvik food is absolutely yoga diet. like 
Yoga, it clams, cools and relaxes our body and mind. Satvik food helps to detoxify the body ensures purification. Satvik food 
promotes health, happiness, harmony, longevity and purity. these foods are smooth, non stimulating, soothing lubricant, 
non-constipating.
ex: Fruits, nuts, all Vegetables, Millets, less Polished rice, Sprouts
tamasik food is negative in nature and not good for health and happy life. tamasik foods are poor in cellulose, roughage, 
water, Vitamins and Miners. ex: Bakery Products, Spices, Milk and Milk Products
rajasik food is bitter and sour. it lack of Minerals. it may cause acidity, hyperacidity and anxiety and depression. ex: Fried Food 
Products, Pickles egg and Meats, tea, Coffee, tobacco and alcohol.
40%-exercise:
Yogic exercises are primarily Plays an important role for the overall health of an individual. the following are the asanas that 
mainly work on heart, lungs, liver, Kidneys and other inner parts in human body and resolves heart diseases, Swasa Problems 
and thyroid Problems.
1. Pradhamika Sadana 2.Pachimotahasana 3. Padahastasana 4. Dhanurasana 5.Sarvangasana 6. Chakrasana
20%-Mental Peace:
Biggest brain damaging habits Missing breakfast Sleeping late high sugar consumption
More sleeping at morning eating meal while watching tV or Computer Wearing Cap/Scarf of socks while sleeping habits of 
blocking/Stopping urine
Finally , Shri Venkateswara Yogi guruji were given the blessings to non teaching Staff.

shRI VENKAtEsWARA yOgI gURUJI 
profile
Shri Venkateswara Yogi Guruji was born in Guntur District, 
Piduguralla Village. He is only son of Veeraiah Stresti and 
Kotamma. He completed M.A., M.Phil as top ranker from Central 
University, Hyderabad. He submitted thesis on Yoga, in 1994 
and awarded with Doctorate. He is Millinium Best Yoga Teacher 
Awardee, Yoga Rajendra and Rushi Ratna awardee.

opening remarks by Ms.lakshmi Prasuna, 
assist. registrar, KleF

Sri a.Venkateswarlu (Sri Venkateswara Yogi guruji) 
addressing the staff
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group Photo of the Participants
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BIO-TECH

Center for innovation, incubation & entrepreneurship (Ciie 

and Dept of Biotechnology jointly organized a national 

Symposium on iPrs, supported by Dept of electronics & 
it (Deity), Ministry of electronics & information technology 
(MeitY), new Delhi, govt of india.  the objective of the 
workshop was to create awareness on iPrs, protecting 
innovations, managing and monetizing iPrs in the iCt&e 
sector.  iPr is an essential part of protecting, capitalizing 
one’s own inventions and as to how to commercialize at 
an appropriate time. With government of india’s emphasis 
on Start-up india and Make-in-india programs, institutions 
play key role in creating young entrepreneurs to build their 
own business. the event was co-organised by andhra 
Pradesh technology Development & Promotion Centre 
(aPtDC), Cii-hyderabad.  oriigin iP academy, Bangalore is 
knowledge partner for the event and C-DaC, Pune offered 
technical assistance.  

list of the sessions deliberated: 

•Start-up IPR policy, •Startups in ICT& Electronics sector, 
•Career opportunities in IPR, •Panel discussion on Career 
opportunities in IPR, •Copyrights, Trademarks, Trends in 
ICT & electronics sector, •Managing and monetizing Digital 
environment, •Software patents in India, •Patent search 
analysis, •Case studies presented by NRDC, Origiin IP 
Academy, •Cyber law-IT Act, • Startup Ecosystem, •Basics of 
startup.in the welcome address, Dr. t. S. Johnson, Convener 
of the Symposium appraised the necessity of iPrs in the 
university and academic research institutions.  he placed 
on record his grateful thanks to Ministry of electronics & 
information technology (MeitY), new Delhi, govt of india 

Invited speakers along with Hon. Vice Chancellor and 
Assoc Dean, IIE seated on the Dias on the first day of the 
Symposium (25-10-17) during inaugural address.

Release of Startup Souvenir by Chief guest and other 
invitees

2-DAy NAtIONAL syMPOsIUM ON IPRs
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for supporting the event. Dr. l. S. S. reddy, Vice chancellor 
of the university stressed the need of having dedicated iP 
cell in order to protect inventions and encourage students 
and Startup communities.  Dr. K. rajasekhar, associate 
Dean, iie gave his remarks on Startups, Klu’s policy on 
Startups. 

on the first day, i.e. on 25th october, Key note address 
and overview of iPr was delivered by Dr. V. raghu ram, 
Senior advisor, origiin iP academy, Bangalore and Dr. 
Bindu Sharma, Ceo, origiin iP academy. Dr. raghu ram 
also delivered a talk on relevance of iP Policy/ iP audit for 
technology commercialization.  Followed by lunch break  
two consecutive sessions were delivered by experts in 
Cyber security from eSF labs, Vijayawada and Y-Square.  
Vivek reddy (Y-Square) delivered lecture on Start-up 
ecosystem for the benefit of Startups. First day’s sessions 
were completed with the talk on Startups by Mr. Madhav 
reddy, redmondSecond day started with several speakers 
deliberating in detail on various aspects of iCt&e sector.  
Mr. B. K. Sahu discussed in detail on monetization of iP 
and presented case studies by nrDC, new Delhi.  Mrs. 
Krishnaveni spoke at length on iP in iCt sectors- trends and 
current issues in protecting software and Cris which was 
very informative.  Pre-lunch break session devised unique 
way of presenting iPr careers. Since majority of delegates 
were research scholars, students, a separate panel 
discussion was arranged on Career opportunities in iPr.  
Panel consisted of Dr. Bindu Sharma, Dr. raghu ram, Mrs. 
Krishnaveni, Ms. roli gupta and Mr. B. K. Sahu.  Session was 
moderated by Mr. B. K. Sahu.  Several delegates clarified 

their doubts on iPr career prospects.  Post-lunch, Ms. roli 
gupta presented an elaborate session on trademarks and 
Copyrights in iCt & e sectors. after technical sessions, 
a formal felicitation of speakers was organized.  Dr. K. l. 
narayana, Dean (r&D) thanked everyone and presented 
them mementos. 

the 2-day grand event was concluded by Vote of thanks 
presented by Dr. t. S. Johnson, Convener of the Symposium.  
everyone appreciated the quality of presentations and 
panel discussions, and avaialability of resource persons 
during 2-day event. 

once again, the Convener, the V-C of K l university 
thanked MeitY’s financial assistance without which it would 
not have been possible.  MeitY’s assistance provided lot of 
mileage to the event.

Hon. Vice Chancellor, Dr. L. S. S. Reddy giving his 
inaugural address and launching a Product developed 
by Student Startup-Prakrikita (Registered with Startup 
India and MSME)

BIOtRENDz 2K17

Department of Biotechnology has organised a national seminar on recent trends in Biotechnology for orienting undergraduate 
students at the department and state wide. indeed, the speakers were selected from wide the pool of resource persons available 
in india.  Dr. raju Mukarjhee from iiSer, tirupathi, delivered a talk on drug discovery for multi drug resistance mycobacterium 
tuberculosis. he also focused on the importance of basic science in the discovery of drugs and burden of antibiotic resistance 
over human beings. next resource person Dr. Vivek rosario focused on Dengue virus, its prevalence in South india. his talk 
engrossed Dengue infection in preschool children and its existing genotypes. he also talked about treatment and preventive 
strategies, and the critical role of biomarker discovery for detecting Dengue infection. Furthermore, Dr. ramakrishna from 
CFtri, Mysore oriented students how they can fit in food industry and enlighten the role of food research in catering the needs 
for army surviving at adverse weather conditions.
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indeed, 400 students attended the conference, out of 
them 100 were from other universities and Colleges in the 
State. 150/473 abstracts were selected and published in 
conference book.  80/150 of the abstracts were selected 
for poster presentations and 12/150 were selected for 
oral presentation. overall, the students and faculty were 
enlightened with wide variety of topics.

Student association activities

ORIENtAtION LECtUREs

1. Dr. M S R KRISHNA

topic: Plant and animal biotechnology and safety assessment

the successes of plant breeders in generating rice and wheat genotypes with high yield potentials stimulated a significant 
increase in investment in crop research. the cultural techniques of plant cell, tissue, and organ culture, together with 
recombinant Dna (rDna) technology, may generate genetic variants and lead to the selection and propagation of desired 
mutant cell lines. the aims of plant cell and tissue culture in agricultural and food applications are improvement of crops 
and increased food production. this chapter discusses transgenic animals and animal cell culture, which can be included in 
food biotechnology. Food legislation in all countries is intended to ensure the safety of human and animal foods, including 
food ingredients produced by both traditional and modern methods in both short and long-term usage. genetic engineering 
has reached the stage that permits the relatively straightforward isolation and cloning of the gene for any well-characterized 
protein.

2.Dr. C S FELICE

topic: recent advances in analytical techniques

remarkable techniques for the separation and detection of small quantities of analysts have been developed in recent 
years. however, it is still difficult to directly analyze species of interest in complex matrices. although some methods have 
been reported for direct injection into an analytical instrument, removal of interfering substances during sample preparation 
is an important step in the analytical process. this procedure is usually tedious and time consuming. to reduce the tedium 
of this task and the time required for sample preparation, many unique extraction techniques have been introduced and 
applied to the analysis of substances in environmental, food, and biological samples. this chapter describes useful sample 
preparation techniques, including conventional and newly developed ones, for determining analytes of interest in biological, 
environmental, and food sources.

3 Ms. M S EKKLESIA SESHAM

topic: novel drug design in molecular modeling and drug design nd its recent advantages and applications in bioinformatics

Drug designing and molecular dynamic studies were an intense, lengthy and an inter-disciplinary venture. at present, a new 
approach towards the use of computational chemistry and molecular modeling for in-silico drug design. Computational in-
silico drug design skills are used in bioinformatics, computational biology and molecular biology. Drug designing using in-silico 
methods is cost effective in research and development of drugs. Currently, a vast number of software’s used in drug design. 
in-silico drug designing and molecular dynamic studies can be performed by using different methods namely homology 
modeling, molecular dynamic studies, energy minimization, docking and QSar etc. By using in-silico drug designing we can 
produce an active lead molecule from the preclinical discovery stage to late stage clinical development. the lead molecules 
which are developed will help us in selection of only potent leads to cure particular diseases. therefore in-silico methods have 
been of great importance in target identification and in prediction of novel drugs.
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4.Dr.V PRAVEEN KUMAR

topic: Critical topics in ensuring data quality in bioanalytical lC–MS method development

the use of lC-MS for bioanalysis of pharmaceuticals is entering its third decade and may be considered to be a mature 
technology. in many respects this is true, considering the advances made in such areas as instrument performance, 
electronics, software and automation of use. however, there remain instrumental and non-instrumental areas that require 
significant attention to ensure data quality. increasing regulatory focus on analytical method performance and unaddressed 
method issues require the bioanalyst to understand those areas that most greatly impact data quality. this review will focus 
on instrumental and noninstrumental areas that can influence data quality, including reference standard and internal standard 
quality and physicochemical properties, matrix effects, stability in matrix, sample preparation, lC and MS

stUDENt AssOCIAtION ACtIVItIEs

K L UNIVERSITY YOUTH RED CROSS UNIT:PLANTATION DRIVE
Plantation Drive conducted in village of Vaddeswarm, Guntur Dt on 12/09/2017. Around 100 Volunteers and Dean Extension 
activities, Faculty incharges participated in the programme. Students visited around 200 households and handed over the 
plants and explained the importance of Cleanliness and afforest ration. 100 plants are planted in the region of vaddeswarm 
high school to Buckingham canal and Volunteers visited the shops and explained them how to maintain cleanliness in their 
surroundings and environmental impacts.

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs  
1.Biosorption of Fluoride from aqueous Solutions using Bacillus subtilis Biomass K.S.l. ramya Krishna, g. Yamuna, P. Divya 
and Sudhamani Muddada* Pg. 427-433

2.an electrochemical sensing platform for trace recognition and detection of an anti-prostate cancer drug flutamide in 
biological samples. Brahman P.K, Suresh l, reddy, K.r., Bondili J S.  rSC advances, Volume 7, issue 60, 2017, Pages 37898-
37907

3.2. Development of an electrochemical immunosensor based on gold nanoparticles incorporated chitosan biopolymer 
nanocomposite film for the detection of prostate cancer using PSa as biomarker. lakkavarapu Suresh, Pradeep Kumar 
Brahman, Kasarla ramakrushnareddy, BondiliJ.S. enzyme and Microbial technology, available online 24 october 2017.
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ELECTRICAL & 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs 

•K. NarasimhaRaju, O. Chandra Sekhar and M. 
Ramamoorty ,’ evaluation of level-shifted carrier PWM 
technique for neutral-point stabilisation of five-level 
DCMli’ ,int. J. Power electronics Vol. 9, no. 1

•YashasviTripathi, KushagraMathur, Dr S.V.N.L. Lalitha 
and Dr M. Ramamoorty ,’ Discrimination of magnetic inrush 
current from fault current in transformer - a new approach’ 
,international Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics 
Volume 114 no. 12, 615-625. 

•VNSR Murthy and A. Pandian ,’ analysis of Capacitor 
Voltage Balance in Multilevel inverter’ ,international Journal 
of Pure and applied Mathematics Volume-12, no.1 pp-399-
406

•Nikhath D and A. Pandian ,’ transformer less PV grid 
connected full bridge inverter with Quasi-unipolar SPWM 
with constant common mode voltage’ ,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics Volume-12, no.1 
pp-399-406

•A.Srilatha and A.Pandian ,’ a high gain three port converter 
integrated with PV /Fuel-cell / Battery sources designed 
for heV and DC-micro-grid’ ,heliX international Journal  

•Rao, B.L., Reddy, P.L., Sri, G.D., Kumar, K.S.S., Bhargavi, 
T.L. ,’ Mitigation of voltage swell and sag by using fast on 
load voltage regulator’ ,international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics  Vol. 115 (7 Special issue), pp. 519-524.

•Jyothi B , Raviteja.M and N.BalaBhaskar ,’ Clamped 
Capacitor Multilevel inverter using Sinusoidal Pulse Width 
Modulation (SPWM) Methods’ ,international Journal of 
applied engineering research -

•B. Jyothi and P. SrinivasaVarma ,’ Voltage Source 
Converter with Various Current Control Methods’ 
,international Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics 
Vol. 114, no. 8, pp. 101-111

•B. Jyothi, P. SrinivasaVarma and Mary Pushpalatha ,’ 
Design of Power System Stabilizer using tlBo technique’ 
,international Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics 
Vol. 114, no. 8, pp. 113-122

•J. Sreenivasulu, P. SrinivasaVarma and V. Sankar ,’ atC 
enhancement using reactive Power Flows and FaCtS 
Devices’ ,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics 

•K V Siva Reddy1 , G.Mohan2, B.Satish Bhargava3, 
N.V.D.Naga Sai4 ,’ enhancement of Power Quality With 
hybrid-Fuzzy Based active Compensation Scheme for 
grid Connected-hybrid Power generator’ ,international 
journal of pure and applied mathematics Vol. 114, no. 8

•K V Siva Reddy2 ,’ DeSign oF CoMPenSator For 
reDuCtion oF PoWer oSCilationS in griD 
ConneCteD Dg’ ,international journal of pure and applied 
mathematics Vol. 114, no. 8

•M. Sai Krishna Reddy* , B.LakshmiPrasanna Kumar, 
AayushMisra ,’ Design, analysis and Simulation of Closed 
loop Synchronous Buck Converter using k-factor method’ 
,international journal of pure and applied mathematics 
Volume 114, no. 10,  457-465. 

•M.Bhanu Mayukha1 ,N.Murali Krishna2 P.Siva Sankar3 
M.Sai Krishna Reddy4 ,’ Step up resonant Converter for 
grid Connected renewable energy sources’ ,international 
journal of pure and applied mathematics Volume 114, no. 
9, 2017, 247-256. 

•M.Sai Krishna Reddy* , K.Chandana, U.Chenchu Lakshmi, 
,’ Design, analysis and Simulation of high gain isolated 
Front end DC-DC converter for interfacing Fuel cell to DC 
micro grid application’ ,international journal of pure and 
applied mathematics Vol. 114, no. 8
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name of the event guest lecturer and students rally on “EnErgy consErvation”.
Theme of the Event To bring the awareness on Energy Savings and the usage of LED Bulbs.
Event coordinator Mr.G.Srinivasa rao.
Date of Event  21-12-2017.
Venue   Peacock Hall.
Timings  11.45 to 1.30 pm.
a report:
Department of eee at Kl (Deemed to be university) has organized this event as a mark on “national energy conservation 
Week”. all the students and faculty members of department have participated to make the event big.
the honorable Chief guest Sri a. Chandra Sekhar reddy, Ceo, State energy Conservation Mission (SeCM), andhra Pradesh 
has been invited to this program. the head of the department Dr. o. Chandra Sekhar has initiated the event with his brief talk 
on the significance of energy conservation.
the chief guest Sri a. Chandra Sekhar reddy has addressed the gathering in explaining the energy saving techniques, 
specifically the advantage of using leD bulbs, and other energy efficient systems. his lecture has brought forth the awareness 
of various government schemes on energy conservation and its functional implementations.
next program that followed the guest lecture was a student rally where students and faculty members have assembled at 
the lobby of Computer block with banners. the rally began officially by the chief guest Sri a. Chandra Sekhar reddy along 
with head of the department Dr. o. Chandra Sekhar, event Coordinator Sri g. Srinivasa rao, and other faculty members. the 
rally accomplished the purpose of the event as it extended along entire campus.
 

•A.Aishwarya, S.Dronika and Sk.Moulali ,’ a novel rectifier 
Stage Conversion Scheme for hybrid Wind/PV System Fed 
induction Motor Drive application’ ,international Journal of 
applied engineering research Vol-12,no.1

•R.KrishnaGopi and Sk.Moulali ,’ Design of Coupled 
inductor based closed loop controller for two-switch 
buck-boost converter with induction motor applications’ 
,international Journal of applied engineering research 
Vol-12,no.1

•G.Swapna, E.Lokesh, C.Anvesh Kumar Reddy, D.Sreekar 
,’ Compensation of Current harmonics in PV-grid System 
using Fuzzy based aPF Controller’ ,international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics Vol114n0:9

•JyothiB,Rishitha and Pravallika ,’ harmonic reduction & 
Voltage Quality improvement in Cascaded h-Bridge Multi-

level inverter using optimal PWM technique’ ,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics Volume 114, no. 
12

•S. Ravi Teja and G.V.S.SaiManikanta ,’ high FreQuenCY 
inVerter For Multi- Coil inDuCtion heating’ 
,international Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics 
Volume 114, no. 12, 2017, 555-561. 

•S. Ravi Teja, P. Uma Sankar and Y. Rajkumar ,’ Switched 
Capacitor Seven-level inverter’ ,international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics Volume 114, no. 12, 2017, 
535-543. 

•G.G.RAJA SEKHAR &Dr.B.BASAVARAJA ,’ “Performance 
of Brushless DC Drive with Single Current Sensor Fed 
from PV with high Voltage-gain DC-DC ‘ , international 
Journalof Power electronics and Drive Systems (iJPeDS). -
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NWCfsODs-2K17 - 
A National workshop on ‘Cascading Failures and Subsynchronous Oscillation Detection Using Synchrophasors’

Department of eee has organised a national workshop on ‘Cascading Failures and Subsynchronous oscillation Detection 
using Synchrophasors’ on 6th, nov 2017. Dr. Vahid Madani, technology head, alStoM Co., uSa delivered the lecture and 
share his experiences in the monitoring and protection aspects of power systems.

EVENt 3
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COMPUTER 
 SCIENCE ENGINEERING

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs

•K Venkata Narayana, Sai Naren Peddineni, L S V S Sri 
Harsha, P V Bhavesh Reddy, N N Geetha Pallavi, an 
eFFiCient energY utiliZation uSing routing 
ProtoColS in heterogeneouS WireleSS SenSor 
netWorKS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 8 pg:267-272

•Kondukula subrahmanyam, Bondalapu Chaitanya 
krishna, Gubba Manasa, Rasmitha Annapareddy, Rohith 
Peddigari, assessing effort estimation in information 
System using Quantitative approach By halstead’s 
Principles,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 8 pg:239-244

•Raswitha Bandi,  Dr. Sheikh Gouse, Dr.J.Amudhvel, a 
CoMParatiVe analYSiS For Big Data ChallengeS 
anD Big Data iSSueS uSing inForMation SeCuritY 
enCrYPtion teChniQueS,international Journal of Pure 
and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 8 
pg:245-251

•G.Sai Asritha, T.Sai Raaga Sowmya, N.Vaishnava 
Dhaatri3,L.Jagajeevan Rao, Digital CertiFiCateS 
ValiDation BY SMart CarD uSing luhn 
algorithM,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 6 pg:335-342

•Dr.P.Rajarajeswari,Thiruveedhula.Sindhuja,Bondili.
S a n j a n a ,Va d d ava l l i .Ya s w a n t h , e n Fo r C i n gt h e 
SentiMental analYSiS on reVieWS oF e-CoMMerCe 
SiteS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 8 pg:299-304

•Konem Sandhya, K.Subrahmanyam, oPtiMiZation oF 
reSourCe ProViSioning CoSt With eXeCution in 
reliaBle ClouD Data Storage,Journal of advanced 
research in Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 
issue sp-6 pg:434-443

•Kalla Sai sreenivas, Gera Pradeepini, DeteCtion oF the 

PreSenCe oF MiCro aneurYSMS in retinal iMageS 
uSing FCM,Journal of advanced research in Dynamical 
and Control Systems  volume 9 issue sp-6 pg:847-857

• B .T i r a p a t h i R e d d y,V. M a n j u s h a ,G . P a v a n i ,Y. S r i 
Sainath,ProoF oF oWnerShiP SCheMe For De-
DuPliCation uSing YeS-no BlooM Filter,Journal of 
advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems  
volume 9 issue sp-6 pg:858-868

•A.Roshini, K Sri Sai Manish, R. Vedavyas, V.Lakshmidhar, 
V. P r a t h y u s h a , B . M o h a n K u m a r , r e V e r S i B l e 
SteganograPhY: Data hiDing With iMage 
enhanCeMent ,Journal of advanced research in 
Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 issue sp-6 
pg:1011-1023

•ShabbirBasha Shaik,Yashwanth Kumar Mada, 
Mounisha Bhashyam, GogineniPrasanthi, ,Srinivasarao 
Tammireddy, iMPleMenting Del-CMaC ProtoCol 
eXPanDing the netWorK liFetiMe oF ManetS anD 
iMProVing energY eFFiCienCY,international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 6 
pg:1---6

•CH.M.H.SaiBaba1,AkhilaGovindu2,ManiKrishna 
SaiRaavi ,VenkataPraneethSomisetty,StuDent 
PerForManCe analYSiS uSing ClaSSiFiCation 
teChniQueS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 6 pg:1---7

•DineshSripuram,KalyanChakravarthyPottimurthy, 
Nikhil Nimmagadda, iMPleMenting SeCuritY in 
MoBile CoMMuniCation,international Journal of Pure 
and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 7 pg:7-
-12

•Ch Sai Lavanya, K Harika, M Abhishek, Dr B 
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Vijay Babu, retroSPeCtiVe analYSiS oF roaD 
aCCiDentS Data uSing un/SuPerViSeD learning 
teChniQueS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 6 pg:9--15

•P. Ajay Sai, P. Krishna Sarath,   V.Nihanth,  S. Sai Krishna, 
T.N. Shankar, MoBile roBot BaSeD SeaMleSS linKing 
Solution For MoBileaD-hoC,international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 
6 pg:13-18

•B. Jabber, K. Sriram Teja, N.Bhargav Krishna, M. 
Nikhitha4, oPtiMal Slot ConFiguration BaSeD 
heterogeneouS CluSter ManageMent,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
115 issue 6 pg:279-285

•D.vasuyadav, Dr.V.KrishnaReddy, a SurVeY oF iSSueS 
in ClouD CoMPuting,international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 8 pg:253-
258

•N.Mounika,Y.Tejadharrao,Dr.M.Sreedevi,K.BinduSravya, 
DeSign anD DeVeloPMent oF SoFtWare aPPliCation 
to analYZe anD eXtraCt reQuireD KnoWleDge 
FroM reVieWS oF VariouS SoCial SiteS,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
115 issue 8 pg:259-263

•Jaideep Nuvvula, Srivatsa Adiraju, Shaik Mubin, Shahana 
Bano, VenkataSubba rao Valisetty1,enVironMental 
SMart agriCulture Monitoring SYSteM uSing 
internet oF thingS,international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 6 pg:313-
320

•B.Kondareddy, K.Pankaj SaiGupta, K.VamsiKrishna, 
J.Veerababu, CoDe VerSion MoDiFiCationS -a 
QualitatiVe analYSiS anD DeteCtion BaSeD 
MethoD,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 6 pg:321-326

•Pratyush Kumar Sinha, E.Suresh Babu, Nipun Gupta, 
Kazi Afreen Naz, Hameeda Khatoon, iMPleMentation 
oF CoMMuniCation ProtoCol StaCK For 6loWPan 
netWorK DoMain in internet oF thingS,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
115 issue 6 pg:327-333

•Sreelekha Utpala, Bhavya Swita Mitta, Purna Chandra 
Rao Sudhabattula, karthik Kota4,PerForManCe 
analYSiS oF loaD BalanCing in ClouD CoMPuting 
BY uSing SCheDuling algorithMS,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
115 issue 8 pg:293-298

•Dr K Ravindra, P N P Pujitha, P N S Divya Tejaswi, 
enriChMent oF eDuCation through a neW SerViCe 

MoDel-taaS,Journal of advanced research in Dynamical 
and Control Systems  volume 9 issue 6 pg:1024-1041

•J.Satish Babu, Vijay Krishna Dhulipalla, B.Girish Kumari, 
K.Bhargavi, G.SriChaitanya, the StatiStiCal aPProaCh 
For Slot MaChine,Journal of advanced research in 
Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 issue 6 pg:1042-
1053

•Y.Prasanth,M.GraceHepsiba,T.Mounika,T.Pavan 
Kumar,G.RaghavendraKumar, aPPliCation oF 
MaChine learning teChniQueS on naValanD 
teleCoMMuniCation SYSteM Failure Data,Journal 
of advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems  
volume 9 issue 6 pg:1065-1076

•Varalakshmi. K, AshokKumar P.M , Rami Reddy A, 
Kavitha D, a noVel Data hiDing teChniQue BaSeD on 
iMage ProCeSSing teChniQueS,Journal of advanced 
research in Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 
issue 6 pg:1077-1091

•Ashok P.M, Kasyap.B, 3Navaneeth.U, Srilakshmi.M, 
Bhagya shree S, Kavitha. D,uSer SPeCiFiC eVent 
DeteCtion in tWitter BY uSing SPatio teMPoral 
MoDel,Journal of advanced research in Dynamical and 
Control Systems  volume 9 issue 6 pg:1092-1106

•Susmitha Reddy Bodam, Pratyusha Yalamanchili, 
NiharikaVenigalla, Pavan Kumar.T, analYSiS oF 
SeCuritY iSSueS in PerCePtion laYer anD SMart 
hoMe iMPleMentation,Journal of advanced research 
in Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 issue 6 
pg:1107-1124

•Naresh Vurukonda, B.Thirumala Rao, haSh Counter 
haSh MethoD For PriVaCY anD SeCuritY in 
ClouD CoMPuting With attriBute-BaSeD 
enCrYPtion,Journal of advanced research in Dynamical 
and Control Systems  volume 9 issue 6 pg:281-289

•Naresh Vurukonda, B.Thirumala Rao, SeCure Sharing 
oF outSourCeD Data in ClouD CoMPuting With 
CoMPariSon oF DiFFerent attriBute BaSeD 
enCrYPtion SCheMeS: a reVieW,Journal of advanced 
research in Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 
issue 14 

•DR. Chandra Prakash V,DR. Sastry JKR, Sravani G, 
Manasa USL,Khyathi A,Harini a,teSting SoFtWare 
through genetiC algorithMS – a SurVeY,Journal 
of advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems  
volume 9 issue 12

•K.Srinivas, Chandra Prakash, a Comparative study of 
testing framework with special emphasis on selenium 
for financial applications,international journal of soft 
computing  volume 12 issue 3 

•G. Somasekhar a, K. Karthikeyan,the novel big data 
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algorithm for distributional instance learning,ain Shams 
engineering Journal

•V P Krishna Anne, Dr. K. Rajasekhara Rao,improved 
rCPhC to Detect iDS in Dynamic Wireless ad hoc 
networks,international Journal of emerging research in 
Management &technology  volume 6 issue 8 

•V P Krishna Anne, Dr. K. Rajasekhara Rao, ADVANCED 
iMPleMentation oF enhanCeD-aoDV to DeteCt 
PaSSiVe BaSeD intruSion DeteCtion attaCKS 
in WireleSS aD hoC netWorKS,international 
Journal oF engineering SCienCeS & reSearCh 
teChnologY  volume 6 issue 7 

•Sravan Goud Utkam, RavitejaParasa, Anjesh 
Kondapaneni,  a SeCureD SYMMetriC KeY enCrYPtion 
teChniQue uSing iMageS aS SeCret KeYS,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
116 issue 6 pg:149-153

•V P Krishna Anne, Ch.NagaHarika, V.SonicaSupriya, 
B.Pooja, Brilliant grouP in ShreWD urBan areaS: 
genuine liVing, CitY SCale arrangeMentS 
oF a SenSor BaSeD PartiCiPatorY CroWD 
aDMiniStration Control Control,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
116 issue 5 pg:145-150

•Venkata Naresh Mandhala, Debnath Bhattacharyya, 
Hemantha Kumar Kalluri, Himavarshini Yadlapalli, 
Rajat Prasad, FaCe DeteCtion uSing VariouS 
teChniQueS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 5 pg:159-163

•Deepti Nimmagadda, Sai Vamsi Penugonda, Kumar 
Utsav, N Rajesh, J Amudhavel, SentiMent analYSiS on 
MiCro-BlogS For enhanCing truStWorthineSS 
oF reVieWS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 8 pg:195-198

•V P Krishna Anne  Dr.K Rajasekhara Rao, Standards 
and analysis of intrusion Detection Based System: a 
Comparative Study,Ponte academic Journal  volume 73 
issue 2 pg:87-97

•B. Renuka Devi, Venkata Naresh Mandhala, Debnath 
Bhattacharyya and Hye-jin Kim, an intelligible 
illustration of an epidemic Spatio – temporal Statistics 
on giS,international Journal of Database theory and 
application  volume 10 issue 8 pg:11--20

•David Raju Kuppala, Han Moi Sim and Liu Xuejun, 
accurate Methodology for large-Scale Storage 
Systems,international Journal of internet of things and Big 
Data  volume 2 issue 1 pg:1--8

•G.Sambasivam, N.Balaji,J. Amudhavel3, T. 
Vengattaraman, a noVel FraMeWorK For 
MultiFaCeteD QoSBaSeD WeB SerViCe 

DiSCoVerYanD CoMPoSition,international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 8 
pg:175-181

•G.Sambasivam, N. Balaji, J. Amudhavel and T. 
Vengattaraman,   anQoSBaSeD WeB SerViCe 
DiSCoVerY aPProaCh – a CoMPrehenSiVe 
StuDY,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 115 issue 8 pg:183-188

•Moganarangan N , Sambasivam G , Balaji N , Babukarthik 
rg,eFFiCient MultileVel authentiCation 
in an integrateD PerVaSiVe healthCare 
enVironMent,Journal of advanced research in 
Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 12 issue sp12 
pg:1661-1672

•P. Lakshmi Prasanna, Dr.D.Rajeswara Rao, literature 
SurVeY on teXt ClaSSiFiCation : a reVieW,Journal 
of advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems  
volume 9 issue 12 pg:2270-2280

•N.Mohamed Yasin, N. Balaji, G.Sambasivam, M. S. 
Saleem Basha, P.Sujatha, VerSatile VoiCe hanDoVer 
MeChaniSM in WireleSS SenSor netWorKS,Journal 
of advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems  
volume 9 issue 12 pg:1634-1652

•Raju Anitha, S. Jyothi, Venkata Naresh Mandhala, 
Debnath Bhattacharyya and tai-hoon Kim4,Deep 
learning image Processing technique for early Detection 
of alzheimer’s Disease,international Journal of advanced 
Science and technology  volume 107 issue 2017 pg:85-104

•N. Ganesh, K. SaiShirini, Ch. AlekhyaSri1and 
Venkata Naresh Mandhala, Study and analysis of 
recommendation Systems for location Based Social 
network (lBSn),advanced Science and technology letters  
volume 147 issue 2017 pg:421-426

•Mani Mala. Palakurthia and Raja Rajeswari. Pothurajub, 
hash Based Sensitive Disclosure information Security in 
Data Mining,international Journal of Control theory and 
applications  volume 10 issue 31 pg:155-163

•Dr. Chalasani srinivas, neural DeteCtion oF 
PiPe through grounD Penetrating raDar 
iMageS,international Journal of advanced research in 
engineering and technology  volume 8 issue 5 pg:39–47

•Sandhya S Waghere, Pothuraju Rajarajeswari, Parallel 
Frequent Dataset Mining and Feature Subset Selection 
for high Dimensional Data on hadoop using Map-
reduce,international Journal of applied engineering 
research  volume 12 issue 18 pg:7783-7789

•K.BinduSravya,N.Mounika,Y.Tejadharrao,Dr.M.Sreedevi, 
DeSign anD DeVeloPMent oF SoFtWare aPPliCation 
to analYZe anD eXtraCt reQuireD KnoWleDge 
FroM reVieWS oF VariouS SoCial SiteS,international 
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Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
115 issue 8 pg:259-263

•Dr.ChalasaniSrinivas,T.Srinivasarao, BurieD PiPeS 
DeteCtion through grounD Penetrating raDar 
iMageS,international Journal of Mechanical engineering 
and technology (iJMet)  volume 8 issue 12 pg:61–68

•Dr. M.Sreedevi,P. Haritha,K. Ravali,M. Manoj 
Pruthvi,review Paper: Procuring Frequent and Sequential 
items to improve Product Sales in e-Commerce 
Sites,international Journal on Future revolution in 
Computer Science & Communication engineering  volume 
3 issue 10 pg:255 – 259

•Mohan Kumar Ch, Shaik Shahbaz, Manikanta Varma, 
tanu Shri,general SurVeY on iMPleMentation oF 
SeCuritY in iot,international Journal of Mechanical 
engineering and technology  volume 8 issue 12 pg:529–
535

•Mohan Kumar Ch, Neha Shikha, S.L. Sowndarya, N.A. 
Ramarao, CoMParatiVe StuDY on SeCuritY threatS 
in MoBileS anD iot DeViCeS,international Journal of 
Mechanical engineering and technology  volume 8 issue 
12 pg:760–767

•HariPrakash, J.Pradeep, E.Kodhai, Dr. Md. Ali Hussain, 
Dr. V. RamaKrishna, a SurVeY on SeCure Sharing 
anD auDiting ProCeSS uSing PriVaCY PreSerVing 
tool in ClouD Data Storage,international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 117 issue 19 
pg:383-387

•M.Kavitha Lakshmi, S. Koteswara Rao, K.Subramanyam, 
oBJeCt traCKing in PaSSiVe ConStraintS With 
oWnShiP ManeuVer,international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 117 issue 18 pg:337-
342

•M.KavithaLakshmi , S. Koteswara Rao, K. 
Subrahmanyam, PerForManCe analYSiS oF PaSSiVe 
oBJeCt traCKing uSing uKF algorithM,international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 
117 issue 19 pg:95-99

•M.KavithaLakshmi,S.KoteswaraRao, K.Subramanyam, 
CoMPariSon oF uKF anD MgeKF For target 
traCKing uSing BearingS anD eleVation 
MeaSureMentS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 117 issue 18 pg:331-336

•Challa Naveen kumar, Dr M.Sreedevi, hYBriD QuerY 
ProCeSSing in reliaBle Data eXtraCtion FroM 
DeeP WeB interFaCeS,international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 6 pg:97-102

•M. Tanooj Kumar, S.L. Narayana Reddy, B. Katyayini, Sk. 
Shabana Azmi, oPtiMiZeD anD SeCureD Storage 
aPProaCh For iot BaSeD aPPliCationS,international 
Journal of Mechanical engineering and technology  
volume 8 issue 12 pg:699–702

•Sai Prasad Potharaju and M. Sreedevi, a novel Cluster of 
Feature Selection Method Based on information gain,iJCta  
volume 10 issue 14 pg:9--16

•V Rama Krishna1Ch.Maanvi, pappula Ramya, Yavara 
Anusha, SMoKe DeteCtion uSing internet oF 
thingS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 116 issue 5 pg:109-114

•Dr.Chalasani Srinivas1,Ch. Ramesh Kumar2Lanka 
Sunitha3,Solving the Vehicle routing Problem using 
genetic algorithm,Journal of Social, technological and 
Environmental Science •  volume 6 issue 2 pg:570-577

•Kiran Jammalamadaka, V Ramakrishna, teSt CaSe 
SeleCtion uSing logiStiC regreSSion PreDiCtion 
MoDel,international Journal of Mechanical engineering 
and technology  volume 8 issue 11 pg:786–796

•Dr. Chalasani Srinivas,Mohan Kumar.Ch, toXiC gaS 
DeteCtion anD Monitoring utiliZing internet 
oF thingS,international Journal of Civil engineering and 
technology  volume 8 issue 12 pg:614–622

•Vignesh.U and Parvathi.R, BioWeKa ClaSSiFiCation 
on egg anD CraB Protein StruCtureD SeQuenCe 
With Filter inStanCeS,Journal of advanced research 
in Dynamical and Control Systems  volume 9 issue 17 
pg:1270-1276

•Vijaya Lakshmi Illuri*, Harshita Cheemakurthi, Harika 
Redlapalli, T.Subha Mastan Rao, G.Rama Krishna,Multi 
VenDor WeighteD ProDuCt reCoMMenDation 
SYSteMS,international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics(iJPaM)  volume 117 issue 16 pg:573-581

AWARDs 
•Dr Ch. V. Phani Krishna  received reviewer of the Year 
award from M t research and educational Services on Dec 
-2017

•Dr.M.R.NARASING RAO  received Best teacher award 
from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Dr.G.PRADEEPINI  received Best teacher award from K l 
e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr.G.SIVANAGESWARA RAO  received Best teacher 
award from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 
2017

•Mr.B.TIRAPATHI REDDY  received Best teacher award 
from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Ms. M.V.B.T. SANTHI   received Best teacher award from K 
l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr.T.L. SIVA RAM KRISHNA  received Best teacher award 
from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Dr.K.BHAGAVAN  received Best teacher award from K l e 
F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Dr.K RAVINDRANATH   received Best teacher award from 
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fACULty DEVELOPMENt PROgRAM IN RECENt tRENDs IN INtERNEt Of thINgs 
a six days Faculty development programme was successfully organized by iot research group, Department of CSe, academic 
staff college, Kl university and in association with nit Warangal from 13th to 18th november 2017.
the FDP programme received an overwhelming response with 67 participants, 40 from CSe & eCM branches from Klu 
and 27 participants from other engineering colleges. Where various related subtopics were discussed in detail by eminent 
educationists and a very beneficial academic environment was experienced by the participants
the FDP was started at 10aM on 13th november with the lamp lightening ceremony followed by prayer song. Pro Vice 
chancellor Dr a Satya Prasad , CSe hoD Dr e Suresh Babu, texas instruments education program director Mr VS ramesh ,iot 
research group head Dr nagabushana rao and iot FDP  Coordinator Dr PVrD Prasada rao graced the occasion.

K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mrs.V.DIVYA  received Best teacher award from K l e F 
(Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mrs.D.NAGA MALLESWARI  received Best teacher award 
from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr.V.VIJAY KUMAR  received Best teacher award from K l 
e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr.V.NARESH  received Best teacher award from K l e F 
(Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr.G.KRISHNA CHAITANYA  received Best teacher award 
from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr.SATYABRATA PATRO  received Best teacher award 

from K l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr. A. VIJAY KUMAR  received Best teacher award from K 
l e F (Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

•Mr. K. KARTHIK  received Best teacher award from K l e F 
(Deemed to be university) on 5th oct 2017

gUEst LECtUREs
Mr. A.SatyaKalyan  delivered a guest lecture on hands on 
python Programming in narayana engineering College, on 
16-20 December 2017

Mr. T. Lakshmi Siva Rama Krishna  delivered a guest 
lecture on Big Data analytics in geetanjali engineering 
College,hyderabad. on 24th & 25th nov2017

IoT FDP Hands On
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IoT FDP Group Photo on First day and Last Day
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fACULty DEVELOPMENt PROgRAM ON DAtA sCIENCEs
a faculty development program on data sciences had been organized by Knowledge engineering research group of 
Department of CSe in association with nit Warangal during 6th november 2017 to 11th november,2017. the Management 
has kindly consented for sponsoring the FDP and with the support of Vice-Chancellor of the university. the Coordinators 
for the Faculty Developmen and  Program are Dr.e.Sureshbabu, hoD of CSe and Dr.M.r.narasingarao, who is a professor 
of department of CSe have looked after various activities for smooth functioning of the Faculty Development Program. 
Many faculty from different institutes in and around Vijayawada had been participated in the FDP. only limited number 
of participants have been selected for the Faculty Development Program. Many eminent people from different institutes 
have acted as a  resource persons. the resource persons have talked about different technologies that can be used in data 
sciences and the participants have thoroughly enjoyed listening to their lectures. the following resource persons have been 
actively participated for the above Faculty Development Program.

1. Dr. D V L N Somayajulu,  NIT-Warangal
2. Dr M R Narasinga Rao, KLU—Coordinator of the FDP
3. Dr R B V Subramanyam, NIT-Warangal
4. Dr. Dr T Ramakrishnudu, NIT-Warangal
5. Sri  R Phani Bhsuan, ADRIN—Hyderbad
6. Dr. V Ravindranath, JNTU, Kakinada
7. Dr Anand Lakshmanan, Founder and CEO,SIRPI PRODUCTS AND SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED, Bangalore  

the photos have been pasted for your kind perusal.
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CIVIL 
ENGINEERING

fACULty PUBLICAtIONs
1.“a comparative study for evaluation of different form work 
systems utilization in construction projects” international 
Journal of Mechanical engineering and technology page 
no 21-29, 8(11) Scopus november 2017, SS. asadi, PV. 
Praneeth.

2.“Materials management of power transmission line 
construction project: a model study from rampura to 
jagulur power transmission line construction” international 
Journal of Mechanical engineering and technology page 
no 67-77, 8(11) Scopus november 2017, SS. asadi, M. Siva 
Krishna reddy.

3.“an analytical approach for environmental pollution 
control through solid waste management: a model study” 
international Journal of Mechanical engineering and 
technology page no 579-590, 8(11) Scopus november 
2017, K. Yugandhar reddy,K.V.S.g. Murali Krishna,i. Srinivasa 
reddy, SS. asadi.

4.“an analytical study for evaluation of factors influencing 
the customers to utilization of e-commerce sites” 
international Journal of Mechanical engineering and 
technology (iJMet) page no 184-196, 12(8) Scopus 
December 2017, K. rajyalakshmi, D. Prasanna Kumar & SS. 
asadi.

5.”evaluation of latest trends and developments in lean 
construction in india: a model study” international Journal 
of Civil engineering and technology (iJCiet) page no 461-
462, 8(10) Scopus December 2017 K. Shyam Chamberlin, 
SS. asadi, D. Sai Chaitanya.

gUEst LECtUREs
Department of Civil engineering organized a gueSt 
leCture on 16th november 2017 at M304 in K l university. 
all the M. tech environmental and geospatial Students 
have attended the guest lecture. the Chief guest on 
this occasion was Mr. Y. Kishore Kumar, industrial expert, 
SoKKia. the Welcome note was given by Dr. V. ranga 
rao, Professor in civil department, and introduced the 
chief guest. honorable guest had delivered his speech on 
application of DgPS in geospatial technology. he broadly 
explained about the DgPS application and their usage in 
mainly in geospatial technology and also emphasis is given 
to the application of DgPS in environmental engineering.
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WORLD sPACE WEAK (Oct 7th to 9th )

each year, the World Space Week association (WSWa) selects a theme for the upcoming World Space Week (WSW) to 
provide a focus of the activities and events that take a place throughout the world, during 4-10 october. WSWa is pleased to 
announce the 2017 World Space Week theme: “exploring new Worlds in Space”. 

the 2017 World Space Week theme is an outward facing theme that serves to inspire the World. it puts as a focal point 
astrobiology missions like new horizons (naSa’s first mission to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt); feats on engineering such as 
lockheed Martin’s orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (naSa’s first spacecraft designed to facilitate long-duration, human-
rated deep space exploration of new worlds) and efforts of new Space actors such as Space X (revolutionary space technology 
projects with ultimate goal of enabling people to inhabit other planets like Mars) and other entities with a vision for exploration 
and utilization of extra terrestrial resources, such as metals from asteroids, water from the Moon, and unlimited solar energy 
in earth orbit.

Inauguration of World Space Weak

Science Exhibition
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s. NO. DatE namE of thE cliEnt tEsts
1 05-10-2017 loKaPriYa ProJeCtS  testing water for construction

2 07-10-2017 aDithYa ConStruCtionS Concrete Cubes testing

3 07-10-2017 ChilaKaluriPet MuniCiPalitY Concrete Mix Design ,Steel and water

4 07-10-2017 Megha inFra ProJeCtS Concrete Cubes testing

5 09-10-2017 loKaPriYa ProJeCtS  testing water for construction

6 16-10-2017 Siri BuilDerS anD DeVeloPerS teDePalli Concrete Cubes testing

7 16-10-2017 FlYaSh BriCKS inDuStrY testing of Flyash Bricksa

8 16-10-2017 ChilaKaluriPet MuniCiPalitY testing of Steel

9 17-10-2017 S.r.hoMeS,Mangalgiri. Concrete Cubes testing

10 17-10-2017 aP CrDa Concrete Mix Design 

11 18-10-2017 SuMMruDhi BuilDerS Concrete Cubes testing

12 18-10-2017 aPeWiDC testing on  Soil (S.B.C)

13 24-10-2017 ConCrete anD liMelite ,taDePalli testing on  aggregates

14 24-10-2017 M.Murali KriShna testing on  Soil 

15 24-10-2017 hPCl investigation of Building

16 28/10/2017 Sri VenKata triVeni FlY aSh BriCK inDuStrY  test on Cement    (5 samples)

17 30/10/2017 JYothi inFra  test on Cement    (1 sample)

18 30/10/2017 VVSPl SurYaPet testing on Steel 

19 11-02-2017 SriniVaSa eDiFiCe PriVate ltd. testing on Ballast 

20 11-02-2017 naraSaraoPet MuniCiPalitY Concrete Mix Design ,Steel

21 11-02-2017 V S engineering Pvt ltd. testing on Ballast 

22 11-02-2017 hPCl r.Yadukondalu Proposed toilet Drawings

23 11-02-2017 hPCl Concrete Cubes testing

24 11-03-2017 hPCl Concrete Cubes testing

25 11-08-2017 SheShta hoMeS,Mangalagiri. Concrete Cubes testing

26 11-08-2017 V K S anD SonS retail outlet,ViJaYaWaDa. testing on water for Drinking Purpose 

27 11-11-2017 V S engineering Pvt ltd. testing on  Soil  

28 11-11-2017 Siri BuilDerS anD DeVeloPerS Concrete Cubes testing

29 14/11/2017 V K S anD SonS retail outlet,ViJaYaWaDa. testing on water for Drinking Purpose 

30 14/11/2017 naraSaraoPet MuniCiPalitY Concrete Mix Design ,Steel

31 16/11/2017 aP CrDa testing on  Steel  

32 16/11/2017 laXMi anJana tuBeWell WorKS testing on  Soil  

33 20/11/2017 hPCl goPal teChno Concrete Cubes testing

34 20/11/2017 r g ConStruCtionS Concrete Cubes testing

35 22/11/2017 FooD CorPoration oF inDia testing of Beams,Concrete Mix   

   Design 

36 23/11/2017 PaVilion inFra Pvt.ltd ViJaYaWaDa investigation of Chaithanya college   

   Buildinggollapudi including Drawings 

37 24/11/2017 SanDhYa Soil engineering WorKS testing on  Soil  

38 25/11/2017 naraSaraoPet MuniCiPalitY Concrete Cubes testing

39 25/11/2017 PraJaSaKthi Sahithi SaMSta,VaDDeSWaraM Concrete Cubes testing

40 27/11/2017 SanDhYa Soil engineering WorKS testing on  Soil  

41 27/11/2017 neha ConStruCtionS testing on  Soil  (S.B.C)

CONsULtANCy tEsts
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42 28/11/2017 hPClMeasurement of Mounded Storage    Settlement,hPCl 

43 28/11/2017 SanDhYa Soil engineering WorKS testing on  Soil  

44 12-07-2017 SriniVaSa eDiFiCe,ViJaYaWaDa testing on Ballast 

45 12-07-2017 SriniVaSa eDiFiCe,ViJaYaWaDa testing on Ballast 

46 12-07-2017 FooD CorPoration oF inDia,ViJaYaWaDa Concrete Mix Design 

48 12-07-2017 FooD CorPoration oF inDia,ViJaYaWaDa Concrete Mix Design 

50 12-08-2017 SanDhYa Soil engineering WorKS testing on  Soil  

51 12-08-2017 ConCrete anD liMelight ProJeCtS,taDePalli. testing of sand and red Bricks. 

52 12-09-2017 Siri BuilDerS anD DeVeloPerS Concrete Cubes testing

53 12-12-2017 FooD CorPoration oF inDia,ViJaYaWaDa Concrete Beams testing

54 13/12/2017 naraSaraoPet MuniCiPalitY Concrete Mix Design and Steel

55 13/12/2017 naraSaraoPet MuniCiPalitY Concrete Cubes testing

56 14/12/2017 ConCrete anD liMelight ProJeCtS,taDePalli. testing on Cement and red Brickd

57 14/12/2017 aPCrDa,gollaPuDi testing on Steel and Concrete Cubes

58 14/12/2017 S r hoMeS,Mangalagiri testing on Steel 
59 15/12/2017 hPCl,SurYaPet Concrete Cubes testing
60 15/12/2017 hPCl,KonDaPalli  Drawings for existing Mounded Storage tank
61 15/12/2017 hPCl,KonDaPalli  Drawings for existing Mounded Storage tank
62 15/12/2017 hPCl,KonDaPalli  Drawings for existing Mounded Storage tank
63 15/12/2017 t l C ProJeCtS,guntur testing on Sand,Coarse aggregate and red   
   Bricks
64 16/12/2017 aMarraJ ProJeCtS,Mangalagiri testing on 
65 18/12/2017 SriniVaSa eDiFiCe,ViJaYaWaDa testing on Ballast 
66 18/12/2017 SriniVaSa eDiFiCe,ViJaYaWaDa testing on Ballast 
67 20/12/2017 FeeD BaCK inFra,hYD testing on  Soil (SPt)  
68 20/12/2017 FooD CorPoration oF inDia,ViJaYaWaDa Concrete Beams testing
69 22/12/2017 hPCl,KonDaPalli nDt test on existing Building
70 23/12/2017 ConCrete anD liMelight ProJeCtS,taDePalli. testing on Sand,Steel and Cement
71 23/12/2017 SanDhYa Soil engineering WorKS testing on  Soil (SPt)  
72 28/12/2017 Sri SriniVaSa enterPriSeS testing on red Bricks
73 28/12/2017 VMC testing on Core Cutters
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1.Prof. Dr. J. V. Shanmukha Kumar

Awards: 

•Hon’ble Vice President has announced an award of 
rs.25,000/- to Prof. J V Shanmukha Kumar, Head, 
Department of Chemistry for his outstanding performance 
in the delivery and conducting engineering Chemistry 
course during first semester of academic year 2017-2018.

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs:
1.a manuscript entitled “Silver-doped manganese based 
nanocomposites for aerial oxidation of alcohols” has been 
accepted by Materials express. iF 2.062

2.a manuscript entitled “Development and Validation for 
the Simultaneous estimation of lamivudine, tenofovir 
Disproxil and Dolutegravir in Drug Product by rP-hPlC”, 
has been published in JPSr. 

3.isolation and characterization of novel degradation 
products in Cilnidipine by lC-QtoF-MS/MS, lCMS, 
2D-nMr and Ftir, new Journal of Chemistry, 42, 2018, 
634 – 646. iF 3.269

2.Prof. Dr. K. R. S. Prasad

Research Publications:

1.a manuscript entitled “urea and thiourea derivatives of 
3-(trifluoromethyl)-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-[1,2,4]triazolo[4,3-a]
pyrazine: Design, synthesis, antimicrobial activity 
evaluation and docking studies” has been submitted to 
Monatshefte für Chemie.

2.a paper entitled “a Study of new Method Development, 
Validation, and Forced Degradation for Simultaneous 
analysis of Dapagliflozin and Saxagliptin in Pharmaceutical 
Dosage Form by hPlC Method” has been published in Der 
Pharma Chemica. 9-20, 2017, 96-103.

3.Prof. Dr. K. Ravindhranath

Research Publications:

1.Muvva Raghavendra, A. Venkatesulu, K. Sambasiva 

Rao, K. Ravindhranath, “excess molar volumes, speeds of 
sound and viscosities for binary mixtures of 2-methylaniline 
with selected di- and tri – chloro substituted benzene 
at various temperatures - Comparison with Prigogine-
Flory-Patterson theory”, arPn Journal of engineering and 
applied Sciences, 12-21, 2017, 5966-5982. 

2.Krishna Mohan, G.V., Naga Babu, A., Kalpana, K. K. 
Ravindhranath, “removal of chromium (Vi) from water 
using adsorbent derived from spent coffee grounds”, int. J. 
environ. Sci. technol. 09-03, 2017, 506-516.

3.A. Naga Babu, G. V. Krishna Mohan, K. Kalpana, and 
K. Ravindhranath, “removal of lead from Water using 
Calcium alginate Beads Doped with hydrazine Sulphate-
activated red Mud as adsorbent,” Journal of analytical 
Methods in Chemistry, vol. 2017, article iD 4650594, 2017, 
13 pages. doi:10.1155/2017/4650594.

4.J. Ramesh Babu, K. Ravindhranath, and K. Vijaya 
Kumar, “nano-Pr2o3 Doped PVa + na3C6h5o7 Polymer 
electrolyte Films for electrochemical Cell applications,” 
international Journal of Polymer Science, vol. 2018, article 
iD 7906208, 2018, 9 pages. doi:10.1155/2018/7906208.

4.Dr. M. Sujatha

Research Publications:

1.a manuscript entitled “geoSPatial BaSeD analYSiS 
oF toPograPhiCal FeatureS For reSourCeS 
ManageMent” has been published in international 
Journal of Mechanical engineering and technology (iJMet) 
8-10, 2017, 812–822.

5.Dr. I V Kasi Viswanath
•Ph.D awarded to Mr. V. Sunil Kumar Yalamanchi (Regd. 
no. 11323010) in Chemistry for the thesis entitled “a neW 
noVel MoDiFieD anD reSiDual DeterMination 
MethoD DeVeloPMent anD ValiDationS For aCtiVe 
PharMaCeutiCalS ingreDient BY rP-hPlC, rPlC 
anD ultra Violet ViSiBle SPeCtroPhotoMeter” 
under the guidance of Dr. i. V. Kasi Viswanath.

DEPT OF 
CHEMISTRY
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REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs:
1.Kishore Kumar Valluri, I.V. Kasi Viswanath, P.V.V.S. Naga 
Raju, B. Rajasekher, and B. Rama Dasu, “Synthesis and 
in-vitro studies of some new quinoline 1,3,4-thiadiazolo 
pyrimidin derivatives” Bull. Chem. Soc. ethiop, 31-2, 2017, 
337-344.   

2.Yelamanchi V Sunil Kumar, Useni Reddy Mallu, I V 
Kasi Viswanath, D. Balasubramanyam, G.Narshima 
murthy, “a novel rapid resolution high Performance 
liquid Chromatographic related Substance Method 
Development and Validation of levetiracetam in Bulk Drug 
Manufacturing of active Pharmaceuticals ingradient” J. 
Pharm. Sci. & res., 9-9, 2017, 1511-1521.

6.Dr. T. Bhaskara Rao
•Ph.D awarded to Ms. K. Rajeswari  (Regd. No. 13323024) 
in Chemistry for the thesis entitled “iSolation anD 
CharaCteriZation oF Bio-aCiVe SeConDarY 
MetaBoliteS FroM Marine SPeCieS oF inDian CoaSt 
With reSPeCt to eXCoeCaria agalloCha linn anD 
XYloCarPuS granatuM” under the guidance of Dr. t. 
Bhaskara rao.

Research Publications:

1.K Rajeswari, T. Bhaskara Rao, G V R Sharma, R. Murali 
Krishna, “anticancer activity of Flavone of excoecaria 
agallocha in Cytotoxicity Studies using hela Cells”, asian. 
J. Chem. 29-11, 2017, 2406-2408.

2.A. S. G. Prasad, T. Bhaskara Rao, D. Rambabu, V. 
Mandava, Basaveswara Rao, Manojit Pal, “ultrasound 
assisted Synthesis of Quinoline Derivatives in the 
Presence of SnCl2•2H2O as a Precatalyst in Water:  
evaluation of their antibacterial activities”, Mini-
reviews in Medicinal Chemistry. 17, 2017, doi: 10.2174/ 
1389557517666170412112619.

3.Dr. S. Naresh Varma

Research Publications:

1.Sriram Valavala, Nareshvarma Seelam, Subbaiah 
Tondepu, Vivekanandan Sundarmurthy, and J V 
Shanmukha Kumar, “analytical method development and 
validation for the quantification of acetone and isopropyl 
alcohol in the tartaric acid base pellets of dipyridamole 
modified release capsules by using headspace gas 
chromatographic technique” Journal of analytical methods 
in Chemistry, 2017. 

2.Sriram Valavala, Nareshvarma Seelam, Subbaiah 
Tondepu, S. Vivekanandan, “Development and validation 
for related substances tartaric acid base pellets of 
Dipyridamole modified release capsules by using high 
Performance liquid Chromatography” has been published 
in asian Journal of Chemistry 29-11, 2017, 2434-2440.

4.Dr. A. Venkateswara Rao

Research Publications:

1.Relangi Siva Subrahmanyam, Pattipati Ramesh, B. S. 
Krishna, D. Shanti Swaroop, Mohammad Ashrafuddin 
Khan, Mark M Darla, K. Adeppa K, Baki Vijaya Bhaskar, 
Wudayagiri Rajendra and Venkateswara Rao Anna, 
“SYntheSiS anD BiologiCal eValuation oF SoMe 
neW ClaSS oF ChroMenoiMiDaZole DeriVatiVeS aS 
ProBaBle anti CanCer agentS”, rasayan J. chem. 10-
4, 2017, 1194-1212. 

5.Dr. Pradeep Kumar Brahman

Awards: 

•He has received a prestigious “YOUNG SCIENTIST 
aWarD - 2017” for his outstanding contribution in the 
field of chemical sciences by andhra Pradesh akademi of 
Sciences held at andhra university, Visakhapatanam on 
november 07th 2017.

Research Publications:

1.a manuscript entitled “Development of an electrochemical 
immunosensor based on gold nanoparticles incorporated 
chitosan biopolymer nanocomposite film for the detection 
of prostate cancer using PSa as biomarker” has been 
accepted for publication in enzyme and Microbial 
technology (in Press). 

6.Dr. G. V. Krishna Mohan

Research Publications:

1.naga Babu, g. V. Krishna Mohan,, K. Kalpana, K. 
ravindhranath, “hydrazine sulphate activated red mud 
impregnated calcium alginates beads as an adsorbent 
for the removal of lead from water”, Journal of analytical 
Methods in Chemistry, 2017, article iD 4650594, doi 
:10.1155/2017/4650594. 

2.G. V. Krishna Mohan, A. Naga Babu, K. Kalpana, K. 
Ravindhranath, “removal of Chromium (Vi) from water 
using adsorbent derived from Spent Coffee grounds 
(SCg)” international Journal of environmental Science and 
technology, 2017, doi: 10.1007/s13762-017-1593-7. 

3.K. Kamesu, G. V. Krishna Mohan, Rajasekhar, “gallium (iii) 
iodide Mediated Mild and efficient method for Synthesis of 
4-iodotetrahydropyrans by Cross Cyclazation of epoxides 
and homo allylic alcohols”, asian Journal of Chemistry, 29-
12, 2017, 2704-2706.

4.G. V. Krishna Mohan, A. Naga Babu, K. Kalpana, 
K. Ravindhranath, “Zirconium-treated fine red mud 
impregnated in Zn-alginate beads (ZrMaB) as an 
adsorbent in the removal of Phosphate from water” asian 
Journal of Chemistry, 29-11, 2017, 2549-2558.

7.Dr. Anindita Chatterjee

Conference Presentations:

•Dr. Anindita Chatterjee has given a talk at andhra 
Pradesh akademi of Sciences held at andhra university, 
Visakhapatanam on november 07th 2017. 
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NEWs At A gLANCE 
national aYurVeDa DaY (ii DhanVantarY JaYanthi)

ii national aYurVeDa DaY (DhanVantarY JaYanthi) 
was celebrated on october 17th under the theme 
“Management of Pain in ayurveda”.  Dr. K. Poorna rajeswari, 
conducted “Pain ManageMent” sessions to promote 
better health for the Students, non-teaching staff and 
Faculty. 

Start Up Rendezvous’17

Center for innovation, incubation & entrepreneurship (Ciie) 
organized  a two day start up fest “Start up rendezvous’17” 
an annual ideation & start up event of K l university on 
25th and 26th october 2017 at Peacock hall, K l university, 
Vaddeswaram campus. the two day event included 
sessions from experts on start up eco system along with 
idea presentation (idea Pitching). the two day event held in 
parallel with another event “national Symposium on iPr’s” 
organized by Ciie & Department of Bt. 

IEEE Day Celebrations

ieee Day Celebrations were organized by ieee Student 
Chapter of K l on 26th october 2017 ,the following events 
were organized as  a part of the celebrations

1. Speak out your mind:- Express your ideas regarding 
latest advancements in technology,      projects, startup 
ideas etc.
2. Picture Perception:- Given a picture ,Describe it in 150 
words

Awareness programme on Legal rights of Women 

Klu Women’s Forum conducted “awareness programme 
on legal rights of Women “for girl students of K l about 
legal rights of Women  on 02-11-2017. World Food Fest-
2017 .Department of hotel Management organized World 
Food Fest-2017 on 3rd november 2017 (Friday). 19 Special 
international dishes are served in Buffet with 6 non-Veg 
items and  13 Veg items – unlimited food with live counters.  
Klu education Fair for aspirants going to higher education 
abroad elS higher  eDuCation Fair was organized 
on 04th november  2017 by international relations 
Department of K l.  Seven world ranked universities from 
united States of america took part to create awareness 
among the students on various programs and curriculums 
available abroad.  the following university representatives 
interacted with the students of K l.

•TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY- LUBBOCK, TEXAS, USA
•STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEWYORK- OLD 
  WESTBURY,   USA
•Purdue University – Fort Wayne   (Formerly IPFW)
•UNIVERSITY OF BERKELEY EXTENSION, 
 CALIFORNIA, USA
•UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI- KANSAS CITY, USA
•McNEESE STATE UNIVERSITY- LOUISIANA, USA
•NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHICAGO, USA

Swecha Boot Camp on 
Linux Administration and Data Science

Swecha conducted a 3 Day Boot Camp during  30th nov. 
2017 to 2nd Dec, 2017  to give emphasis on Free and open 
Source technologies. hands-on Sessions  on the following 
topics were covered in the camp

•Linux System Administration 
•Introduction to Data Science 

User  awareness session on “SCOPUS” 

user awareness session on “SCoPuS” for all faculty 
members is arranged on 25th november 2017 by research 
& Development Division of K l.Mr.Vijay Sekhar reddy, 
elsevier  acted as a resource Person 

Observance of Vigilance Awareness Week-2017 

the internal Quality assurance Cell of KleF had organized 
the Vigilance awareness Week, 2017. the following are the 
list of activities held during 27-11-2017 to 02-12-2017

•Integrity Pledge on “Teaching and Learning process”
•Integrity Pledge on “No Malpractice in Evaluation”
•Integrity Pledge on “No Malpractice in Research”
•Integrity Pledge on “Transparent & Open 
  accountable    software system”
•Integrity Pledge on “No Malpractices in corruption 
 free maintenance system”
•Integrity Pledge on “Corruption free services”

International Day for elimination of 
Violence against Women

“international Day for elimination of Violance against 
Women” was orrganized by KleF Women’s Forum on  25th 
november 2017 talk on “role of Women in today’s economy” 
on 06-12-2017 K l e F  Women’s Forum organized a talk on 
“role of Women in today’s economy” for girl students. Mrs.
Vanitha Datla, Chairperson-indian Women network, South 
region, india interacted with students during the session

Bhagavad Gita classes

“Bhagavad gita classes” on every Friday from 15-12-2017 
for 15 weeks were conducted by hare Krishna Movement 
india.

IEEE Joint Chapter of CAS-EDS 
Hyderabad Section Research Forum 

KleF ieee Student branch, in association with hyderabad 
Section and guntur Subsection, had organized Joint 
Chapter of Circuits and Systems (CaS) / electron Devices 
(eD) research Forum on 16th December, 2017. Pte (Pearson 
test of english) authorized test Centre in K l e F campus 

K l e F recognized as Pearson Vue authorized test Center 
for conducting Pte (Pearson test of english) exam in 
the campus. test takers may book their exam opting K 
l university as their test Center for having Pte. KleF is 
the only test center for conducting Pte in entire andhra 
Pradesh. every test taker or Pte test aspirant can book 
their test date online at https://pearsonpte.com/ 
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REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs 
1.Y Avinash, K Hari Kishore ‘’Designing asynchronous 
FiFo for low Power DFt    implementation’’ international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics  (Scopus), iSSn 
no: 1314-3395, Vol no: 115, issue no: 8, Page no: 631-636, 
September 2017

2.T.J.V.Subrahmanyeswara Rao, K Hari Kishore, B.V.Akhil 
“estimation of image Quality using Set Partitioning in 
hierarchical trees (SPiht)” international Journal of Pure 
and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-3395, 
Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 245-251, September 2017.

3.G.S.Spandana, K Hari Kishore “a Contemporary 
approach For Fault Diagnosis in testable reversible 
Circuits By employing the Cnt gate library” international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn 
no: 1314-3395, Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 537-542, 
September 2017

4.E. Raghuveer, K Hari Kishore, Shaik Shoukat Vali, and 
G. Siri Vennela “Verilog implementation of uart with 
BiSt technique for tPg” international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-3395, Vol 
no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 531-536, September 2017.

5.N.Purnachand, K Hari Kishore, K.V.Pavankalyan, 
K.Divya, A.Karthik, Khadar Bhasha”DDr3 SDraM Memory 
Controller” international Journal of Pure and applied 
Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-3395, Vol no: 115, 
issue no: 7, Page no: 507-512, September 2017.

6.K Hari Kishore, Fazal Noor Basha, V Krishna Priya, 
G Prashanth Kumar NLV Krishna Rao”Power and area 
efficient lFSr with Pulsed latches” international Journal 
of Pure and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-
3395, Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 447-452, September 
2017.

7.B. Anjani Kumar, G. Jaswanth Varma, Fazal Noorbasha, 
Hari Kishore Kakarla,” Data encryption and Decryption 
Cryptography using Modified aeS algorithm” international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn 

no: 1314-3395, Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 435-440, 
September 2017.

8.G. Jaswanth Varma, B. Ajani Kumar, Fazal Noorbasha, 
Hari Kishore Kakarla, M. Manasa” Data Security Based on 
Dna Cryptography using S-Box encryption” international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn 
no: 1314-3395, Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 429-434, 
September 2017.

9.Deekshatha.A, Fazal Noorbasha, Hari Kishore 
Kakarla, P.G.Mounika, N.Ganga Dheeraj, M. Manasa 
“implementation of Quarter Cycle Key Cryptographic 
algorithm using Verilog hDl”international Journal of Pure 
and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-3395, 
Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 423-427, September 2017

10.Mahesh Mudavath and K Hari Kishore “Design of rF 
Front end CMoS Cascade CS low noise amplifier on 
65nm technology Process” international Journal of Pure 
and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-3395, 
Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 417-422, September 2017

11.K.Hari Kishore, P. Sri Vidhya, A. Bhavana, O. Venkata 
Krishna “ Comparison of Power Dissipation of alu by using 
Different technologies” international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-3395, Vol 
no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 399-403, September 2017.

12.K. Hari Kishore, Shaik. Shoukat Vali, Fazal Noor Basha 
“ Power optimization of Modified test Pattern generator 
using Clock gating techniques” international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics (Scopus), iSSn no: 1314-
3395, Vol no: 115, issue no: 7, Page no: 393-398, September 
2017.

13.Meka Bharadwaj, Hari Kishore “enhanced launch-off-
Capture testing using BiSt Designs”Journal of engineering 
and applied Sciences (Medwell Journal-Scopus), iSSn no: 
1816-949X, Vol no.12, issue no.3, page: 636-643, april 2017

14.Varakumari, S., Sekar, R., Cynthia, C., SateeshKumar, 
G., Prabu, A.V. 2017, “advanced Carrier aggregation in long 
term evolution For Functionality”, international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics, vol. 115, no. 8 ,pp. 401-406.
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15.Ch. Joshna, T.V. Ramakrishna, B.T.P. Madhav and V. 
ugendra, Frequency-Selective Surface-Based Wideband 
high-gain antenna, Smart innovation, Systems and 
technologies, Vol 76, pp 74-84, 2017.

16.V. Ugendra, Habibulla Khan, B.T.P. Madhav and Ch. 
Joshna, “Multiband Fractal Slot antenna with Closed 
ground Structure”, Smart innovation, Systems and 
technologies, Vol 76, pp 75-83, 2017.

17.Syed Inthiyaz, P.V.V. Kishore and B.T.P. Madhav, “Pre-
informed level Set for Flower image Segmentation”, Smart 
innovation, Systems and technologies, Vol 76, pp 11-20, 
2017. 

18.K.V.Prashanth, T.Pavani, N.L.Srivatsav, Ch.Pavan 
Kumar, Rameez Raja, “Design of inset Feed rectangular 
Patch antenna For Wlan  Wi-Fi applications”, international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics, iSSn no: 1314-
3395, vol. 116, no. 6 ,pp. 43-48, 2017

19.K.V.Prashanth1, K.Manikanta, B.Sravani, M.Sameer, 
K.Peri Reddy, “improvement in gain & Bandwidth of inset 
Feed rmpa using Partial Substrate removal in Multiple 
layer Dielectric Substrate” international Journal of Pure 
and applied Mathematics, iSSn no: 1314-3395, vol. 115, no. 
7 ,pp. 601-606, 2017

20.K.V.Prashanth, T.Sameer , K.Sri Charan Reddy, M.Rama 
Hari Nandan, K. Soma Seshan Roy Chowdary, “Parametric 
analysis of rectangular Slot Mpa For uwb applications” 
international Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics, 
iSSn no: 1314-3395, vol. 115, no. 7 ,pp. 355-361, 2017

21.P. Sai Mounik, K.JayaLaxmiKamakshi, K.S.N.Murthy, 
V.Thanmayee, u.Saitarun, Design of Bio-Sensor For the 
early Detection of hiv-aids using Comsol Multiphysics, 
international Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics, 
iSSn no: 1314-3395, vol. 115, no. 8 ,pp. 523-527, 2017

22.B.L.Prakash, B.T.P. Madhav, T.Lokesh, Y Rajitha Sri, 
N.V.D.S. Adithya and M. Venkateswara Rao, Metamaterial 
inspired tri-Band antenna with Srr and shorting Stub, 
arPn Journal of engineering and applied sciences, iSSn 
1819-6608, Vol.12, no.21, pp 6197-6205.

23.Damarla Paradhasaradhi, Dr. K. S. N. Murty, M. Giri 
Rama Krishna, N Rohith, S. K. Sharmila, G. Kalpana, 
“Design of Ssaspl Based Shift registers With advanced 
leakage Power reduction approaches” international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics, iSSn no: 1314-
3395, vol. 115, no. 8 ,pp. 517-522, 2017

24.Ayushree, Sandeep Kumar Arora, Comparative analysis 
of aoDV and DSDV using machine learning approach 
in Manet, JeSteC ( Journal of engineering Science and 
technology), 1823-4690, vol. 12, issue 12, pp: 3315-3328, 
2017

25. T. Lakshmi Narayana, K. Girija Sravani and K. Srinivasa 
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Multi-Band applications” at cogent engineering 2017
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application to Bearings-only tracking, international 
Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics, Vol. 
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30.B.Arundhati, Dr.S.koteswara Rao, high Performance 
PM linear Synchronous Motor Drive using unscented 
Kalman Filter, international journal of Control and 
automation, Vol. 10,no.11, pp.223-232,2017. (SCoPuS)

31.A.Sampath Dakshina Murthy, Dr.S.koteswara Rao, 
application of Fuzzy logic Based Kalman Filter & Vehicle 
rate Sensor in optimizing Differential global Position 
System, Journal of advanced research in dynamical 
and control systems, Vol. 9,no.2, pp.228-243, oCt.2017. 
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CoMPounDS through BireFringenCe, Journal of 
advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems, 
iSSn: 1943-023X, Vol. 9, issue 4 ,oCt.2017, pp 311-317.

33.Radhouene, M., Chhipa, M.K., Najjar, M.a, Robinson, 
S., Suthar, B., “novel design of ring resonator based 
temperature sensor using photonics technology”, Photonic 
Sensors, Volume 7, issue 4, 1 December 2017, Pages 311-
316. Doi: 10.1007/s13320-017-0443-z.

34.Rewar, E., Singh, B.P., Chhipa, M.K., Sharma, O.P., 
Kumari, M., “Detection of infected and healthy part of leaf 
using image processing techniques”, Journal of advanced 
research in Dynamical and Control Systems Volume 9, 
issue 1, 2017, Pages 13-19.

35.Radhouene, M., Najjar, M., Chhipa, M., Robinson, S., 
Suthar, B., “Performance optimization of six channels WDM 
demultiplexer based on photonic crystal structure”, Journal 
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october 2017, Pages 291-297.

36.Puram Sai Suraj, J. R. K. Kumar Dabbakuti, V. Rajesh 
Chowdhary, Nitin K. Tripathi, D. Venkata Ratnam, “linear 
time series modeling of gPS-derived teC observations 
over the indo-thailand region”,Journal of geodesy,pp 1–10, 
2017 (impact Factor 2.93).10.1007/s00190-017-1099-6.

37.T V Ramakrishna, B T P Madhav, N Kiran, B Sravani, N 
Vamsi and K L Yamini, Frequency reconfigurable antenna 
for Ku-Band applications, arPn Journal of engineering 
and applied Sciences, iSSn: 1819-6608, Vol. 12, no. 22, 
2017, pp 6527-6532.
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WORKshOP ON NI LABVIEW
ni labVieW academy in the Department of electronics and Communication engineering, Kl university is equipped with one 
crore worth hardware, campus licensed labVieW software and data acquisition with real time sensors for automation. We are 
proud to say all eCe students at Klu individually own MyDaC and Myrio Kits from national instruments for carrying out their 
academic labs, and to develop innovative Projects. With the tremendous support of Dr. V. S. V. Prabhakar, Professor& head of 
eCe and by co-ordination of Dr. M. Sujatha, Professor /eCe, ni labVieW academy organized 20 days of intensive training in 
labVieW software (Core 1 and Core 2) and exclusive training for ClaD (Certified labVieW associate Developer) certification 
for iii year students.100 students were shortlisted based on their CgPa. training was done by resource persons from national 
instruments. 1.Mr.anish,application engineer, national instruments, 2.Mr.Sai Sruthi, application engineer, national instruments, 
3.Mr.rajasekhar, application engineer, national instruments, headed by Mr. Visweswaran and Mr. MuraliKrishnan, executive 
member, national instruments.

this training offered the students an opportunity to receive intensive knowledge to create the user defined applications and 
to build modular programming in labVieW.

on 25/10/2017, online exam was conducted by national instruments for ClaD. 92 Students registered for ClaD exam and 84 
students successfully cleared ClaD. Klu has highest ClaD certified students in the year 2017.

Further in coming months, exclusive training on ni hardware will be conducted for the above mentioned students. this training 
will encourage the students to understand system design approach and real time exposure with Demonstration using ni 
graphical programming environment labVieW.

Sensor networks For industrial application” Journal of 
advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems”, 
Vol.9, no:6, pp: 264-280 (2017), Scopus index.

60.Polaiah Bojja and Ratana Raj Kumar Kola “livestock 
health Sustainability using iot image Processing With 
Cloud and Predictive learning” international Journal of 
Pure and applied Mathematics, Volume 117 no. 19 2017, 23-
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61.Polaiah Bojja, Deepika Nerella, Harika chakka “ 
Prediction of nitrogen Dioxide & ozone Concentrations 
in the ambient air using artificial neural networks For 
Visakhapatnam Model” international Journal of Pure and 
applied Mathematics , Volume 117 no. 19 2017, 83-88 
Scopus index.

62.Polaiah Bojja , D.Siva , S.Sunithamani “an automated 
Damage assessment index to Quantify Damage for 
Disaster Management using Satellite images” Journal of 
advanced research in Dynamical and Control Systems ,    
Vol. 9, issue 1, noV.2017 Scopus index.

63.Polaiah Bojja, D.Yesubabu “implementation of 
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Journal of Pure and applied Mathematics , Volume 117 no. 
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fACULty ORIENtAtION PROgRAM 
Faculty orientation program has conducted on 26 october 2017 by Mr. Saleem akram Pathan on Meta surface based PiFa 
antenna for wireless applications. he has discussed the significance of Meta materials in designing the antennas for wireless 
communication applications. 

KNOWLEDgE tRANsfER WORKshOP ON CUBEsAt AND sAtELLItE tEChNOLOgy

rF & Microwave research group, Department of eCe, university, sponsored by Ministry of Science & technology government 
of india organized national workshop titled “Knowledge transfer Workshop on Cubesat and Satellite technology” on 27th and 
28th october 2017. the workshop was well attended by 53 faculty members and 376 students from K l university. 

the workshop was inaugurated by the Chief guests, Shri M. Venkata rao, Former Scientist, Project director (oceansat and 
resourcesat), iSro and Shri M.r thyagaraj Former Scientist, group director (Spacecraft Mechanism), iSro on 27th morning 
and shared his views on Cubesat satellites. honorable Vice Chancellor Dr. l S S reddy congratulated the organizers and 
conveyed his best wishes.  the inauguration was soon followed by the key note address of Dr. K. Sarat Kumar, Professor of 
eCe, Dean (P&D), Dr. K Satya Prasad, Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dr. VSV Prabhakar, head, Dept. of eCe, Dr. S. lakshmi narayana, 
Professor of eCe, K l university. later Sri Shri M. Venkata rao and Shri M.r thyagaraj delivered technical sessions on 
Cubesatsat technologies.

in the afternoon, the second session started with expert talk by Mr. ashhar Faran, Founder of lamakaan radio Club, hyderabad, 
on Cubesat development and specifications followed by a lecture on importance of ham radio and haMSat technologies by 
Mr. a ramesh Babu.

the proceedings on 28th started with the technical session on launching requirements of CubeSat satellites, the effect on 
cubesat in space, power limitations and new inventions in Cubesats by Mr. Siddhesh naik, founder of arKSa research labs, 
Bengaluru, followed by poster presentations in post lunch session.

During the Valedictory Program conducted in the evening, Dr. K. Sarat Kumar, Dr. K. Ch. Sri Kavya, Shri M. Venkata rao, Shri 
M.r thyagaraj and Mr. Siddhesh naik, Dr. S. lakshmi narayana and Professors of eCe, K l university handed over the merit 
certificates to the winners of poster presentation competition. Few participants gave their feedback on the workshop praised 
the institution for hosting the workshop and congratulated the organizing team.

Dr. K. Sarat Kumar, Professor of eCe, Dean (P&D), K l university, delivered the vote of thanks to all the sponsors, advertisers, 
delegates, representatives from the media and the faculty and students for their support and assured that rF & Microwave 
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research group, Department of eCe, K l university will 
organize more such activities in the future.

after the valedictory program, the workshop came to an 
end, leaving fond memories in the minds of the guests 
and delegates and a great sense of satisfaction and 
accomplishment in all members of the faculty and staff and 
student volunteers who were associated with its preparation 
and organization.

intEraction sEssion mr. vEma ramEsh, vlsi group hEaD, infosys
an interaction session and guest lecture is conducted in the Department of eCe on 28th october by Mr Vema ramesh, VlSi 
group head, infosys engineering Services on latest developments in the chip design. the speaker highlighted the important 
skill set and need to strengthen the fundamentals in the Digital Core subjects. he assured that if students are ready with the 
required skillset, he shall see that his Bangalore team will come for placement in his company in coming days. VlSi track will 
be strengthened by rigorous training and we are confident that given the opportunity of placement by that company you 
can bag placements in the core area.
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tEChNICAL VIsIt
Students of M.tech communication and radar systems visited to radar station at Machilipatnam, andhra Pradesh on           
8 november 2017. expert lecture was given by Dr. Datta Prasad on eMi/eMC. 

mou with amD (aDvancED micro DEvicEs) 
eCe Department signed Mou with aMD on 9 november 2017. aMD 
involves in curriculum design, knowledge transfer, offering internships and 
other academic matters which is an achievement for eCe department. 

NI INtERNshIP EXAM

the ni internship exam was conducted on 11 november 
2017. eCe students cleared ClaD certification exams for 
national instruments internship. 

guEst lEcturE on tEchnology Evolution 2g to 4g architEcturEs – 
AN INDUstRy PERsPECtIVE
a guest lecture by an industry person Mr. ramani kumar on “technology evolution 2g to 4g architectures – an industry 
perspective” is conducted in Jasmine hall at 1:30 PM on 15th november 2017.this seminar is important for students from 
5thsemester onwards, belonging to eCe, telecom, eee and CSe streams. it gives a industry perspective of the wireless 
mobile communication.
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Nss EVENt: yUVA sADhIKARIthA NIRUDyOgA BRUthI

the main theme of the nSS cell is to create the social awareness among the students. this event is conducted in revenue 
kalyanamandapam, guntur and organized by government of a.P to understand skill requirements of unemployed youth in 
andhra Pradesh. a debate is conducted among beneficiaries about to be implemented government program to provide 
allowance of rS.2, 000/- Students of Klu eCe participated in the discussion and given their suggestions about the program 
the event started around 9:00 aM in the college with nSS clapping to fill energy and motivation in the team. about 10.30 we 
reached the venue and the event was started with government officials giving the overview of requirement in providing the 
“nirudoyga Bruthi” to unemployed youth in the andhra Pradesh. guntur District education officer and skill development officer 
shared their views on this program and explained the importance of providing allowance of rS 2000 to each unemployed 
youth.

they motivated participants to use this government allowance only as a financial help to achieve their individual goals. 
this allowance is given only to the people aged between 18-35 and in the workshop more views can be discussed. later in 
the post lunch session 6 teams are formed and discussed on various issues like how to go forward about this program and 
whom are the beneficiaries these ideas are utilized to draft the program guidelines. in every district this type of programs is 
conducted, and the ideas are given to state committee. Klu nSS team of 31 members participated in the event and shared 
their ideas in the workshop.

Department of Commerce
AChIEVEMENts Of stUDENts:
1.15 students of Present Final year B.Com (hons) were selected for industrial training and final placement in 
  Yesmy tax company, hyderabad.
2.two final year students P. nagapranathi (iD no: 150520014) and K Pravallika ((iD no: 150520015) got placement 
   opportunity in “State Stree” Company.
3.n.g. neha form ii B.Com (hons) got third prize in paper presentation, organized by Vr Siddhartha engineering 
   College, Vijayawada.
4.Mr. raja ashok kumar of ii B.Com (hons) participated in 15 days Youth Festival camp in new Delhi, harmony 2017 
  organized by nifaa.
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ELECTRONICS &
COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING

Dr. Mohammed Ali Hussain, Professor, eCSe Dept. received 
“Best Computer Science Faculty award” from association of 
Scientists, Developers and Faculties (aSDF) – international 
global awards held at holiday inn resort, goa, republic of 
india on 30th December 2017. .

Dr. Mohammed ali hussain published patent on 

•Key Image Based Encryption Method and System for Secure 
Communication of Digital Content.

•System and Method for Health Monitoring and Accident 
tracking in real time.

•System and Method for Intrusion Detection with Clustering 
for Wireless Sensor networks.

Dr.G.Vijay Kumar published patent on

•System and method Employed for mining regular -frequent 
itemSets.

Dr.G.Vijay Kumar accepted as an ieee access reviewer

REsEARCh  PUBLICAtIONs:
1.A.V.Krishna published a paper entitled “Planar Switchable 
notch band antenna with DgS for uWB applications” in 
Springer link  iSSn no: 509-518 in SCoPuS December 
2017

2.A.V.Prabhu published a paper entitled “advanced carrier 
aggregation in long term evolution for functionlality” in 
iJPaM  iSSn no: 1314-3395 in SCoPuS December 2017.

3.R.B.Babu published a paper entitled “efficient intrusion 
detection system with datamining techniques” in iJPaM  
iSSn no: 1314-3395 in SCoPuS December 2017

4.P.G.Krishna published a paper entitled “Designing 
a multipurpose reconfigurable wireless node for 
broadcasting and unicasting in real time applications” in 
iJPaM  iSSn no: 1314-3395 in SCoPuS December 2017

5.M.V.Rao published a paper entitled “a loaD BalanCe 
aWare XY routing MethoDologY For noC 
arChiteCtureS” in iJPaM  iSSn no: 1314-3395 in 
SCoPuS December 2017

6.P.S.G.Aruna Sri published a paper entitled “Contributory 
broadcast encryption with short cipertexts” in iJPaM  iSSn 
no: 1314-3395 in SCoPuS December 2017

7.P.S.G.Aruna Sri published a paper entitled “a vechicle to 
vehicle communication using Can network and ZigBee 
technology” in iJCta  iSSn no:  : 0974-5572 in  non-
SCoPuS December 2017

fACULty AChIEVEMENt
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ROAD sAftEy AWARNEss PROgRAM

eCSe department nSS cell has organized “roaD SaFteY aWarneSS PrograM” on 19th December at Benz Circle 
Vijayawada. a group of 20 nSS volunteers, faculty in charge P. gopi krishna, Program Co- ordinator K Sripath roy and assoc. 
Dean K ravindranath participated in the event.
the main theme of the activity is to create the awareness to the motorcyclist to wear the helmets and to wear the seat belts 
those who are driving the cars. in india, over 78% of vehicles on the road are two-wheelers and they account for about 29 
% of road accidents, a statistic that has risen steadily over the years.about 28 two-wheeler riders died daily on indian roads 
in 2017 for not wearing helmets and another 15 for not fastening their seatbelts, according to an analysis of data shared by 
states with the transport ministry. 
“Wearing a good helmet and tying it properly can prevent loss of lives in 90 percent of accident cases. We call it helmet 
vaccine,”Volunteers made placards stating to wear the helmets and seat belts. We have place the banners on both side of the 
circle. Volunteers have distributed pamphlets stating the reasons for wearing the helmet and seat belts to those people who 
are not wearing the helmets and seat belts, they have distributed rose flower as a token of appreciation to the riders who are 
wearing them.  traffic police Ci, Si, constables and home guards has given a good support and encouragement for smooth 
conduction of activity.  Volunteers participated actively and distributed 1000 rose flower and 700 pamphlets for creating the 
awareness. 
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CREAtINg AN  INDIAN ARt - WARLI  fROM NAtURAL COLORs 

the Warlis or Varlis are an adivasi tribe living around the Maharashtra-gujarat border. the Warlis have traditionally worshiped 
nature and have their own animistic beliefs, customs and traditions. the Warli people are famous for their beautiful and 
unique style of painting which reflects the close association between human communities and nature.
it is thought that the Warli culture goes back to the 3rd century BCe, although there is no hard evidence for it. it is true 
however, that the community has been living in the thane district of Maharashtra for a really long time and call the forests in 
those regions their home. over the years, they have made subsistence on agriculture, animal husbandry and collecting forest 
produce and it is through these activities that they have developed very close associations with nature. this association 
comes out through their drawings, which are quite simplistic in fashion, yet provide a great deal of information about how the 
Warli community lives and probably, our ancestors lived thousands of years ago.
Duration for creation : natural colors leaf , red clay total efforts around 6 hours. 

WarliArt Workshop & Exhibition | organized By KL University - YouTube
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DEPARtMENt Of fINE ARts  stUDENts WARLI ARt WORKs
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MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs  
•M.Nageswara Rao   ,.M.Naveen Kumar,.M.Vamsi Mohan 
,.G Jitendra Krishna,” SCheDuling oF MaChineS 
anD autoMateD guiDeD VehiCleS in FMS uSing 
ShuFFleD Frog leaP algorithM” , international 
Journal of Mechanical engineering and technology 
(iJMet), Volume 8 ,issue 5 october 2017.
•K Rama Krsishna  , P K Sharma ,. N Puppala,. K V Sharma 
, L S V Prasad,” a generalized correlation for the estimation 
of moisture removal in fruits ad grains during hot air drying 
“,international Journal of heat and technology , Volume 35, 

issue 2 ,october 2017.

patEnts  publishED . 
•Patent with application number: 201741015761 was 
published entitled with “ exhaust Muffler and valve 
assembly for Combustio Devices” by Dr. K Narasimha 
Rao,Mr. A.Eswar kumar.

fACULty DEVELOPMENt PROgRAM ON 
ANsys

 Faculty development program on anSYS was held for a 
duration of seven days       between 1st December and 9th 
December, 2017.

Faculty development program on AutoCAD was held for 
a duration of seven days between 1st December and 9th 
December, 2017

gUEst LECtURE 
a guest lecture by Dr. B. ravi, Professor, Dept. of Me, iit 
Bombay was   organized on Product innovation and 
Smart Manufacturing to the faculty of the department of 
Mechanical engineering on 28/11/2017.

WORLD qUALIty DAy CELEBRAtIONs
World quality day was celebrations

Dr a Srinath hoD –Dept of Mechanical engineering 
receiving award from honoroble Vice Chancellor Dr lSS 
reddy
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INDUstRIAL VIsIts:
1.three sections of iii/iV B.tech. visited Coca-Cola plant in atmakuru on 26/08/2017.
2.three sections of iii/iV B.tech. visited Jocil industries in Perecherla on 14/10/2017.
in addition to the above orientation lectures, interactive Sessions on “Faculty Development” for 6 weeks (every Wednesday) 
between 13th September, 2017 and 8th november, 2017 were organized by Ms. V. Dolly, assistant Professor, academic Staff 
College.

hARMONy’17
harmony’17 event held by niFaa in haryana from 21 oCt 2017 to 29 oCt 2017. 55 student contingent and 5 faculties have 
attended this event on behalf of KluSo representing aP goVt.

60th CELEBRAtIONs Of PRAKAshAM BARRIAgE
Klu-Cea Participated in 60th Celebrations of Prakasham Barriage on 29th dec 2017 at prakasham barriage . the event has 
been started in the afternoon session. this event is conducted as a part of creating awareness in the students. We conducted 
two hours programme at prakasham barriage. . in this programme all the ii/iV,iii/iV students are participated. 

Students and faculty  participating in 60th celebration of prakasham barriage

MEChANICAL ENgINEERINg stUDENts WON AWARDs At 
gO KARtINg DEsIgN AND RACINg ChALLENgE
team of 20 students (6 students of iV Year B.tech. and 14 students of iii Year 
B.tech.), Mechanical engineering of our university, with the team name: Sangfroid, 
Klu; have participated in go Karting Design and racing Challenge, conducted by 
the imperial Society for innovative engineers (iSie)- uK, in india on 20/01/2018 at 
galgotia’s university-noida.
This team has achieved the following awards in this competition:

1.the 3rd iKr-iSie Future award, with a Cash Prize of rs.50,000/-
2.all india, Best team and Best team Captain award
3.Best Presentation Skills award
4.overall Champions

this team has competed with 45 teams, across all over india, with teams hailing 
from various iits, nits and Prestigious government and Private universities and 
achieved these laurels.  it must be noted that this team and the faculty mentor 
have worked till past mid night for 4 months and have put in all efforts for the 
design of the  go Karting vehicle which enabled them to receive this achievement.
the team was mentored by the Mr.P.n.V.Bala Subramanyam, asst. Professor, 
Department of Mechanical engineering, KleF . the Management, university 
administration, Faculty, Staff and Students convey their Congratulations and 
extend Warm wishes to the entire team and the Faculty mentor, Dr.a. Srinath, hoD 
of Department of Mechanical engineering on this achievement and wish many 
more such awards and recognitions in the coming years.
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PETROLEUM
ENGINEERING

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs:   
1.Manojkumar Gudala, Shirsendu Banerjee, Amit Kumar, Rama Mohan Rao T, Ajay Mandal & Tarun Kumar Naiya (2017) 
rheological modeling and drag reduction studies of indian heavy crude oil in presence of novel surfactant, Petroleum Science 
and technology, 35:24, 2287-2295, Doi: 10.1080/10916466.2017.1402034

2.Manojkumar Gudala, Shirsendu Banerjee, Rama Mohan Rao T., Tarun Kumar Naiya & Ajay Mandal (2018) the effect of a 
bio additive on the viscosity and the energy requirement on heavy crude oil flow, Petroleum Science and technology, 36:2, 
99-107, Doi: 10.1080/10916466.2017.1405030.

3.RavindraKumar, Gauri SankarBora, Shirsendu Banerjee, AjayMandal, Tarun KumarNaiya (2018) application of naturally 
extracted surfactant from Madhuca longifolia to improve the flow properties of heavy crude oil through horizontal pipeline, 
Journal of Petroleum Science and engineering (article in press)
 

NAtIONAL WORKshOP ON  RECENt tRENDs & ChALLENgEs IN PEtROLEUM 
PRODUCtION

Dr Chandrika ,Associate professor Department of petroleum Engineering . 
Organized a DST Sponosored National workshop on Recent Trends & Challenges in Petroleum Production 
during Dec 18th 2017 
The following are the list of speakers of the workshop

Speaker 1: Dr. Ponmani , 
Head of the Department
Department of Petroleum Engineering 
Vels University. Tamilnadu

Speaker 2: Mr. Sukanta De,
Assistant Professor, 
Department of Petroleum Engineering 
K L E F
Speaker 3: Dr. T Subbaiah
r&D advisor
K l e F
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Nss / NCC / sOCIAL sERVICEs / CEA ACtIVItIEs:
CONSERVATION OF ELECTRICITY
Klu- Cea Cell organised Conservation of electricity awareness Programme on 13/07/2017. Petroleum engineering 
department students participated in this evevnt and went to aathmakuru school to create awareness on electricity awareness.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAMME 
Klu-Cea Cell organised Personality development and health awareness programme on 01/08/2017. Petroleum engineering 
department students participated in this evevnt and went to Kolanakonda school. 

CONsERVAtION Of OIL AND gAs
Klu- Cea Cell organised Seminar on Conservation 
of oil and gas programm on 10/10/2017. Petroleum 
engineering department students participated in 
this evevnt and went to Kolanakonda school. 

ANtI DRUg, 
fIRst AID tRAININg, 
WAtER CONsERVAtION
Klu- YrC Cell organised anti Drug, First aid 
training and Water Conservation programm 
on 22/08/2017. Petroleum engineering 
department students participated in this 
evevnt and went to Vaddeswaram.  

WAstE MANAgEMENt 
KLU- CEA Cell organised Seminar on Waste 
management on 17/10/2017. Petroleum engineering 
department students participated in this evevnt and 
went to Kolanakonda school. 
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KLU Business School

REsEARCh PUBLICAtIONs 
•P V Vijay Kumar Reddy  ,’a study on determinants of online 
ads quality ‘, international journal of research in computer 
application and management(iJrCM)

•P V Vijay Kumar Reddy  ,’a study on dimensions of service 
quality relation to customer satisfaction with reference to 
private sector banks ‘, international journal of commerce 
economics &Management(iJrCM)

•P V Vijay Kumar Reddy  ,’a study on waste management 
practices in private hospitals in khammam district ‘, 
international journal of research in commerce and 
management(iJrCM)

•P V Vijay Kumar Reddy ,’impact of online customer 
appraisal on online shopper buying decisions ‘, international 
journal of commerce it &Management(iJrCM)

•Dr.K.S.Sekhara rao,’ a Study on Currency Depreciation: 
impact on indian economy ‘, international journal of 
commerce economics &Management(iJrCM)

•Dr.A.Bala Saraswathi,’ a Study on human resources 
Management Practices on employee Commitment at 
hotel gateway – Vijayawada ‘, international journal of 
commerce it &Management(iJrCM)

•Dr.K.Srinivasulu ,’a Study on option Strategies in equity 
Derivatives With reference to the indian Bulls Securities 
ltd ‘, international journal of commerce economics 
&Management(iJrCM)

•Jikku susan kurien ,’ a Study on indian Start-ups and hr 
Challenges ‘, international journal of research in commerce 
and management(iJrCM)

•Dr.V.N.Sailaja ,’ a Study on usage of technology in Banking 
Sector With reference to Selected Banks ‘, international 
journal of commerce it &Management(iJrCM)volume 7 
issue 11(november)

•Dr.D.Srinivasa Rao,B.Anusha ,’ a Study on issues of 
employee retention in indian it industry: a Study on 
issues of employee retention in indian it industry ‘, 
international journal of research in computer application 
and management(iJrCM)

•Dr.D.Srinivasa Rao,B.NIKHITHA,’Job Satisfaction and 
Mental health of it Professionals ‘, international journal of 
commerce it &Management(iJrCM)

•Dr.B.Kishore Babu ,’ a Study on awareness of Customers 
in Selecting over the Counter (otc) Drugs in Vijayawada ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.P.V.Vijay kumar reddy ,’Determinants of impulse 
Buying attitude of organized retail Shoppers ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar,’ a Study on Consumer 
Behaviour towards Bathing Soaps (lux, Dove, Pears) ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.A.V.S.Kamesh ,’Sales Competencies in telecom Sector: 
a Study of Vodafone in guntur ‘, international journal of 
business management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.Bindu Madhavi,’ Patient Satisfaction towards Multi 
Speciality hospital - a Case Study of ramesh hospitals, 
Vijayawada ‘, international journal of business management 
and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.Bindu Madhavi ,’ a Study on Market Potential For 
exclusive Store Based Plastic household retail units in 
andhra Pradesh & telangana ‘, international journal of 
business management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)
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•Dr.Bindu Madhavi ,’ Factors influecing Post Purchase 
Behaviour of Passenger Car Customers of hyundai ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar,’ a Study on Consumer 
Perception towards online Shopping in Vijayawada ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.B.Kishore Babu,’ a Study on awareness about 
Management education among hotel Management 
Students in Vijayawada ‘, international journal of business 
management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.P.Raja babu ,’ a Study on Cost-Benefit analysis of 
installing Solar Panels in Favour to Society in Vijayawada: 
andhra Pradesh ‘, international journal of business 
management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.A.V.N.Murthy,’ impact of Profitability on the 
Financial Performance of industries (a Study on Select 
Pharmaceutical industries in india)  ‘, international journal 
of business management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar ,’ a Study on Customer Perception 
towards online advertisements an empirical Study in 
Vijayawada ‘, international journal of business management 
and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar ,’ a Study on Crm activities and its 
impact on Customer Satisfaction in Big Bazaar, Vijayawada  
‘, international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.A.V.S.Kamesh ,’ employee Perception on the impact 
of hriS on Productivity: a Study of Select it organizations 
in hyderabad.  ‘, international journal of business 
management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Prof.T.Umamaheswara Rao ,’ a StuDY on PerCePtion 
oF WoMen ConSuMerS toWarDS PriVate laBel 
aPParelS; Both in online anD oFFline StoreS 
in ViJaYaWaDa. ‘, international journal of business 
management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Jikku susan kurien ,’  Social Media recruitment in india: an 
empirical Study ‘, Kaav international journal of economics 
commerce and business management(KaaV)

•Dr.P.Raja babu ,’ a StuDY on anti-MoneY launDering 
PoliCieS anD itS PraCtiCeS in BanKing SeCtor ‘, 
Kaav international journal of economics commerce and 
business management(KaaV)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar,’ a StuDY on FaCtorS 
inFluenCe CuStoMerS to e-CoMMerCe SiteS’ ‘, 
Kaav international journal of economics commerce and 
business management(KaaV)

•Dr.A.Bala Saraswathi,’ a StuDY on iMPaCt oF 
organiZational Cuture on organiZational 
DeVeloPMent With SPeCiFiC reFerenCe to 

Fortune Murali ParK hotel in ViJaYaWaDa ‘, Kaav 
international journal of economics commerce and business 
management(KaaV)

•Dr.K.Srinivasulu,’ a StuDY on non-PerForMing 
aSSetS ManageMent w.r.to Select public setor banks 
‘, Kaav international journal of economics commerce and 
business management(KaaV)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar ’ a StuDY on CuStoMer 
relationShiP ManageMentin aXiS BanK ViJaYaWaDa 
‘, international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.Venu Madhav,’ inDia’S MaCroeConoMiC 
ChallengeS For aChieVing all rounD 
DeVeloPMent During Pre anD PoSt-gloBal 2008 
CriSiS ‘, Journal press of india(JPi)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar,’ a StuDY on CreDit CarD 
uSerS in ViJaYaWaDa ‘, international journal of business 
management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•Dr.D.Prasanna Kumar,’ a CoMPrehenSiVe 
reVieW oF ConSuMer SWitChing BehaViour in 
MoBile telePhonY inDuStrY in hYDeraBaD ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•M.V.A.L.Narasimha Rao,’ ConSuMer PerCePtion 
toWarDS organiZeD& unorganiZeD retail store in 
Vijayawada ‘, international journal of business management 
and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•M.V.A.L.Narasimha Rao ,’ CuStoMer relianCe on 
SoCial MeDia inForMation For BuYing DeCiSionS: 
a StuDY aBout the reliability on SMi With reFerenCe 
to ViJaYaWaDa ‘, international journal of business 
management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

•M.V.A.L.Narasimha Rao ,’ a StuDY on ProBleMS 
FaCeD BY online ConSuMerS at ViJaYaWaDa ‘, 
international journal of business management and allied 
sciences(iJBMaS)

•M.V.A.L.Narasimha Rao ,’ eFFeCt oF green MarKeting 
StrategieS on ConSuMer BehaVior: SPeCial 
reFerenCe to ViJaYaWaDa’’ ‘, international journal of 
business management and allied sciences(iJBMaS)

stUDENt  ACtIVItIEs
KluBS Students  conducted  around 50 awareness 
programmes on various social issues like impact of 
pollution on children, aids awareness , Marketing skills to 
Shgs, Digital literacy, Mobile Banking , Financial literacy, 
right to information act and voters enrollment drive 
in Vaddeswaram, ippatam, Kolankonda, Sitanagaram, 
revendra padu, Kunchana Palli and  also in surrounding 
villages.
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Career Counselling by Dr. V. Venu Madhav  on 29th 
December 2017 @ Loyola Institute of Technology and 
Management, Guntur.

Career Counselling by Dr. V. Venu Madhav on 29th 
December 2017 @ Nalanda Engineering College, 
Sattenapally

CAREER COUNsELLINg

training Program by Dr. V. Venu Madhav on 13th December 
2017 @ ASN Degree College for Science Graduates.

Career Counselling by Dr. M. Kishore Babu on 13th 
December 2017 @ Nalanda Degree College, Vijayawada.

Career Counselling by Dr. P. V. Vijaykumar Reddy on 
14thDecember 2017 @ Chalapathi Engineering College, 
Guntur

Career Counselling by Dr. M. Kishore Babu on 13th 
December 2017 @ Nalanda Degree College, Vijayawada.

Career Counselling by Dr. P. V. Vijaykumar Reddy on 22nd 
December 2017 @ Sri Balasai Degree College,
Machilipatnam.

by Dr. V. Venu Madhav on 11th November 2017 @ 
Krishnaveni Degree College, Vijayawada
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INDUstRy tRAININg/VIsIt:  
 As a part of Industrial visit, III BBA, IV BBA and II MBA students visited   many industries such as Bangalore Micro 
Labs, Ooty Quality’s coffee, Bench Mark  Tea  and Chacolate company in November 2017

 
Dr. V. Venu Madhav, Associate Professor, K L Business School, addressing Govt. School Pupils on AIDS as a part of 
AIDS Awareness Campaign on 1st December, 2017.

Industrial visit @ Micro Labs in  Bangaluru Industrial visit @ Tea Factory  in Ooty  

A procession of anti AIDS on 1st December 2017 in 
Vaddeswaram Village.  

BBA Students of K L Business creating awareness on 
Govt. Programs at Ippatam Village
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gUEst LECtUREs

a guest lecture given by Dr. a. udayashankar, associate 
Professor, K l Business School on e-Procurement Best 
Practices at aPhrDi, Bapatla on 5th January 2018 a two Management development program titled by 

“Disha” inagurated by Senior Divisional Manager, ioCl 
and Principal, K l Business @ the premises of K l Business 
School on 5th January 2018.

Certificate awarding ceremony held on 6th January, 2018 
on the occasion of velidictory @ K l Business School

Mr. Sri ram, assistant general Manager, geojit Financial 
Services, Chennai, addressing the gathering of students, 
on financial Services on 8th January 2018.

Faculty interface with assistant general Manager, 
geojit Financial Services held on 8th January 2018 with 
Capital Markets- real time experiences- Stock market 
operations@ Faculty Conference hall, K l Business School

a guest lecture given by Mr. K. S. Venkateswara Kumar, 
associate Dean (Sa) & assistant Professor, K l Business 
School on e-Procurement Procedures and Policies at 
aPhrDi, Bapatla on 5th January 2018.

a guest lecture given by Mr. K. S. Venkateswara Kumar, 
associate Dean (Sa) & assistant Professor, K l Business 
School on  e-Procurement – a Strategy for organizational 
excellence  at aPhrDi on 5th January 2018 @ Bapatla

a guest lecture given by Dra. Vasudeva reddy, assistant 
Professor, K l Business School on e-Procurement – 
Security & authentication Concerns at aPhrDi, Bapatla 
on 5th January 2018. 
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gANDhI JAyANthI              

on the eve of the national leader- Mahatma gandhi’s Birthday, Klu nSS Cell has celebrated his birthday by garlanding his 
photo frame and remembered his great contribution to the country by sacrificing his life to get independence to the nation. 
later on the speakers spoke about his teachings, ideologies, moments like non-Violence, Peace, Quit-india Moment, Salt-
Satyagraha and Boycott of Foreign goods etc., which inspired the other nations.

later on Klu nSS Cell participated “Swachata-hi-Seva” in Mellampudi. in this event, the nSS Volunteers organized a rally on 
“Sanitation awareness” by saying slogans on Swachata and its importance and also conducted Swachh Bharat by cleaning 
the roads in the village. also some of the volunteers with faculty in-charges made a door-to-door campaign on “Sanitation 
awareness and Cleanliness” saying that they have to keep their surroundings clean by maintaining dustbins, using proper 
drainage system.

NSS 
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hEALth & hygIENE
eCSe Department nSS team has organized an activity “health & hYgiene “to government primary school student in iPataM 
village guntur Dist. Which 5 km way from the university on 10th october 2017.  the main aim of the event is creating awareness 
of the health and hygiene which will make them to live in a better way. a group of 10 nSS volunteers has participated and they 
have given a seminar on the health and hygiene. the children have shown utmost interest and school children also spoke 
many things how to be healthy.

CAREER gUIDANCE     

as a part of Social responsibility our Klu nSS eee cell conducted awareness on “Carrere guidance” in aravinda high    school, 
tadepalli on   10-09-17. around 15 student volunteers are participated in the program. the Student volunteers explained the 
various courses after 10th, 12th and engineering and medicine .like importance of studying arts, commerce, engineering 
courses and medical related courses through power point presentation. they also explained the various job opportunities 
after 10th, 12th and engineering and medicine after that they clarified the students doubts.

ROLE Of yOUth IN NAtION BUILDINg
eCSe-nSS team as organized an activity “role oF Youth in nation BuilDing” in Don Bosco School Mangalagiri on 
17th october 2017. a group of 14 students with faculty in charge P. gopi Krishna participated, presented and motivated the 
students in what way they are responsible in building the nation, and their responsibilities. around 150 students of class iX and 
X have attended the presentation. the vision of our country lies in the hands of our youths. they are filled with tremendous 
and towering ambitions.
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this beautiful land needs these youths for our soil to become a brighter one.
the primary role of young people is to get a good education to become better citizens of tomorrow. they need to learn skills 
to do the job that their country’s economy needs. they also need to know how to read, write, think, understand, analyze, and 
discuss the issues their country faces. the entire success of the nation depends on the youths. We have aspiring doctors, 
entrepreneurs, scientists, and who knows; maybe the next president. Youth are strong forces in social movements. Youths are 
problem solvers. our nations need them to resolve most of our problems.
the nation is facing a lot of problems, and i believe that the youths can solve them. all of us are one and we should not allow 
even slight differences to push us away from each other. there also a lot of crime taking place. Women are being killed by their 
abusive husbands. Person’s homes, businesses, are being broken into. all this crime and violence needs to stop. the youth 
once more can bring about a change in their country. Youths seems to have the ability to face any challenges and problems. 
they have a positive influence on their fellow young people.

they can teach them the positive things in life. they will make them understand the importance of a good education. in 
conclusion, the role of the youth in the nation building is crucial. they are problem solvers, have a positive influence on other 
young people and the nation, and are extremely ambitious. they can create an identity for themselves and move the nation 
forward. So, the youths can make their beautiful land flourish and shine in success.

ROLE PLAy ON MENtAL hEALth AWARENEss Of stUDENts
Venue: Peddapalem, atmakuru

the national Service Scheme was started by government 
of india, Ministry of education and Culture, govt. of india, 
in Collaboration with State government in the year 1969 
in 37 selected universities. Mumbai university has been 
participating in the scheme right from its inception. at 
present the scheme is run by the ministry of Youth affairs & 
Sports in Central government and Department of higher & 
technical education in State government.
Kl university had an effervescent nSS unit which has been 
established with a rudimentary objective of providing a dais 
for the interested students to partake in social work during 
their free time.
the event started with a speech on the present condition 
of the students and their mental situation by    D. Charisma. 
later, speech was given by one of the ward members of 
atmakuru on the same topic.
the role play on mental health of students was enacted by 
29 students and the basic concept of the play was to show 
the present situations what the students were undertaking.
the depression, stress, pressure and the other problems 
students are facing here clearly shown in the play. the play 
was about the suicide students because the stress and 
pressure from the Parents, teachers, Friends and love.
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klu-c.E.a
Date: 10/10/2017
Venue: ipatam

INtRODUCINg thE UsEs Of INtERNEt fOR PRIMARy sChOOL stUDENts
eCSe department Cea has organized an event introducing the uses of internet for primary school students in ipatam village 
guntur dist. the main aim of the event is to make the primary school children to know what is internet and what the uses of 
internet are, and how it can be used in their day to day life. a team of Cea volunteers prepared to explain the necessity of 
internet and its uses. a team of 10 students and faculty in charge P gopi Krishna participated in the event 
the primary school students have shown keen interest to know the things, and probed with their doubts. Volunteer has 
answered the question asked by student it went on with a discussion section  Finally, students are satisfied and happy by 
knowing the new thing that helpful to them. 

AWARENEss ON RENEWABLE ENERgy sOURCEs
as a part of extension activity our Klu Cea eee department conducted awareness on 
“renewable energy Sources” in aravinda high school, tadepalli on   10-10-17. around 15 
student volunteers are participated in the program.the Student volunteers explained 
the present energy sources,their impacts on nature and environment and why one need 
to think about alternative sources of energy.later they explained the renewable energy 
Sources importance and how can we use them at hour home through power point 
presentation.
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DIWALI AWARENEss
as the students in schools to get the awareness toward festivals like DiWali-Cea (Center For eXtenCtion aCtiVitieS) 
conducted an event called DiWali aWareneSS.
the event is the one which is very useful for themselves to protect themselves from pollution and sound get at the time of 
Diwali festival. So ‘DiWali aWareneSS is a motto of aganiSt Pollution’.S o, we educated the children in roYal high 
SChool and we shown the some videos and given pledge to them. We had shown some interest about ‘eCo-FrienDlY’ 
festival of DiWali. 
Event Beneficiary: 
1)By this event we educated the school student about Diwali Festival.
2)By this event we educated difference between Festival of light and Festival of Sound, Pollution.
3)By these event we educated we educated what to do and what not to do regarding the festival of Diwali etc....

hELMEt AWARENEss PROgRAMME
on 17/10/2017 Cea, hobby Clubs & transport department jointly organized helmet awareness Programme in Kl university 
campus. Deputy Commission of transport Department Sri Meera Prasad addressed the gathering. he advised the students 
and Staff to wear helmet while driving. to follow the traffic rules to benefit to yours and co travelers he said.   
Dean Student affairs Dr.habibulla Khan inaugurated llr Drive, in this programme associate Dean Dr.K.ravindranath, 
hobby Clubs incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju, transport incharge KKV. Prasad, Cea Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, P.Suresh, 
Dramatics trainer V.g.Krishna Murthy took part in this event. Cea Volunteers guided the Students and Staff.   
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LLR DRIVE
on 17/10/2017 Cea, hobby Clubs & transport department jointly organized llr Drive in Kl university campus for our students 
& Staff. nearly 85 registers their names and 65 get the llr.  Dean Student affairs Dr.habibulla Khan inaugurated llr Drive, 
in this programme associate Dean Dr.K.ravindranath, hobby Clubs incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju, transport incharge KKV. 
Prasad, Cea Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, P.Suresh, Dramatics trainer V.g.Krishna Murthy took part in this event. Cea 
Volunteers guided the Students and Staff.
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CAREER gUIDANCE 
eCSe- Cea has organized an activity “Career guiDanCe “for Don Bosco school students in Mangalarigi on 17th october 2017. 
a group of 14 students and faculty in charge P. gopi Krishna prepared power point presentation on the topic and presented in 
the school. around 150 students of class iX and X have attended the presentation. 
the presentation started with introduction and asking the students about their aims and goals, and how they preparing to 
achieve their goals and the roadmap. Volunteers have delivered the information regarding the present job opportunities in 
the market, in the same way they have guided them and what steps they should take in order achieve the goals. the students 
have shown keen interest in knowing about the information, and they asked many question and cleared the doubts. Finally, 
students of the school spoke regarding their aim how they are going to achieve them in the coming future.

‘AWARENEss PROgRAMME ON thE RIght tO INfORMAtION ACt’
KluBS organised a Cea event on ‘awareness programme on the right to information act’. the students of 1st Year MBa went 
to Peda vadalapudi for educating the local communities about the right to information act. 
the right to information act 2005 in india is one of the most advanced information legislation in the world. the act is based 
on the principle that all government information is the property of people. Due to this, democracy has taken to gross root 
level and it is a step for ensuring the participation common people in governance in the country. rti refers to the right of 
every citizen to access information held by or under the control of public authorities. it is necessary that people should 
know about what is happening in their society. if the actions of the ruling government are hidden then the people cannot 
take a meaningful part in the affairs of the society. access to information not only promotes openness, transparency and 
accountability in administration, but also facilities active participation of people in democratic governance process. 
in this direction the union government recently enacted the Freedom of information act 2002. Despite the right to information 
bill having received presidential approval seven months ago, citizens may have to wait some time, before they can exercise 
their right to access government files, as the concerned authorities are yet to set a timeframe for framing the rules. Some 
states like goa, tamilnadu, Karnataka, rajasthan, Delhi and Maharashtra have also passed right to information laws; however 
there is criticism that the working has not been satisfactory. 
right to information act is one of the most powerful weapons to the citizen of the country which make the transparent 
administration and democracy. if the act must be effective and more useful, it should be properly utilized and enforced in 
a systematic manner. as a student community understand this act in a detailed manner which help to guide their parents, 
relatives and villagers. With the help of this act, anyone can claim any kind of information from rastrabathi Bhavan to 
Panchayat union office. to create awareness about the rti act among the college students is one of the important efforts of 
the educational system. hence, our educational system must provide an opportunity to include the rti act as a compulsory 
subject to all the undergraduate courses in colleges.
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EMBROIDERy & KNIttINg PROgRAMME CONDUCtED IN gUNDEMADA VILLAgE 
C.e.a and hobby Clubs jointly conducted an event embroidery stitching work in gundemada village 
20th october 2017 to 30th october 2017. 
the girl students actively participated in the nearby Panchayat office. the events conducted on the occasion are embroidery 
work and Knitting. Village people exhibited their talent through their performance of art. this event inaugurated by 
Dr.habibullah Khan, in this occasion associate Dean Dr.K.ravindranadh, Prof. incharge of hobby Clubs Dr.r.Subhakar raju, 
C.e.a Coordinator Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, embroidery & Knitting trainer smt. Vijaya as conducted in the event.

sARDAR VALLABhAy PAtEL BIRthDAy CELEBRAtIONs 
Klu-Center for extension activities has conducted birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel on october 31st 2016 as 
“rashtriya ekta Diwas’ (national unity Day) every year. Sardar Patel, nicknamed the iron Man of india, was the first home 
minister of the country and is credited with persuading more than 526 princely states to accede to the indian union post-
independence.
the motto of the programme is to create awareness among the students about Sri. Sardar Vallabai Pattel garu “to motivate 
them to strive to maintain the unity and integrity of the country”.
in this occasion Principals Dr. anand Kumar, Dr.K.Subharao, Dean Students affairs Dr.habibulla Khan, associate Dean Dr. 
K.ravindranadh, garlanded the portrait of Sri. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel garu and spoke about his greatness and service to 
Country. Dr. r. Subhakhar raju incharge of the hobby Clubs also spoke. Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, P.Suresh, V.g. Krishna Murthy, 
Students of Cea volunteers participated in this occasion.      
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hAPPy sUNDAy   
 this event is being organized by a.P government since 

the capital is amaravathi and the town is Vijayawada the 

government officials like police and revenue pay attention 
to organize cultural events to entertain the public early in 
the morning. For which the students from hobby clubs are 
also given an opportunity to give performances with various 
events like folk dance, western dance, singing etc. they 
events performed are to focus the culture and tradition of 
the stage as well as our country. on 25th, 26th of September 
in connection with dasara festival.

MOhANA MANtRA
Sri. Vidya nikethan  engineering acadamy thirupathi has Conducted Mohan Mantra cultural competitions on 30-09-2017national 
wide. K l u narthana Club students have Participated in Dance competition and secured 1st & 2nd prizes. 

gANDhI JAyANthI     

october 2nd happen to be the birthday of Mahatma gandhi known as the father of nation has been celebrated in a grand 
way by offering floral tributes and garlanding the portrait. all the staff and students of K l u have participated in the event. 
So many students spoke on the occasion praising the Mahatma for his non violence way in fighting against the British rule 
to achieve independence to india.
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WORLD sPACE WEEK
World space Week organized by srihari kota rocket launching station to educate the school & college children’s about the 
importance and advantages of the Seattleites they have displayed mini models of rockets and rocket launching pads and 
charts explaining about the functions of rocket and satellite in the orbit.

ChARIty fOR AMODINI tRUst        
on the eve of diwali hobby Clubs students have organized an event to collect money for the contribution of founds to 
amodini. in which the the Pramidalu made of mud. are colourfully painted and sold to the staff of K l u on the previous stay 
of diwali. however the profits and are given to amodini charityble trust. nearly hundred students participation in to the event.

stREEt PLAy tRAININg
CSe Department wing of Focus team conducted n.S.S event on 18-10-17 in athamakuru, Peda pallem villages. in this event 
focus team presented a street play called “quit suicides and drugs”. this street play training given by Mr.V.g.Krishna Murthy 
Dramatics trainer (abhinaya Club).
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hARyANA EVENt
on the occasion of golden jubile celebrations of haryana state formation. an international event is conducted in haryana 
by inviting deligates. through out the country and from abrod. to exhibite the cultural and tradition of all the states of india. 
nearly sixty students from K l university belonging in to various hobby Clubs have participated in the international Mega 
event. Which went for  nine days.hobby Clubs students have given excelent performences. From narthana club Kuchipudi 
Performance given by Dancer havisha Chowdary was well appreciated By all the deligates and asked to perform again on 
the vaildictory day before the Chief Minester of haryana. he appriciated the performance and Presented a Memento by 
horning her.abhinaya Club along with swara club and vachus club students have given extraordinary Performance.for the 
best apprisal .

ARt Of DREAM
the K l u hobby Club (Chalana Chitra) has conducted a 
monthly event in the name of art of Dream by inviting all 
the short film producers and Directors to present a display 
of their short films. nearly 20 short films and a feature 
film by name “o My Swetty”. Full length with good casting 
promo also released the films produced were of massage 
oriented.
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DONAtION Of stEEL PLAtEs
Cea & hobby Clubs jointly organized Steel Plates donation Programme to Z.P. high Schools, M.P.P. Schools of Vaddeswaram, 
ippatam, gundimeda, revendrapadu, athmakuru, nuthakki, Pedavadlapudi, Kaza, Venkatareddy Palem, Chinnakakani, 
enikepadu, Karam Chedu, West ibrahim Patnam, Sowpadu, guntur villages. these plates are given by the KleF-hostel. 1635 
steel plates were distributed to 25 Schools.  
Dean Student affairs Dr.habibulla Khan inaugurated Donation of Steel Plates. in this programme associate Dean 
Dr.K.ravindranath, hobby Clubs incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju, Cea Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, P.Suresh, V.g.Krishna 
Murthy took part in this event for proper distribution.

S.No Village Name of the School No. of Plates

1 Vaddeswaram Z.P. high School  100
2 Vaddeswaram MPP School  100
3 ippatam MPP School 37
4 Pedavadlapudi Z.P. high School 100
5 Pedavadlapudi MPP School (liC Colony) 20
6 Pedavadlapudi MPP School (Kotha Palem) 35
7 nutakki MPP School (urdu) 17
8 nutakki MPP School (h.W) 21
9 nutakki MPP School (S.W) 40
10 aathmakuru Z.P. high School 200
11 aathmakuru MPP School (vaddiripalem) 101
12 aathmakuru MPP School (Main) 100
13 Kaza MPP School (h.W) 36
14 Kaza MPP School (S.i) 38
15 Chinakakani MPP School (h.W) 77
16 Chinakakani MPP School (a.a) 88
17 Venkatareddy Palem MPP School 25
18 gundimeda MPP School 100
19 West ibrahimpatnam  MPP School 100
20 Sowpadu MPP School (n) 10
21 guntur SrntCP School 40
22 Karamchedu rCMaP School 35
23 Karamchedu MPP School 14
24 Karamchedu MPP School 26
25 Karamchedu CorD old age home 25

    total 1635
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chilDrEn’s thEatrE work shop Z.p high school vaDDEswaram

Children’s theater Work Shop was held in Z.P high school, Vaddeswaram on 02-11-2017. the motto of the workshop his to 
induce communication skills through theater art. 
Dramatics trainer  Mr.V.g.Krishna Murthy trained the students in facial expressions, tongue twisters, Body language, Public 
speaking, theater games. in this work shop students learned how to prepare a Drama. after that Students performed Small 
skits like save trees, Superstitions clean our environment (mime).students very actively participated in this work shop.
 through this workshop students develop their self confidence, self motivation, leader ship qualities. hobby Clubs Prof.
incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju adviced to students theater provides ample opportunity to learn new things which useful in Day 
to Day life.
Sri Srinivasa rao, head master Z.P.h. high School Vaddeswaram ,Cea Co- ordinatr P.Suresh and other teachers also 
participated in this Programme Certificates were distributed to all the participants. 

WARLI ARt
to carry forward the art to the coming generation the technical education students of K l u have taken up the project to 
promote the art of Warli with Dwakra group of women folk lore, which is beneficial for self help groups this is being Publicized 
by e.tv also asst.Prof.M.rambabu has trained the students in this direction
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EMBROIDERy & KNIttINg PROgRAMME CONDUCtED IN gUNDEMADA VILLAgE 
hobby Clubs & Cea jointly conducted an event embroidery designing and knitting work in gundemada village from 20th 
october 2017 to 4th november 2017. 
the women actively participated in the nearby Panchayat office. in embroidery work and Knitting. Village people exhibited 
their talent through their performance of art. this event inaugurated by Dr.habibullah Khan, in this occasion associate Dean 
Dr.K.ravindranadh, Prof. incharge of hobby Clubs Dr.r.Subhakar raju, C.e.a Coordinator Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, embroidery & 
Knitting trainer smt. Vijaya conducted the event in to a successes. after the completion of the fifteen days training all the 
women participants were distributed the certificates. on this occasion the Panchaithy President Smt. D. lalitha was also 
invited and horned with a memento for here wholehearted cooperation extended for the successes. 

qUALIty AssURANCE DAy
havisha Chowdary Student of CSe iii Year narthana club 
member happened to be a professional kuchipudi dancer 
who has won so many medals for her excellent performance 
and appreciations. Besides education she is balancing the 
art of Dance also whenever we have official events she will 
the available to perform. hence in recognition of her talent, 
she has been choose for the quality assurance day award.

gOND ARt
the very ancient art by name gond related to the indian 
tribes folk. this art is being painted on walls, especially the 
art is exhibited on the auspicious occasion of deepavali, 
nagula chavithi etc. especially the art is on animals, 
goddesses etc. this art belongs to Dravidians varna 
club students have well practiced and trained by asst.
Prof.M.rambabu Visual communication. 
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tRADItIONAL ARt
especially the hindu religions goddesses are depicted on 
the fabric. this is very ancient art being carried traditionally. 
even this art in being exhibited on rocks, Paper, Fabrics 
extra the art has red, Black, Blue, yellow, white color usage 
the brush for painting is made up on bamboo sticks training 
to Varna club students by asst. Prof. M. rambabu Visual 
Communication Department.

MIXED MEDIA ECO - COLLAgE ARt PROJECt 
Fine arts of students and faculty    creating an: eco- Collage art designing from newspapers  
 Main emphasis, as a collage art, is to elicit from students their own individual touch. From the start, people are asked to mix 
colors, paint papers, make prints, create different textures, cut elements from magazines, etc.
everyone is treated like a beginner (this is very freeing for seasoned artists) and the classes are active and rigorous
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awarEnEss on aiDs frEE inDia (worlD aiDs Day)                                  

KluBS nSS Cell organized an event on ‘awareness programme on aiDS-Free inDia.’ the end aids india campaign is touching 
and improving thousands of lives with the help of people like you. together we are proud to support the vision of an aids-free 
india. the campaign raise awareness to prevent the spread of hiV, extend access to care by ensuring availability of health 
services for people living with hiV and empower those vulnerable and affected by the epidemic to live with dignity in an 
environment without stigma and discrimination. in order to end aiDS, we need to make progress not just in providing access 
to health services but also across a wide spectrum of rights. the campaign will contribute to efforts to end aiDS in india by 
2030. to achieve this goal, we must:
raise awareness about hiV/aiDS and the stigma faced by vulnerable communities and people living with hiV. though we 
have made progress, our efforts are in danger of dissipating unless they are consolidated. research suggests that new cases 
are on the rise again in india while awareness about hiV/aiDS is dipping. We at end aiDS india are optimists. By working 
towards a common objective together, we can reach our goals faster. We are proud of our supporters and friends like you who 
believe that every human being has the right to live a healthy, dignified life. together, we can end aiDS.
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ROAD sAfEty AWARENEss
eCSe department nSS cell has organized “road Safety 
awareness Program” on 19th December at Benz Circle 
Vijayawada. a group of 20 nSS volunteers, nSS Programme 
officer Mr.P.gopikrishna, Program Co-ordinator 
Mr.K.Sripath roy and associate Dean Dr.K.ravindranath, 
Cea Co-ordinator Mr.P.Suresh participated in the event. 
the main theme of the activity is to create the awareness 
to the motorcyclist to wear the helmets and to wear the 
seat belts those who are driving the cars. 

in india, over 78% of vehicles on the road are two-wheelers 
and they account for about 29 % of road accidents, a 
statistic that has risen steadily over the years. about 28 
two-wheeler riders died daily on indian roads in 2017 for 
not wearing helmets and another 15 for not fastening their 
seatbelts, according to an analysis of data shared by states 
with the transport ministry.

“Wearing a good helmet and tying it properly can prevent 
loss of lives in 90 percent of accident cases. We call it 
helmet vaccine,”

Volunteers made placards stating to wear the helmets and 
seat belts. We have placed the banners on both side of 
the circle. Volunteers have distributed pamphlets stating 
the reasons for wearing the helmet and seat belts to those 
people who are not wearing the helmets and seat belts, 
they have distributed rose flower as a token of appreciation 
to the riders who are wearing them.  traffic police Ci, Si, 
constables and home guards has given a good support 
and encouragement for smooth conduction of activity. 
Volunteers participated actively and distributed 1000 rose 
flower and 700 pamphlets for creating the awareness. 
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yUVA sADhIKARIthA NIRUDyOgA BRUthI

the main theme of the nSS cell is to create the social 
awareness among the students. this event is conducted 
in revenue kalyanamandapam, guntur and organized 
by government of a.P to understand skill requirements 
of unemployed youth in andhra Pradesh. a debate is 
conducted among beneficiaries about to be implemented 
government program to provide allowance of rS.2,000/- 
Students of Klu eCe participated in the discussion and 
given their suggestions about the program 

the event started around 9:00 aM in the college with nSS 
clapping to fill energy and motivation in the team. about 
10.30 we reached the venue and the event was started with 
government officials giving the overview of requirement in 
providing the “nirudoyga Bruthi” to unemployed youth in 
the andhra Pradesh. guntur District education officer and 
skill development officer shared their views  o n 
this program and explained the importance of providing 
allowance of rS 2000 to each unemployed youth.

they motivated participants to use this government 
allowance only as a financial help to achieve their 
individual goals. this allowance is given only to the people 
aged between 18-35 and in the workshop more views can 
be discussed. later in the post lunch session 6 teams are 
formed and discussed on various issues like how to go 
forward about this program and whom are the beneficiaries 
these ideas are utilized to draft the program guidelines. in 
every district this type of programs is conducted, and the 
ideas are given to state committee. Klu nSS team of 30 
members participated in the event and shared their ideas 
in the workshop.
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AWARENEss ON IMMUNIzAtION AND 
sANItIzAtION

nSS Cell of Dept of CSe of K l university has Conducted 
“immunization and Sanitization awareness campaign” 
on 29th December, 2017 in the Peddapalem village. as a 
part of this, nSS Volunteers, nSS in charge and Faculty 
Members from department of CSe are involved. on the day 
of the event, all the nSS volunteers, nSS faculty in-charge 
and one Faculty Member of the parent department started 
from the college at 9.30 am in bus and reached the village 
by 10.30 am. after reaching the villages, in each village all 
the volunteers are again divided into groups by the faculty 
in-charge. Where each group is having 3 members of nSS 
student volunteers. these groups went in four directions 
from the gram-Panchayat office of that village, so as to 
ensure that the volunteers covered most of the village 
premises.
Some groups went for campaigning of sanitization and 
other groups went for door to door of that village to 
interact with house hold. in this regard the nSS volunteers 
discussed the precautions and correct actions that have 
to be taken with villagers. they enquired the about the 
sanitization in the homes. the nSS student volunteers 
motivated the people of village about immunization and 
sanitization. the villagers felt happy and gave appreciation 
to the nSS volunteers.

hUMAN RIghts
KleF - nSS organized human rights on 29th Dec 2017 in 
Kl Deemed to be university campus. the event has been 
started in the afternoon session. this event is conducted 
as a part of creating awareness in the students. We 
conducted two hours programme in the peacock hall. 
human rights event beneficiary to help students to think 
about their fundamental duties. in this programme all the 
iii/iV students are participated.
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fREE EyE ChECK-UP CAMP
now a day’s everybody is suffering with eye problems. Which one should not negligent? hence   the K.l.e.F Cea has organized 
Free eye Checkup Camp for the students and staff. the Camp is being inaugurated by student affairs Dean Dr. habibulla 
Khan. Who stressed for the need of taking food containing vitamins. Which support eye, especially the Diabetic people must 
have thorough and regular eye check-up.
nearly 271 members got eye checking in the camp, after towards the ophthalmologist has given suggestions to maintain 
good eye sight. Were required the patient were suggested spectacles in which the following members have associated 
to successful conductance of event. associate Deans Dr.K.ravindranath, Dr.hari Kishore, hobby Clubs Prof. incharge 
Dr.r.Subhakar raju, nSS Programme Coordinator K.Sripath roy, Cea Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswralu, P.Suresh, abhinaya 
Club trainer V.g.Krishna Murthy also participated.

AWARENEss AND DIABEtEs 
ChECK-UP CAMP
unless we take care Diabetes it may prevail to destroy 
the entire biological system of human body. So the 
awareness about the Diabetes is essential for everybody. 
once Diabetes is attacked it cont be cured. So everybody 
must be conscious to change the life style to prevent the 
attack of Diabetes, which is told by the Diabetes specialist 
Dr.Valluri.ramarao. in this connection awareness 
and Diagnosis programme is being conducted KleF, 
Vaddeswaram. 
this is inaugurated by Dean Student affairs Dr.habibullah 
Khan. this free medical camp is beneficial to all the 
employees of KleF.  especially to construction workers, 
gardening workers, transport workers and maintenance 
who are prone to this complain. Both sugar & Blood 
Pressure test have been conducted. in this event associate 
Deans Dr.K.ravindranath, ramPrasad, event incharge 
Dr.r.Subhakar raju, nSS Coordinator K.Sripathi roy, C.e.a. 
Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, P.Suresh Dramatics 
trainer Mr.V.g.Krishna Murthy, Saint antony aaradhya 
Medical Service trust Vijayawada Valluri.Susheela rao 
with para medical staff.  
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VIgILANCE AWARENEss WEEK’2017
Vigilance awareness Week’2017 organized by hobby Clubs, Cea, transport Department & Sports Department, in Kl university 
Vaddeswaram. on 1st December conducted Pledge, nearly 200 students were participated in the above competitions. the 
valedictory was conduct by the same team of officers.  
Dean Student affairs Dr.habibullah Khan, associate Dean Dr.ravinranath, Prof. incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju, nSS Coordinator 
Mr.K.Sripathi roy, Cea Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswarlu. Mr.P.Suresh, participated in this event.

kisan Diwas (national farmErs’ Day)

in order to make people aware of the importance of   Kisan 

Diwas which is celebrated nation-wide, the volunteers 

of team Cea conducted an event in nutakki where they 
recognized some farmers who are implementing organic 
farming techniques and various power saving and yield 
increasing techniques. they are accompanied by the 
delegates Dean Student affairs Dr. habibullah Khan, 
associate Dean Dr.K.ravindranath, hobby Clubs Prof.
incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju participated in this event. Cea 
Coordinators Dr.S.Venkateswarlu, Mr.P.Suresh, Dramatics 
trainer Mr.V.g.Krishna Murthy.

they felicitated 5 aspiring persons who are working 
on organic farming and then addressed the gathering 
of the residents of nuthakki and shared their views of 
implementing organic farming and its uses other than using 
fertilizers and pesticides. and they said that farmers are 
the back bone of india as they  are striving for the to keep 
food for us and praised the farmers and have appreciated 
the farmers who using the technology in implementing 
the crops by using the various techniques like using solar 
energy and drip irrigation concepts etc. 

Many of farmers are also actively participated in this event 
and the they have also show the yielding techniques and 
explained about that to us and they are very happy that 
they realized that they have get to know the importance of 
the day and they also came to know the various schemes 
and policies to farmers that government has introduced 
for the farmers in order to encourage them in the farming. 
Some volunteers of Cea explained about various online 
applications on farming such as plantix and also provided 
idea about the emerging technologies in the field of 
farming.
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sOUth zONE INtER UNIVERsIty BADMINtON MEN PROgRAMME CULtURAL EVENt
South Zone inter university Badminton Men tournament was held from  06th to 10th december 2017. in this inagural 
function our hobby Clubs student Ch. havisha performed welcoming dance (Kuchi Pudi), Mr.a. Samba Sivarao Vigelance 
officer patiatric songs  presented a.P State Minster for Sports Sri. Kollu ravindra attended a Chief guest for the inguaral.
Vice Chancellor Dr. l.S.S.reddy, Dean Student affiars Dr.habbibullah Khan, associate Dean Dr.K.harikishore, associate Dean 
Dr.K.ravindranath, hobby Clubs Prof.incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju appriciated the performance. Dramastic trainer V.g.Krishna 
Murthi, Cea Co- ordinator P.Suresh also attended the in this programme.

DOOR DARshAN, VIJAyAWADA INtERVIEW PROgRAMME
on 13th & 14th December 2017. Door Darshan Kendra, Vijayawada (news section) interviewed to the students and faculty 
regarding Progress in 2017, future plans for the 2018.this programme Co-ordinated by the Department of  hobby Clubs. 
the Students and faculty are actively participated in this interview programme. Dean student affairs Dr. habibullah Khan, 
associate Dean Dr. K. ravindra nath, hobby Clubs Prof.incharge Dr. r.Subhakar raju, guiding the programme Dramatics 
trainer Mr. V. g. Krishna Murthy, Cea Co-ordinator Mr. P. Suresh also took part in the event.

VVIt CULtURAL COMPEtItIONs
on 21st and 22nd VVit namburu conducted ViVa cultural competition. in this competitions hobby Clubs students secured 
first prize in classical dance, folk dance ,third prize in western dance.Dean students affairs Dr. habibullah Khan, associate 
Dean Dr.K.ravindranath, hobby Clubs Professor incharge Dr.r.Subhakar raju appreciated the students.
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BhAKtIVEDANtA
on December 23rd vachas and literary clubs of K l u have organized an interactive work shop on new science for a successful 
life – inspiration from Science and Spirituality for staff and students. this work shop is being initiated by Bhaktivedanta institute  
the guest speakers for this event are Dr. ramagopal Vuppaluri Professior iit guwahati, K. Vasudevarao iit Kanpur,Varun 
agarwal iit Kanpur & Prabhakar ballapille iit Kanpur, for conducting in this event Cea & Physical education also a involve. 
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fLAME fLARE fLAsh MOB EVENt
on 23rd December 2017 our narthana club students have participated flash mob in connection with flame flare which is to be 
conducted on 6th January 2018 in K l e F. the event is being celebrated has a mark of women’s day celebrations. this event 
contains folk dances, classical dances, bangra dances extra in order to promote indian cultural heritage. every year this event 
is celebrated in grand way.
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AChIEVEMENts AND AWARDs 

Winning the prizes and awards has been a regular practice at K l u. all the major Sports and games are supervised by well 
trained and qualified coaches because of which, our students have been winning prizes at international, national, State level 
apart from inter-university level. the following players of our K l university medalists in the international, national, South 
Zone & State tournaments in different Sports and games for the a.Y 2016-17. (oct to Dec 2017) 

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

• V.Jyothi Surekha,Department of MBa  secured  2nd Place 
in archery (Compound team event ) at  49th World archery 
Championship in  held at Mexico City from 19th to 22nd 
october 2017

•  A.Suryakoti kiran,Department of CSe secured  2nd Place 
in WuShu at 4th Student olympic national  games 2017-
18 from 6th october to 9th october held at Prem nagar 
ashram, haridwar.

•V.Jyothi Surekha Department of MBa secured 1st place in 
archery Women team event  at asian archery championship  
held at   Dhaka, Bangladesh from november 25th   to 30th  
2017 

• V.Jyothi Surekha Department of MBa secured 2nd place 
in archery ( individual)   at asian  archery championship  
held at   Dhaka, Bangladesh from november 25th   to 30th  
2017 

• V.Jyothi Surekha Department of MBa secured 3rd place 
in archery (compound Mixed team ) at asian  archery 
championship  held at   Dhaka, Bangladesh from november 
25th   to 30th  2017 

•P Satya Nikhit  , Department of   Mechanical engg  
14007269 secured  1st place under +70kg at    okinawa 
Sports Karate Do national open Karate Championship 
held at Santhi Kalyana  mandapam,Pendurthi , Vizag on 
9th & 10th Dec 2017  

• Jetti  Naveen Kumar , Department of   Ba  160570021 
secured 1st place  at 13th aP State level  Karate 
Championship  held at Sr lakshmi ganapathi Seva Samiti 
Bhavanipuram, Vijayawada on 12th  nov 2017

• P Gowtham Sai  , Department of   Ce  150020100 secured  
3rd Place under 74 Kg  at Junior State  Powerlifting 
Championship held at Jaggayyapet, Krishna District 
from17th to 19th november 2017

• G K S Subhankar Reddy  , Department of   Mechanical 
engg  14007169 secured  3rd Place under 83  kgs at  Junior 
State Powerlifting Championship held at Jaggayyapet, 
Krishna District from17th  to 19th november 2017

•A Hari Krishna, Department of   Mechanical engg  
14007301 secured   3rd Place under 93 kgs at  Junior State 
Powerlifting Championship held at Jaggayyapet, Krishna 
District from17th to 19th  november 2017

•S Sri Kari, Department of   CSe 160031305 secured  
2nd place under 84 Kgs  at  Junior State  Powerlifting 
Championship held at Jaggayyapet, Krishna District 
from17th to 19th november 2017

• K Hari Sainadh , Department of   CSe 170030480 secured  
1st Place under 120 kgs at  Junior  State Powerlifting 
Championship held at Jaggayyapet, Krishna District 
from17th to 19th november  2017

• V Madhu Bhargavi , Department of   eCe 160040936 
secured  3rd Place under 84 kgs   Junior  State Powerlifting 
Championship held at Jaggayyapet, Krishna District 
from17th to 19th november  2017

•   G Vivek  , Department of   Ce  14002024 secured  1st place 
under +120 kg at  Junior State  Powerlifting Championship 
held at Jaggayyapet, Krishna District from17th to 19th 
november 2017  
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tOtAL stUDENts AChIEVEMENts

PhOtO gALLERy 
•The Department of Physical Education organized a Guest lecture on Food & Nutrition on 3rd November 2017. The guest 
speaker was Dr. hema malini, hoD, Dept of BhM, Klu.

Felicitation to Dr. Hema malini, HOD, Dept of BHM, during 
guest lecture on Food & Nutrition 

The students listening the guest lecture on food and 
Nutrition on 3rd November 2017 

thE DEPARtMENt Of PhysICAL EDUCAtION ORgANIzED thE sOUth zONE INtER 
univErsity baDminton mEn tournamEnt from 6th to 10th DEcEmbEr 2017.

inauguration of South Zone inter university Badminton Men 
tournament by hon’ble Sports Minister of andhra Pradesh Sri 
Kollu ravindra garu. guest of honor Sri. rayapati  ranga rao 
garu, Sr. Vice President aPBa, Dr.l.S.S.reddy Vice Chancellor, K 
l university, Dr.Satya Prasad, Pro Vice Chancellor,  Dr habibulla 
Khan Dean Students affair ,  Dr.K.hari Kishore associate Dean 
(Sports &games) , Dr. Jh Kamalesh ,hoD, Dept of Physical 
education,  V.Jyothi Surekha arjuna awardee to grace the 
occasion on 6th December 2017

Felicitation to V.Jyothi Surekha arjuna awardee to grace the occasion. 
By hon’ble Sports Minister of andhra Pradesh Sri Kollu ravindra garu. 
guest of honor Sri. rayapati  ranga rao garu Sr. Vice President aPBa, 
Dr.l.S.S.reddy Vice Chancellor, K l university, Dr.Satya Prasad, Pro 
Vice Chancellor Dr habibulla Khan Dean Students affair,  Dr.K.hari 
Kishore associate Dean (Sports &games) and Dr. Jh Kamalesh ,hoD, 
Dept of Physical education.
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the dignitaries giving best wishes to the Kl Deemed to be 
university Men badminton team for the south zone inter 
university Badminton men tournament held at indoor 
Sports Complex, Department of Physical education from 
6th to 10th December 2017.

the dignitaries on the occasion of valedictory function of 
south zone inter university badminton men tournament Sri 
nakka anand babu, hon’ble Minister for social Welfare, govt. 
of andhra Pradesh, Sri. K Ch. Punnaiah Chowdary, Sr. event 
Bai, Ceo aPBa,Sri Koneru raja harin garu Vice President K l 
university, Dr.habibulla Khan, Dean Students affairs, Dr.K.hari 
Kishore associate Dean (Sports & games) ,Dr.J.h.Kamalesh, 
hoD ,Department of Physical education.

Winner Team, Andhra University, Andhra Pradesh for the 
south zone inter university badminton men tournament 
2017-18 with the dignitaries at the Valedictory function

Runner up team University of Calicut for the south zone 
inter university badminton men tournament 2017-18 
with the dignitaries at the Valedictory function.

Appreciation to winners of AP Jr. Inter District 
Powerlifiting Championship held at Jaggayapet, 
Krishna Dt from 17.11.2017 to 19.11.2017 by Dr Habibulla 
Khan Dean Students Affair, Dr. K Hari Kishore Associate 
Dean and Dr. J H Kamalesh.

Appreciation to Winners of 29th Inter District Roller 
Skating Championship held at Vizag from 15-12-2017 to 
18-12-2017 by Dr Habibulla Khan Dean Students Affair, 
Dr Hari Kishore Associate dean  and Dr. JH Kamalesh
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Appreciation to Mr Satya Nikhit by Dr Habibulla Khan 
Dean Students Affair, Dr Hari Kishore Associate dean 
Sports and Games and Dr John H Kamalesh 

Appreciation to Mr J Naveen Kumar by Dr Habibulla Khan 
Dean Students Affair, Dr. K Hari Kishore Associate Dean 
and Dr J H Kamalesh. 

sPORts NEWs
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